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Executive Summary
The Shire of Collie is a medium sized local
authority, with a population of 8,795 people
(ABS, 2017). The Shire covers an area of
1,685 square kilometres, set amongst 78%
State Forest and includes Wellington Dam, a
water catchment of state significance.
Collie has an existing outdoor heated pool the
Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool which
includes a 50m 8 lane pool and leisure pool.
These pools were upgraded in 2015 at a cost
of $3.6 million. This included the development
of a new leisure pool, wet deck edging, all
abilities access ramp and new plant.
During the last State Government elections in
2017 the local State member pledged $2
million to develop an indoor 25m 6 lane pool
at the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool site if
re-elected. The local State member was reelected and the $2million has been allocated
towards the development of an indoor pool in
Collie.
The Shire of Collie needs to understand the
cost of developing an indoor heated
swimming pool so that the Shire is in a
position to make an informed decision on
whether or not to proceed with the project.
The purpose of the study is for the Shire of
Collie to understand the cost of developing an
indoor heated swimming pool at the current
site, and establish likely demand and ongoing
costs in order to make an informed decision
on whether or not to proceed with the project.
The study must include the examination of a
25 metre indoor heated swimming pool as one
of the options.
The five stage methodology used ensured
that all of the project requirements outlined in
the project brief are addressed. The five
stages are:
•
•
•
•
•

Stage 1: Start-up and review of
background information
Stage 2: Stakeholder Consultation and
Needs Assessment
Stage 3: Feasibility Study
Stage 4: Design Technical Evaluation
Stage 5: Finalise Study

The proposed site for the new indoor pool is
to the south of the existing site and would
likely involve the relocation and demolition of
the existing building used by the Collie
Community Radio Station.
The Strategic Community Plan identifies five
goals the most relevant to this project are:
GOAL 1: OUR COMMUNITY
A vibrant, supportive and safe community
Specifically, the following outcomes:
1.1 Health, education and family support
services that are accessible and meet the
needs of the community.
1.2 Participation in sport, recreation and
leisure opportunities.
1.2.1 Provide and promote sport,
recreation and leisure facilities and
programs
1.2.2 Provide support to local sport and
recreation clubs and groups to increase
participation
1.3 An active and supportive community.
The provision of an indoor aquatic facility
aligns with these community goals and
outcomes.
Swimming is one of the most popular sports in
Australia. Our nation is surrounded by water
and swimming is one of our great passions.
As well as being fun, swimming is a great way
to keep fit, stay healthy and make friends.
Swimming is a healthy activity that you can
continue for a lifetime. It is a low-impact
activity that has many physical and mental
health benefits.
Within one hours drive of Collie there are four
indoor aquatic facilities, the nearest indoor
aquatic facility is located at Australind over a
30 minute drive from Collie. The indoor pools
at Donnybrook and Bunbury (two facilities) are
located 40 and 45 minutes drive respectively.
Based on the consultation it is understood that
a significant number of people are travelling to
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these indoor facilities for rehabilitation,
hydrotherapy, swimming lessons,
competitions and training.
As of 2017 the Shire of Collie had a
population of 8,795 people and a medium age
of 41.3. Other key facts include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mining is the main employing industry
Median household income is lower at
$738 compared with Australia $877
26.7% of adults have completed Year
12 compared with Australia 51.9%
The unemployment rate is 11%
compared with Australia 6.9%
5.4% of the population need
assistance with core activities
[Australia is 5.1%]
Index of Relative Socio-economic
Disadvantage is 918 (second quartile)
which is below the median for Australia
of 1000
The population is relatively stable
Collie has a higher representation of
very young people [0-14 years] and
adults aged 45-74 years]
Collie is underrepresented in young
people and adults [15-44 years] and
older adults 85+ years of age

Significant trends include:
•

•
•

•

•
•

Increased demand for programmed
hotter water areas as well as pools
suitable for therapy and older adult
exercises.
Development of multi-use facilities to
attract a broader range of users.
Demand for high standard, high quality
facilities and services to meet
resident’s recreation and leisure
needs, including well-presented and
clean facilities.
Development of multi-purpose aquatic
leisure centres has enabled the high
operating cost activity of aquatics to be
cross subsidised by more profitable
activity areas such as health and
fitness, food and beverage and
entertainment areas.
Aquatic, health and fitness activities
are becoming a larger part of people’s
activity choices.
Aquatic facilities have been designed
to meet the needs of people with

•

special recreation needs to increase
accessibility to and within such
facilities. Added to this is the growing
array of programs and activities
offered to people of all different
abilities, physical condition and skill
levels.
Aquatic facility market research
indicates complexes must equally
cater for three distinct aquatic user
markets being Recreation and Leisure
Market; Competitive/Training/Fitness
Market; and the Health, Education and
Therapy Market.

The Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool is an
outdoor heated pool and is usually open from
October to May. The exact opening and
closing dates for the season are always
advertised closer to the commencement of the
season.
Swimming lessons are conducted by a private
operator during the season. Between 100 and
120 children currently participate in the
lessons on a regular basis. They are currently
held in December and February over a two
week period and comprise of 8 half hour
lessons. Private lessons and lessons for
special needs children are also provided.
The same operator also co-ordinates the
VacSwim, Royal Life Saving Bronze
Medallion, Austswim and Education
Department programs and is based out of the
clubroom building onsite.
The Collie Swimming Club are based at the
facility and have over 40 members. They use
the 50m lap pool for training and competitions
including Swim WA meets during the summer
season. The club also facilitates local school
swimming carnivals. 8-10 swimmers travel to
Bunbury in the winter season to train. They
have a shipping container onsite which they
operate from (storage of equipment etc.).
The Collie Underwater Hockey Club also
utilises the facility for training and
competitions (Monday and Wednesday
evenings) and the 50m pool has designated
markings for an underwater hockey pitch. The
club had 32 active members last season
including 5 from Bunbury.
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The local physiotherapists utilise the current
50m pool for rehabilitation exercises and
classes for clients who require rehabilitation
post-surgery or injury and are not yet able to
progress to a land based exercise program.
The class also benefits those with conditions
who find it painful and difficult to exercise on
land. It provides a safe, more comfortable and
effective way to exercise.

There were also some specialised needs
identified including the ability to conduct
indoor swimming competitions and trainings,
hydrotherapy/rehabilitation and learn-to-swim.
The key findings of the workshop were:
•

Casual users utilise the pool extensively
during the season for leisure swimming, social
gatherings, birthday parties and lap swimming
(fitness).

•

A major part of the study process was
consulting with the local community and key
stakeholders. This occurred through an online
community survey, community workshop and
meetings with community and user group
representatives. Consultation also occurred
with other key stakeholder such as Council
Staff, Elected Members and relevant
government agencies.

•

Some key findings from the survey which
received 611 responses included:
In relation to the proposed indoor heated pool
respondents were asked “Please indicate the
programs/activities you would participate in at
an indoor heated pool”. In order of popularity
the activities were:
1. Casual Swimming
2. General Fitness
3. Relaxation and Wellness
4. Water Play/ Leisure Swimming
5. Lap Swimming
6. Rehabilitation
7. Aqua Fitness Classes
8. Swimming Lessons
9. VacSwim
10. Swimming Club
11. Underwater Hockey
12. Spectator
The respondents were asked to “Please rank
in order of priority the following potential
features of the new indoor pool”. The order of
preference from respondents was;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Program Pool
Lap Pool
Rehabilitation Pool
Leisure/ Water Play Area
Spa/Sauna

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The wellbeing and rehabilitation
benefits of having an indoor heated
pool
The existing travel costs and effort
required to access pools for swimming
lessons and training, underwater
hockey training (in winter) and for
rehabilitation/hydrotherapy (all year).
The costs of building and operating a
new indoor pool (onward cost to
ratepayers in terms of increased rates)
The need for affordable community
use of an indoor pool (keeping entry
fees low)
Economic and tourism benefits of
providing this facility in Collie, rather
than local people travelling out of town
Potential design options for an indoor
pool, such as integration with the
existing Collie Mineworkers Memorial
Pool
Strong support for a pool that provides
for a wide range of uses such as
rehabilitation, leisure, fitness,
swimming lessons and training.
Access for all is important e.g. the
provision of a ramp and
disability/family changerooms
Ancillary facilities such as café/kiosk
would be desirable
Ability to open up the sides in summer
Variable depths and lengths proposed

In terms of annual operating budget the
existing pool has on average over the
previous three years, generated $106,100 of
revenue, $537,980 of expenses and a deficit
of $431,880.
The brief requires that the Needs Assessment
is to consider the most appropriate type of
facility – including lap pool, hydrotherapy pool,
leisure pool, or a combination of these, and
must consider the option of a 25 metre indoor
heated swimming pool.
The options have been developed based on
the brief requirements, consultation and
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research findings and specialist aquatic
design expertise. The options being
considered are:
Do nothing – retain the existing outdoor pools
and continue to operate as currently doing so.
This considers doing nothing and keeping the
status quo which would involve continuing to
operate the existing outdoor pool as is
currently occurring.
Option 1 - 25m 6 lane indoor pool
A segment of the community (primarily the
swimming club, underwater hockey club and
regular lap swimmers) has been advocating
for an indoor 6 lane 25m pool (similar to what
is provided at Donnybrook) for many years.
Plans have previously been drawn up which
include an indoor 25m pool with access ramp,
changerooms, spectator seating,
reception/kiosk and storage. In addition to this
a stand-alone building is provided for the
Collie Swimming Club Clubrooms which
includes meeting room, kitchen, offices and
storage.
The estimated total cost for Option 1 is
$4,838,887 for the pool only and $736,849 for
the Swim Club building.
Option 2 - Indoor warm water program pool
The community consultation and research
indicated a need for a pool that could cater for
rehabilitation, swimming lessons (learn to
swim), casual lap swimming, aqua programs,
wellness and recovery. As such a concept
design has been developed to endeavor to
meet these needs as best as possible within
the project budget.
This option provides an indoor heated
program pool which is 16.66m in length,
access ramp, integrated spa, in-water seats
for swimming lessons,
office/reception/meeting room, two universal
access toilets, two changerooms and storage.
The estimated total cost for Option 2 is
$2,231,648.
Option 3 – 25m 3 lane indoor pool plus
program pool
Option 3 presents a hybrid design that
includes a 25m 3 lane lap pool with depths

ranging from 1.2m to 1.8m. It also includes an
integrated learn to swim pool with in-water
seats for swimming lessons which could also
be used for aqua fitness and rehabilitation
programs and a small spa area also designed
for rehabilitation. It has an access ramp,
office/reception/meeting room, two universal
access toilets, two changerooms and storage,
with two separate access points for the times
when the outdoor pool is open and winter
when it is closed.
The estimated total cost for Option 3 is
$3,906,415.
We have utilised the ActiveXchange
Investment Planning Model to determine the
supply, competition and demand for an indoor
25m 6 lane pool, warm water program pool
and 25m 3 lane pool and program pool.
The model predicts that if an additional indoor
25m 6 lane pool was developed at the site
and open all year additional projected visits
driven by the new indoor pool are 9,288
across the year. This would be in addition to
the current 20,872 visits, so the total visitation
would be 30,160 visits and increase of 44%
from the existing attendance at the outdoor
pool. However, visits per square metre would
decrease from 1.12 to 0.7 this compares with
the industry benchmark of 6.5.
The model predicts that if an additional indoor
warm water program pool was developed at
the site and open all year additional projected
visits driven by the new indoor pool are 8,975
across the year. This would be in addition to
the current 20,872 visits, so the total visitation
would be 29,847 visits an increase of 43%.
Visits per square metre would decrease from
1.12 to 0.94 this compares with the industry
benchmark of 6.5 and is higher than the other
options.
The model predicts that if an additional indoor
25m 3 lane indoor pool and program pool was
developed at the site and open all year,
additional projected visits driven by the new
indoor pool are 9,232 across the year. This
would be in addition to the current 20,872
visits, so the total visitation would be 30,104
visits an increase of 44%. Visits per square
metre would decrease from 1.12 to 0.7 this
compares with the industry benchmark of 6.5
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and is the same as the indoor 25m 6 lane pool
option.
The brief requires an initial assessment of the
best heating options for both pools (existing
outdoor and proposed indoor). This would
need to be confirmed by an engineer at the
detailed design stage assuming the indoor
pool development proceeds. The benefits and
constraints of the following options were
considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gas Boiler
Electric Heat Pump
Geothermal
Photovoltaic Systems
Co-Generation Systems
Biomass

Based on our experience and the specific site
conditions at Collie the electric heat pump
option is likely to be the most effective and
efficient option for Collie. However, we
strongly recommend seeking the opinion from
a mechanical engineer to determine the best
option for Collie during the detailed design
process for the indoor pool.
The existing outdoor Collie Mineworkers
Memorial Pool serves the community well for
the majority of the year (around 8 months). It
attracts over 20,000 visits per season and
provides a wide range of aquatic programs
and services which are well supported by the
local Collie community.
The proposal to develop an indoor pool at the
site has merit, the community has a need for
all year round access to indoor water space in
close proximity to where they live. From the
community consultation and market research
it has been identified that there is a strong
need particularly for rehabilitation services
along with swimming lessons (learn to swim).
There are also some specific needs for lap
swimming and training all year round again
without the need to travel outside the local
community to do so.
Despite the benefits of providing indoor
aquatic services it needs to be recognised
that the cost of providing such facilities and
services is significant. All options identified
(with the exception of the “do nothing” option)
will require some level of operating subsidy
from Council). This ranges from over

$100,000 (for the indoor warm water pool) up
to over $150,000 per year for the indoor 25m
pool, this excludes depreciation and finance
expenses. If these are included then the
deficit increases to between $150,000 to over
$330,000 per year.
Reducing the operating period of the pool to 6
months of the year will reduce the operating
deficit range from over $50,000 for the indoor
warm water pool to $260,000 for the indoor
25m 6 lane pool.
In addition to this capital expenditure over a
25 year period for maintenance and
refurbishment will vary from $570,000 for the
warm water pool to $1,240,000 for the 25m 6
lane pool.
If Council is prepared to subsidise the
operation of a proposed indoor pool then it is
recommended that the provision of an indoor
warm water pool is the best option. This
provides the most flexible water space, is the
most sustainable and caters for the greatest
needs within the Collie community.
In our view the provision of an indoor 6 lane
25m pool is not an affordable option for the
Collie community and Shire. The only
activities that are not going to be able to be
catered for in the indoor warm water pool are
competition swimming and underwater hockey
and participants in these activities will need to
continue to travel to the neighbouring
communities to conduct this in the four month
period June to September. They would be
able to conduct some fitness and lap
swimming in the proposed warm water pool.
Proceeding with this option would result in a
deficit of nearly $1million per year when
factoring in the current annual deficit of the
outdoor pool which last year was $580,000
and the capital expenditure requirements.
A third option was proposed also, this is a
hybrid option and provides greater capacity
for lap swimming and underwater hockey.
This option is less costly to operate than the
25m 6 lane option however is still significantly
higher to operate than the indoor warm water
pool. This option would address some of the
specific needs of the swimming club and
underwater hockey club although it is still a
compromise as it will not permit any
competitions for these sports.
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1. Overview
1.1 Introduction and
Background
The Shire of Collie is a local government area
in the South West region of Western Australia,
about 60 kilometres east of Bunbury and
about 200 kilometres south of the state
capital, Perth. The Shire covers an area of
1,711 square kilometres.
The Shire of Collie is a medium sized local
authority, with a population of 8,795 people
(ABS, 2017). The Shire covers an area of
1,685 square kilometres, set amongst 78%
State Forest and includes Wellington Dam, a
water catchment of state significance.
Collie has an existing outdoor heated pool the
Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool which
includes a 50m 8 lane pool and leisure pool.
These pools were upgraded in 2015 at a cost
of $3.6 million. This included the development
of a new leisure pool, wet deck edging, all
abilities access ramp and new plant.
During the last State Government elections in
2017 the local State member pledged $2
million to develop an indoor 25m 6 lane pool
at the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool site if
re-elected. The local State member was reelected and the $2million has been allocated
towards the development of an indoor pool in
Collie.
The Shire of Collie needs to understand the
cost of developing an indoor heated
swimming pool so that the Shire is in a
position to make an informed decision on
whether or not to proceed with the project.
The purpose of the study is for the Shire of
Collie to understand the cost of developing an
indoor heated swimming pool at the current
site and establish likely demand and ongoing
costs in order to make an informed decision
on whether or not to proceed with the project.
The study must include the examination of a
25 metre indoor heated swimming pool as one
of the options.

1.2 Project
Requirements and
Approach
The project requirements are:
•

A Needs Assessment based on
demographic profile, community and
stakeholder consultation for an indoor
heated swimming pool in Collie at the
current site. The Needs Assessment is to
consider the most appropriate type of
facility – including lap pool, hydrotherapy
pool, leisure pool, or a combination of
these, and must consider the option of a
25 metre indoor heated swimming pool.
• A Life Cycle Cost Assessment for each
indoor heated swimming pool option,
including capital to develop the facility
and ongoing costs.
• A Feasibility Study for each option. The
feasibility study is to consider and make a
recommendation as to whether the pool
operates year round, or over the winter
months only.
• The Life Cycle Cost Assessment and the
Feasibility Study to consider the
development and ongoing costs of the
new facility in relationship to the existing
refurbished outdoor swimming pool. This
would include but not be limited to:
o An assessment of the best heating
options for both pools;
o Initial concept designs on the current
site, showing how the new facility
would link with the existing facility –
e.g. entrances, toilets; and
o Access for existing user groups – swim
school, underwater hockey club and
swimming club.
Council would like to test the feasibility of
developing an indoor pool in close
consultation with user groups and the local
community.
If the indoor pool is determined to be feasible
the appropriate type of pool will be determined
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which could include a lap pool, hydrotherapy
pool, leisure pool or combination of these. A
requirement of the brief is to determine if a
25m pool is feasible also.
A challenge of the project will be balancing
the varying ideas within the community and
coming up with a design solution that meets
the majority of the needs whilst ensuring a
sustainable option for Council.
Indoor pools can be costly to develop and
operate if not designed and managed well.
The approach was to work closely with the
community and Council to determine the best
outcome for the long term to ensure it does
not become a burden on the community and
for Council.
The methodology is based on the Department
of Local Government, Sport and Cultural
Services Feasibility Services Guide and a flow
chart of the main processes is depicted on the
following page. This study will comprise
Phase One and Two of this process.
The five stage methodology used ensures that
all of the project requirements outlined in the
project brief are addressed. The five stages
are:
•
•
•
•
•

Stage 1: Start-up and review of
background information
Stage 2: Stakeholder Consultation and
Needs Assessment
Stage 3: Feasibility Study
Stage 4: Design Technical Evaluation
Stage 5: Finalise Study
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the Feasibility and Needs Assessment Process, Source: DLGSCS
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2. Strategic Context
2.1 Location and Site Details
The existing Collie Mineworkers Memorial
Pool is located adjacent the Shire of Collie
Administration Centre on Throssell Street,
Collie.
The existing facility includes an eight lane
50m pool with access ramp and wet edge. A
leisure pool, changerooms, kiosk, office and
building used by the learn-to-swim and
VacSwim operators.

The proposed site for the new indoor pool is
to the south of the site and would possibly
involve the relocation and demolition of the
existing building used by the Collie
Community Radio Station (refer Figure 2).
The site is centrally located in the town,
adjoins a major road and sits within a broader
precinct containing the Council administration
centre and library.

Figure 2: Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool
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2.3 Background Review
Strategic Community Plan
The Shire of Collie’s Strategic Community
Plan 2017-27 is a long-term planning
document that sets out the community’s
vision, aspirations for the future, and the key
strategies that the Shire will focus on to
achieve the community’s aspirations, with and
for the community.
The Shire of Collie is in a period of significant
change, and the global shift in energy
generation is having an impact on the Shire.
This is reflected in the following strategic
priorities identified in the plan:
•

Economic diversification to provide
new opportunities for the workforce
displaced by changes in the coal
mining and coal fired power generation
sector; i.e. Agriculture

indoor pool are likely to be young people
including children and older adults.
The Strategic Community Plan also identified
five goals the most relevant to this project are
GOAL 1: OUR COMMUNITY
A vibrant, supportive and safe community
Specifically the following outcomes:
1.1 Health, education and family support
services that are accessible and meet the
needs of the community.
1.2 Participation in sport, recreation and
leisure opportunities.
1.2.1 Provide and promote sport,
recreation and leisure facilities and
programs

•

Developing tourism products,
infrastructure and the capacity of
operators

•

Branding and marketing Collie

1.3 An active and supportive community.

•

Position Collie as the ideal centre for
creating sustainable alternatives for
the power industry

The provision of an indoor aquatic facility
aligns with these community goals and
outcomes.

•

Embrace and promote the Shire of
Collie as an aged-friendly community
and retiree destination

Long Term Financial Plan

•

Improve the attractiveness of Collie to
families and retain the youth
population

•

Maintain existing community
infrastructure and develop regional
infrastructure and improved transport
connections in the region for the Collie
community and tourists

•

Advocate and provide for the health of
the Collie River in collaboration with
stakeholders.

A number of these key priorities support the
development of aquatic and leisure facilities
such as an indoor pool particularly the points
highlighted above as key user groups of any

1.2.2 Provide support to local sport
and recreation clubs and groups to
increase participation

The Long Term Financial Plan considers the
financial impact of the strategies identified in
the Strategic Community Plan as well as the
Corporate Business Plan and other key
planning documents. It also considers the
financial implications of the Council’s Asset
Management Plans and future variables
including expected CPI, wage growth,
movements in government grants and
anticipated rates increases.
The plan indicates that the main challenge will
be to meet the basic operational needs of the
organisation including the maintenance of
Collie’s roads, buildings and other
infrastructure whilst minimising the impact on
ratepayers. This will be challenging given
current economic climate and limited increase
in the rate base which is anticipated.
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2.4 Benefits of Aquatic Facility Provision
Swimming is one of the most popular sports in
Australia. Our nation is surrounded by water
and swimming is one of our great passions.
As well as being fun, swimming is a great way
to keep fit, stay healthy and make friends.
Swimming is a healthy activity that you can
continue for a lifetime. It is a low-impact
activity that has many physical and mental
health benefits.
Swimming is a great recreational activity for
people of all ages. Recreational swimming
can provide people with a low-impact workout
and it’s also a good way to relax and feel
good.
Some people who enjoy swimming want to
take it to a competitive level. This can provide
the health benefits of a vigorous workout as
well as the fun and thrill of competition. The
main strokes used in competitive swimming
are breaststroke, freestyle, backstroke and
butterfly.
Swimming is a great workout because you
need to move your whole body against the
resistance of the water. Swimming is an
excellent all-round activity because it:
•
•
•
•
•

Keeps your heart rate up but takes
some of the impact stress off your
body
Builds endurance, muscle strength
and cardiovascular fitness
Helps maintain a healthy weight,
healthy heart and lungs
Tones muscles and builds strength
Provides an all-over body workout, as
nearly all of your muscles are used
during swimming.

Swimming has many other benefits including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Being a relaxing and peaceful form of
exercise
Alleviating stress
Improving coordination, balance and
posture
Improving flexibility
Providing good low-impact therapy for
some injuries and conditions
Providing a pleasant way to cool down
on a hot day

A large proportion of the population does not
know how to swim. Learning to swim
provides an individual with personal safety,
psychological, physical, social and
recreational values. Millions of people enjoy
aquatic activities every year and many of
these individuals will not be able to save
themselves or help someone else should they
find themselves in trouble in the water. The
majority of drownings that occur every year
occur in non-swimming activities.
Learning how to swim as an adult can provide
a great sense of accomplishment and
personal satisfaction. For an adult, swimming
can be difficult to engage in but the rewards of
accomplishment once skills have been
developed are immeasurable.
People tend to feel more social when they are
around water. There is something about water
that makes people want to play. It provides
individuals the opportunity to get out and
socialize regardless of their skill level.
Learning how to swim will open up a variety of
other aquatic activities as well.
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2.6 Need for and Benefits of Council Providing an
Indoor Swimming Pool
The Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool is the
only swimming pool owned by the Shire of
Collie and the only formal swimming pool in
the Shire.
The Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool is
needed to be able to provide water safety,
fitness activities, health prevention,
rehabilitation activities, recreation and sport in
the region.
The benefits of swimming pools should not
just be viewed in terms of the financial cost to
provide but also the participation opportunities
that enhance health and wellbeing and
provide social and recreation activities.
Swimming has a high participation rate
compared to other sports and physical
activities. A benefit of swimming is that it can
be undertaken by people of all ages and
abilities and can provide good exercise for
people who can’t bear weight or are obese.
Currently the existing outdoor pools open from
October to May.
The pool provides valuable opportunities for
local people to gain summer employment, for
skill acquisition, for small businesses to grow
and support for pool related services.

For working community members, extended
evening hours can allow for greater use of the
pool and other activities.
Swimming lessons (learn-to-swim) can be
provided all year round in controlled
conditions.
Swimming programs for children and family
swim times also serve as membership
attractions.
For people with injuries and post-operative
conditions an indoor heated pool provides
year round access to heated water for
rehabilitation without the need to travel to
facilities located outside of the Shire.
For the swimming and under water hockey
club an indoor facility depending on the
design would provide opportunities for year
round training and potentially competitions (if
designed appropriately).
In summary, a year-round enclosed pool
provides a much wider range of possibilities
and opportunities for the community than an
outdoor seasonal pool.

The desire for an indoor pool has been in
existence for many years. A number of the
user groups at the pool including the
swimming club and underwater hockey club
have been advocating for year round access
to training and competition facilities as they
currently have to travel over 30 minutes to
access indoor aquatic facilities in Australind,
Bunbury and Donnybrook in the winter
season.
A year-round indoor pool facility would offer a
range of community benefits.
For seniors, water aerobics and mild water
activities offer welcome relief for a range of
health conditions including arthritis.
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3. Audit of Aquatic Facilities
An audit of indoor aquatic facilities was
conducted of facilities within 1 hour drive of
Collie. The following facilities were identified,
and an overview provided.
Donnybrook
The Donnybrook Recreation Centre has an
heated 25m 6 lane indoor public swimming
pool with spectator gallery, which is used for
casual lap swimming, aqua aerobics,
swimming lessons and general use. The
indoor pool is also available for swimming
carnivals and for hire for private events.
The Donnybrook Recreation Centre is 52km
from Collie (approximately 40 minute drive).

Image: South West Sports Centre, Bunbury
There is also a hydrotherapy pool at Bunbury
located at St John of God Health Care
Hospital which provides rehabilitation services
and water awareness for babies.
Australind
The Leschenault Leisure Centre has a 25m 8
lane pool heated to 27.5 degrees Celsius with
a leisure lagoon pool with beach entry
including water buckets, fire hydrant, toddler
splash jets and a river ride heated to 32.5
degrees Celsius and a spa pool heated to 38
degrees Celsius and steam room. The facility
also has a sports centre, cafe and fitness
centre. The aquatic facility is used for
swimming club, swimming lessons, aqua
aerobics, learn-to-swim and water exercise.
The Leshenault Leisure Centre is 46km from
Collie (approximately a 33 minute drive).

Image: Donnybrook Recreation Centre Indoor
Pool
Bunbury
The South West Sports Centre at Bunbury
has an indoor 50m 10 lane pool heated to 2628 degrees Celsius, a 25m learn to swim and
free form leisure pool, spa, sauna and steam
room. The facility is used for a wide range of
activities including swimming competitions
and training, learn to swim, rehabilitation,
leisure swimming and carnivals. The facility
also has a gymnasium and fitness centre
incorporated within it.
The South West Sports Centre is 56km from
Collie (approximately a 45 minute drive).

Implications for Collie
The nearest indoor aquatic facility is located
at Australind over a 30 minute drive from
Collie. The indoor pools at Donnybrook and
Bunbury are located 40 and 45 minutes drive
respectively. Based on the consultation it is
understood that a significant number of
people are travelling to these indoor facilities
for rehabilitation, hydrotherapy, swimming
lessons, competitions and training.
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Figure 3: Existing Indoor Aquatic Facilities within 1 hour drive from Collie
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4. Demographic and Trend Analysis
4.1 Population Profile
As of 2017 the Shire of Collie had a
population of 8,795 people and a medium age
of 41.3. Other key facts include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mining is the main employing industry
Median household income is lower at
$738 compared with Australia $877
26.7% of adults have completed Year
12 compared with Australia 51.9%
The unemployment rate is 11%
compared with Australia 6.9%
5.4% of the population need
assistance with core activities
[Australia is 5.1%]
Index of Relative Socio-economic
Disadvantage is 918 (second quartile)
which is below the median for Australia
of 1000
The population is relatively stable
Collie has a higher representation of
very young people [0-14 years] and
adults aged 45-74 years] refer Table 1
Collie is underrepresented in young
people and adults [15-44 years] and
older adults 85+ years of age refer
Table 1

Table 1: Age Profile of Collie

Australia Wide Trends
‘The Future of Australian Sport’ report
conducted by the CSIRO / Australian Sports
Commission identified six sporting
‘megatrends’ that may redefine the Australian
sport and recreation sector over the next 30
years.
1. A Perfect Fit
A Perfect Fit refers to the trend of increasing
popularity amongst individualised sport and
fitness activities (swimming, yoga, gym,
aerobics, jogging etc.). People are
increasingly becoming involved in
individualised sport and fitness activities as
they are generally living busier lifestyles and
have less time for structured/organised sports.
Individual fitness pursuits allow people to align
their fitness activities with their ever-changing
weekly schedules.
This trend supports the provision of aquatic and
swimming activities which are primarily undertaken
in an unstructured manner.

2. From Extreme to Mainstream

Age Profile

Collie

Australia

0-14 years

19.5

18.8

15-24 years

11.9

13

25-34 years

11.7

15

35-44 years

10.8

13.3

45-54 years

13.5

12.9

55-64 years

14.7

11.5

65-74 years

11.4

8.7

75-84 years

4.7

85 years +

1.8

-

4.2 Aquatic and
Leisure Trends

4.7
2

From Extreme to Mainstream refers to the
trend of ‘Adventure’, ‘Lifestyle’, ‘Extreme’ and
‘Alternative’ sports increasing in popularity.
This is especially the case in younger
individuals as they are more likely to be
attracted to these forms of sport and
recreation through generational change and
increased awareness through online content
(Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and Twitter
etc.). These sports are often characterised by
a strong lifestyle element and participants
often obtain cultural self-identity and selfexpression through participation in these
sports/activities. Such sports are beginning to
appear at the Olympic Games (e.g. BMX).
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There is an opportunity for the facility in the
future to meet the demand generated from
this trend by offering such activities and
programs at the centre.
3. More than Sport
More than Sport refers to the trend of
governments (at federal, state and local level)
and companies increasing their utilisation of
sport to achieve their policy objectives.
Governments in particular are increasingly
incorporating sport into various policies to
tackle a range of issues from childhood
obesity through to community wellbeing.
Furthermore, local governments associated
with marginalised communities are trending
towards the utilisation of sport as a means of
building social capital within their community.
This trend presents an opportunity for Council
to consider utilising the facility to
accommodate social, community wellbeing
and preventative health programs at the
facilities for example the NDIS program.
4. Everybody’s Game
Everybody’s Game refers to the trend of
sports/recreational activities becoming more
and more geared towards the ageing and
more culturally diverse Australian population.
This will change both the types of sports we
play and how we play them, with indications
that more and more Australians are
embracing sport well into their old age.
Australia is also becoming more culturally
diverse with new arrival populations growing
around the nation. As the population ages and
becomes increasingly diverse (culturally) the
sporting preferences of the nation are likely to
change as a result.
There is a need to ensure that any programs
and activities on offer at the proposed facility
offer diversity and cater for a range of specific
population groups including older adults and
an increasingly culturally diverse population.

of a more competitive sporting arena for
Australians, both on the sports field and in the
sports business environment. Asian countries
(especially China) are investing heavily in
sporting facilities, training and participation
programs all of which are rapidly improving
their gold medal counts in the Olympics
Games in recent times. The growth of
disposable income amongst Asian countries is
resulting in an increased interest in sport as
people have more money to spend on sport,
leisure and recreation activities. This could
also potentially create new markets for sports
television, sports tourism, sports equipment,
services and events.
This trend is not highly related to the provision
of community level leisure and sporting
facilities.
6. Tracksuit to Business Suit
Tracksuit to Business Suit refers to the trend
of some sports receiving much higher salaries
for elite athletes than other sports. Currently
more people are trending towards sports that
receive a higher salary at the elite level which
places pressures on less financially backed
sports. Market forces are also putting greater
pressures on loosely organised community
sporting clubs to become organisations with
corporate structures and formal forms of
governance; a challenging task for many. A
secondary point to this trend is the
acknowledgement of the rising cost of sports
participation which is now becoming a barrier
for some members of the community.
This trend is relevant as there is a need for
the operations of facilities such as the indoor
pool being proposed at Collie to be well
governed and managed professionally. The
cost of participation is a major participation
barrier for some members of the community
and needs to be balanced against the
objective of cost recovery of services.

5. New Wealth, New Talent
New Wealth New Talent refers to the growth
of Asian countries (in terms of both population
and income). This trend will see the creation
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Specific Aquatic and Leisure Trends
The following figure provides an overview of
trends that currently influence aquatic facility
development.

People’s leisure and recreation options are
changing towards newer more varied activities
offered over a greater range of timeframes
compared to previous decades where limited
variety in activities and scheduling occurred.
This has supported the trend towards more
multi-use facilities to attract a broader range
of users as well as multiple water and dry
areas to meet different needs at the one
centre.
This trend would be addressed at an indoor
facility that provided a range of aquatic and
leisure facilities and programs at the site.
Constraints to recreation and leisure
participation

Figure 4: Trends impacting on aquatic leisure
facility development

A gradual ageing of the population
As life expectancy increases, birth rates stay
low and the “baby boomers” of the 1950s and
1960s grow older. This is placing a new
demand on providing programmed hotter
water areas as well as pools suitable for
therapy and older adult exercises. It also
means it is important to have a range of pools
with different water depths and temperatures.
This supports indoor heated swimming pool
provision at Collie.
Flexibility in the times when people
recreate
As demands on people’s time increases and
work practices change people are seeking to
take their recreation at different times, over a
broad spread of hours and at facilities that
offer a lot of activities at one site. Pools,
health and fitness facilities are particularly
attractive and getting easier to use as many
are open 12 to 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.
This supports providing year round and after
hours access to an aquatic facility in Collie.
Increased variety in recreation and leisure
options

Lack of time, lack of facilities close by, family
and work constraints, health problems and
cost of service or use of facilities are the main
constraints to many people’s recreation and
leisure participation.
The development of an indoor pool facility at
Collie could assist in reducing some of these
participation constraints and this is an
opportunity for the existing facility.
Changing employment structures, trading
and work hours
These trends often make participation in
traditional sports difficult and therefore people
are looking for facilities that are open longer
hours and have a lot of activity options at the
one site. This makes opportunities such as
multi-use pools attractive as their longer
opening hours and days open means usage
can be made in a wide range of social,
training, competition, and educational
settings.
There is an opportunity to introduce more
aquatic and leisure based programs and
review opening times to provide more
opportunities for the community to utilise and
access the existing Collie Pool and any
proposed indoor pool.
Different people want different activities
The broadening different cultural, age and
gender of the population sees the need for
facilities to offer potential users a much more
varied range of programs and services than
previously offered.
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Again there is an opportunity to increase the
range of facilities, programs and services to
meet this demand either at the existing pool or
any proposed indoor pool.
Provision of high standards and quality of
facilities and services
People are, more and more, looking for high
standard, high quality facilities and services to
meet their recreation and leisure needs. This
has also seen the trend for indoor facilities
becoming very popular as they allow activity
in safe and secure spaces in all weather and
environmental conditions. This suggests that
building low standard, low cost facilities will
not attract the maximum user market.
Any new indoor aquatic facility needs to be of
a high standard to maximise patronage and
sustainability.
Desire for activities to be affordable
The development of multi-purpose aquatic
leisure centres has enabled the high operating
cost activity of aquatics (in many cases) to be
cross subsidised by more profitable activity
areas such as health and fitness, food and
beverage and entertainment areas. This has
enabled many facilities to keep general entry
fees lower to encourage use whilst seeking
users who want special services to contribute
at a greater level to the cost of such activities.
The fees and charges set at Collie appear
reasonable when compared with other
facilities of a similar size located in regional
and rural areas, however it is acknowledged
that they would be a barrier for some people
and families given the socio-economic status
of the area.

Recognition of strong links between
physical activity and health
Preventative health care and active lifestyles
are very important to many people and
aquatic and health and fitness activities are
becoming a large part of people’s activity
choices. This is picked up also in the Mega
Trends above.
The Collie Pool and any proposed indoor pool
needs to offer healthy and active programs to
encourage people to be more physically
active and preventative in their approach to
health.
Expectations of equity and access
Today’s society expects people with special
needs to be catered for in public aquatic and
leisure facilities. This has seen improved
design features to increase accessibility to
and within such facilities. Added to this is the
growing array of programs and activities
offered to people of all different abilities,
physical condition and skill levels.
Currently the Collie Pool caters adequately for
people with a disability and accessibility
challenges. This needs to also be addressed
in any potential new facility.
Summary of Trends Impacting on Aquatic
Facilities Programs and Services
Significant trends include:
•

•
•

•

Increased demand for programmed
hotter water areas as well as pools
suitable for therapy and older adult
exercises.
Development of multi-use facilities to
attract a broader range of users.
Demand for high standard, high quality
facilities and services to meet
resident’s recreation and leisure
needs, including well-presented and
clean facilities.
Development of multi-purpose aquatic
leisure centres has enabled the high
operating cost activity of aquatics to be
cross subsidised by more profitable
activity areas such as health and
fitness, food and beverage and
entertainment areas. This highlights
the importance of ensuring these
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•
•

•

•

elements are maximising their
commercial return and should be a
primary focus of the Collie Pool in the
future.
Aquatic, health and fitness activities
are becoming a larger part of people’s
activity choices.
Aquatic facilities have been designed
to meet the needs of people with
special recreation needs to increase
accessibility to and within such
facilities. Added to this is the growing
array of programs and activities
offered to people of all different
abilities, physical condition and skill
levels.
Aquatic facility market research
indicates complexes must equally
cater for three distinct aquatic user
markets being Recreation and Leisure
Market; Competitive/Training/Fitness
Market; and the Health, Education and
Therapy Market. The Collie Pool
caters well for these markets for eight
months of the year whilst it is open
however these markets are not
catered for locally when the facility is
closed and residents need to travel to
other facilities outside of the Shire.
Quality furniture, such as pool side
lounges, tables, chairs, umbrellas,
etc., allow families to stay close to the
water areas in relative comfort, and
increase secondary spend and is an
opportunity for the existing and any
potential new facility at Collie.

4.3 Climate
In Collie, the climate is warm and temperate.
There is more rainfall in the winter than in the
summer in Collie. The average annual
temperature in Collie is 15.1 degrees and the
rainfall averages 877mm. The climate is
diverse with warm to hot summers and cold
winters refer Figure 5.

Figure 5: Collie Climate chart

4.4 Participation
Trends
Swimming is a popular activity. The top five
ranked physical activities for West Australian
adults in terms of total participation are
walking, followed by fitness/gym activities,
athletics (includes jogging and running),
swimming and cycling is the fifth most
participated activity.
The five most popular physical activities for
children are swimming, Australian Rules
football, netball and athletics (includes jogging
and running).
Swimming is also the second most
participated activity within a purpose built
venue or facility after fitness activities.
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5. Programs and Services
The Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool is an
outdoor heated pool and is usually open from
October to May. The exact opening and
closing dates for the season are always
advertised closer to the commencement of the
season.
Swimming lessons are conducted by a private
operator during the season. Between 100 and
120 children currently participate in the
lessons on a regular basis. They are currently
held in December and February over a two
week period and comprise of 8 half hour
lessons. Private lessons and lessons for
special needs children are also provided.

gatherings, birthday parties and lap swimming
(fitness).
Pool Hours (season commencing Monday 15
October 2018):
Monday to Saturday: 10.00am-7.00pm
Sunday: 12.00 noon-7.00pm
Entry Fees
General Admission – $5.00
Student (Age 13+ must produce proof of
enrolment/student status) – $4.00

The same operator also co-ordinates the
VacSwim, Royal Life Saving Bronze
Medallion, Austswim and Education
Department programs and is based out of the
clubroom building onsite.

Concession (Pension/Health Care/Disability
Cards) – $3.00

The Collie Swimming Club are based at the
facility and have over 40 members. They use
the 50m lap pool for training and competitions
including Swim WA meets during the summer
season. The club also facilitates local school
swimming carnivals. 8-10 swimmers travel to
Bunbury in the winter season to train. They
have a shipping container onsite which they
operate from (storage of equipment etc.).

Spectators (Non swimming – excluding
swimming lessons and carnivals) – $2.00

Spectators (Swimming lessons and carnivals)
– Free

Participants (Swimming lessons and
carnivals) – $3.00
Book of 10 single entry tickets – $45.00
Special Shire/RLSSWA Event Days – Free
Swimming Pool Season Tickets:

The Collie Underwater Hockey Club also
utilises the facility for training and
competitions (Monday and Wednesday
evenings) and the 50m pool has designated
markings for an underwater hockey pitch. The
club had 32 active members last season
including 5 from Bunbury.
The local physiotherapists utilise the current
50m pool for rehabilitation exercises and
classes for clients who require rehabilitation
post-surgery or injury and are not yet able to
progress to a land based exercise program.
The class also benefits those with conditions
who find it painful and difficult to exercise on
land. It provides a safe, more comfortable and
effective way to exercise.

•
•
•
•
•

Family – $350
Family Concession (Health Care Card)
– $200.00
Individual – $160.00
Student (Age 13+ must produce proof
of enrolment/student status) – $120.00
Concession (Pension/Health
Care/Disability Cards) – $80.00

Casual users utilise the pool extensively
during the season for leisure swimming, social
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6. Community & Stakeholder
Consultation Findings
6.1 Stakeholder
Consultation
A major part of the study process was
consulting with the local community and key
stakeholders. This occurred through an online
community survey, community workshop and
meetings with community and user group
representatives. Consultation also occurred
with other key stakeholder such as Council
Staff, Elected Members and relevant
government agencies.
The promotion of these consultation
opportunities was published on a flyer that
was distributed via:
•
•
•
•
•

The Shire of Collie Facebook page
The Shire of Collie website
Press release
Advertisement in the Collie Mail
Emails to the key stakeholder list

16th of September at 11pm. This opportunity
for community consultation was widely
promoted through the Collie community via a
media release and distribution of the
promotional flyer online (Facebook, website &
email list). A significant total of 611 responses
were received over this period.
The first part of the survey focused on the
Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool (CMMP)
and asked respondents when they last used
the CMMP. Respondents who had not used
the pool were diverted to a separate question
exploring why they had not used the pool in
the past and what would encourage them to
use the pool. Respondents who had used the
pool were asked what facilities they used and
the frequency of program/activity participation.
The second half of the survey focused on the
proposed indoor heated pool, exploring the
following:
•
•

•
•

Programs/activities respondents may
participate in
Anticipated frequency of participation
in programs/activities
o October – May
o June – September
Potential features for the indoor
swimming pool
Additional comments

The survey concluded with the option of
providing individual and contact details to
enable them to be updated on the progress of
the project and requests the age cohort of the
respondent.

Image: Consultation Flyer

6.2 Key Findings
Online Community Survey
An online survey titled Collie Heated Indoor
Pool Community Survey was open to the
public on 3rd of September and closed on the

The key findings are outlined below and a
detailed Consultation Findings Report is
included as Appendix A
For those respondents who stated I have
never used the outdoor swimming pool in
Collie, they were subsequently asked “Why
have you not used the Collie Mineworkers
Memorial Pool in the past”. The top two
reasons were that the water temperature is
too cold and there is not enough
protection from the sun.
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This group of respondents (non-pool users)
were then asked, “What would encourage you
to use the Collie Mineworkers Memorial
Pool?”. The most common response was to
provide an indoor pool that was heated
and has warm water.
For those respondents who had used the
Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool, they were
asked “Which facilities have you used at the
Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool”. From the
611 responses, 536 people had used the
main pool (88%), 417 the shade/shelter
facilities (68%), 402 the change rooms (66%),
343 the kiosk (56%), 283 the wading pool
(46%) and 67 the BBQ (11%).
The next question stated, “In the last 12
months what programs/activities have you
participated in at the Collie Mineworkers
Memorial Pool and how often?”. The
responses showed that the most popular
activities/programs were casual swimming
and water play/leisure swimming for

weekly, fortnightly and monthly users. The
daily users’ most participated activities
included casual swimming, lap swimming and
general fitness activities.
In relation to the proposed indoor heated pool
respondents were asked “Please indicate the
programs/activities you would participate in at
an indoor heated pool”. In order of popularity
the activities were:
1. Casual Swimming
2. General Fitness
3. Relaxation and Wellness
4. Water Play/ Leisure Swimming
5. Lap Swimming
6. Rehabilitation
7. Aqua Fitness Classes
8. Swimming Lessons
9. VacSwim
10. Swimming Club
11. Underwater Hockey
12. Spectator

Figure 6: Programs that would be participated in at an indoor pool
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Respondents were then asked, “Please
indicate the frequency you would participate in
these programs/activities at a heated pool
from October to May”. The responses showed
that the three most popular
activities/programs in each of the timeframes
were;
•
•

Daily - general fitness (92), Lap
swimming (75), casual swimming (72)
Weekly – casual swimming (228),
general fitness (223), relaxation and
wellness (204)

•
•

•

Fortnightly – casual swimming (110),
waterplay/leisure swimming (103),
relaxation and wellness (92)
Monthly – relaxation and wellness
(79), casual swimming (73), general
fitness and waterplay/leisure
swimming (69)
Less than monthly – VacSwim (49),
Waterplay/leisure swimming (44),
Aquatic fitness classes (42)

Figure 7: Frequency of use October to May
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Respondents were then asked, “Please
indicate the frequency you would participate in
these programs/activities at a heated pool
from June to September”. The responses
showed that the three most popular
activities/programs in each of the timeframes
were;
•

Daily (at least five times/week)general fitness (95), casual swimming
(82), lap swimming (77)

•
•
•
•

At least weekly–general fitness (215),
relaxation and wellness (196), casual
swimming (195)
At least fortnightly–casual swimming
(115), waterplay/leisure swimming
(107), relaxation and wellness (96)
At least monthly–casual swimming
(80), waterplay/leisure swimming (72),
relaxation and wellness (70)
Less than monthly–VacSwim (49),
waterplay/leisure swimming (45),
rehabilitation (42)

Figure 8: Frequency of use June to September
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The respondents were asked to “Please rank
in order of priority the following potential
features of the new indoor pool”. The order of
preference from respondents was;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Program Pool
Lap Pool
Rehabilitation Pool
Leisure/ Water Play Area
Spa/Sauna

Figure 9: Priority potential features for the new indoor pool

The survey’s final question “Please provide
any other comments that you have in relation
to an indoor swimming pool in Collie” allowed
individuals to express their answers in a
written form without any pre-set selections.
This required the individual analysis and
categorisation of each comment to determine
their distinctive parts as many of the
responses had multiple themes.

Table 2: Responses themes from the general
comments
Response Theme

Number of Responses

Overall positive support

150

Rehabilitation

67

Swimming Lessons

62

Year-round

56

Existing Outdoor Pool

24

Financial

19

Health/Fitness

18

General Comment

17

Underwater Hockey

12

Pool Location

12

Water Temperature

11

Lap/Swim Club

11

Access for all

10

Infrastructure

8

Water play

7

Extra opening hours

6

Spa

5

Tourism

4
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Below is a snapshot of example comments:

Community Workshop

Indoor heated pools also are great for those
water loving kids in winter when there isn’t
much else to do.

A community workshop was held on Thursday
the 27th September 2018 at the Margaretta
Wilson Centre, Collie between 5-6.30pm.

An indoor heated pool with spa would be great
for the ageing population of Collie.

This opportunity for community consultation
was widely promoted through the Collie
community via a media release, an
advertisement through the Collie Mail and
distribution of the promotional flyer online
(Facebook, website and emails). 45 people
attended the workshop.

I feel that our family (and indeed our
community) would greatly benefit from the
building of an indoor pool. My children are
swimming Club members and currently train in
Australind over the winter months so as to not
lose their aqua fitness and maintain their
personal best times. We would also use the
pool as a rehab pool and general fitness pool,
rather than travelling to Australind once a week.
There are many members of our community
that are currently travelling out of our local area
to train and or rehab in a warmer indoor pool.

Workshop attendees were asked to work in
five small groups (around their tables) to
brainstorm and share perspectives on the
following topics relating to the development of
an indoor pool in Collie:

Would be great to use all year round for
swimming lessons for my son.

What do you think are the benefits of having
an indoor heated pool in Collie?

I and many others need to travel to Bunbury for
rehab swimming/aquatics and it’s too time
consuming.

What do you think are the challenges
associated with having an indoor heated pool
in Collie?

Be great if the physio group ran exercise and
rehab sessions.

What is your preferred type of indoor pool for
Collie?

I think it would be a great asset for the town, but
worry about what sort of a drain it may be on
shire resources.

Each small group was asked to share their
key points with the large group and was
provided the opportunity to share their
perspectives.

I have a child with special needs and I would
love for him to swim all year round.
Mainly interested in laps and classes for fitness
although my children may use the pool for fun.
I am definitely supportive of an indoor pool.
However I feel that something like this would
probably need a lot of ongoing funding which
will probably require the raising of rates by a not
insignificant amount. If a way can be found to
keep rate rises to a minimum and still build and
operate an indoor pool then I am 100% behind
the idea.
An all year round indoor pool is desperately
needed in Collie so many people travel out of
town for swimming lessons and shop while they
are down there we need to keep Business in
town "

The key points and perspective shared in the
large group discussion presented a diverse
range of perspectives and stimulated
discussions.
The key themes of the large group discussion
were:
•
•

•
•

The wellbeing and rehabilitation
benefits of having an indoor heated
pool
The existing travel costs and effort
required to access pools for swimming
lessons and training, underwater
hockey training (in winter) and for
rehabilitation/hydrotherapy (all year).
The costs of building and operating a
new indoor pool (onward cost to
ratepayers in terms of increased rates)
The need for affordable community
use of an indoor pool (keeping entry
fees low)
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Economic and tourism benefits of
providing this facility in Collie, rather
than local people travelling out of town
Potential design options for an indoor
pool, such as integration with the
existing Collie Mineworkers Memorial
Pool
Strong support for a pool that provides
for a wide range of uses such as
rehabilitation, leisure, fitness,
swimming lessons and training.
Access for all is important e.g. the
provision of a ramp and
disability/family changerooms
Ancillary facilities such as café/kiosk
would be desirable
Ability to open up the sides in summer
Variable depths and lengths proposed

User Group Interviews
Interviews were held with key stakeholders
during the day of 27th of September 2018
(prior to the community workshop). These
interviews provided key stakeholders the
opportunity to share their perspectives and
desires for an indoor pool in a face to face
setting. Key stakeholders/potential user
groups included:
•
•
•
•
•

Swim School
Underwater Hockey Club
Swimming Club
Guardian Exercise (Exercise
Physiologist)
Physio South West

From these interviews, it is evident that
different user groups have different
requirements from an indoor pool. This is
outlined in Table 3 below.

Image: Attendees at the community workshop
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Table 3: Summary of Key Stakeholder Interviews
Potential
User Group

Design requirements/desires

Other key considerations

Swim school

•
•
•
•

Indoor program pool
0.9m depth would be great
31°C ideal for infants
Need to be designed to support water
safety “within arm’s reach”

•

•

Ideal dimensions are 20m x15m x 2m
depth (competition size although the
club changes its field to suit)
Tiles much preferred over concrete
Ideally would be a 1.2m at the
shallowest (for games)

Underwater
hockey club

•
•
Swimming
club

•
•

Guardian
exercise

•
•
•

Physio South
West

Require 25m with at least 6 standard
sized lanes (to hold competitions)
Diving depth at each end
Ramp required
Minimum chest depth to shoulder depth
to allow for facilitator
Size of pool is not a primary concern

•

•
•

•

Management model will need to be
well thought through/scrutinised
Location (proposed) is good. Plenty of
parking
Having a lap pool to keep fit will be a
major benefit for winter season.
Skills training for juniors could occur in
a program pool

•

New clubrooms required for Swimming
Club
Smaller than 25m lap pool would not
benefit the Swimming Club

•
•

Ideal temperature is 32°C
Showers, toilets (DDA) required

•

Accessibility is an absolute must to
allow for all clients to utilize the pool.

•

A versatile 3 to 6 lanes 25 metre pool
would be ideal

•

Water temperature for rehabilitation is
ideally 34 degrees to promote pain relief
and decrease stiffness, however an
adequately heated pool would still have
significant benefit and would suit all
water activities.

•

The hydrotherapy pool in St John Of
God Bunbury is ideal for hydro due to
the heat and accessibility. It is good for
small babies swimming lessons
however is not long enough for lap
swimming or swimming lessons.

•

A pool with both walking depth and
swimming depth would be ideal to allow
areas for those who are completing
rehab in the shallow areas, but also
allow for other water activities such as
lap swimming and swimming lessons.
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7. Benchmarking Analysis
7.1 Best Practice
Aquatic and Leisure
Facility Provision
Industry benchmarks demonstrate that the
majority of current aquatic facilities require a
significant subsidy to cover operating costs.
Deficits vary depending on factors such as the
facility location, type, size and elements. The
limited numbers of Centres that are meeting
their operating costs show minimal financial
return on capital investment.
A review of the most successful centres
shows that the following occurs:
• High visits per square metre
• High expense recovery ability including
some capital repayment
• High operating profits per visit
• Excellent program range returns and
attendances
• High secondary spend returns
• High range of attendance types
• Draws users from a large catchment
area
• High revenue returns from health and
fitness
This supports typically recommended activity
area components that:
• provide a mix of shallow
leisure/recreation water with
programmable water areas
• provide high revenue generating
complementary service areas such as
food and beverage services
• are located in a high traffic/visitation
area
• are located as part of other leisure
facility developments
Traditionally, commercial investment in
aquatic facilities has been in specialist pools
such as learn-to-swim or as additions to
health and fitness clubs not public aquatic and
leisure facilities. The high capital cost and
limited or no financial returns have contributed
to this situation.

7.2 Key Markets
Aquatic and leisure centres have five key
markets:
Recreation – a leisure centre with a market
that seeks an attractive “destination” that
provides swimming and water fun and
relaxation for all ages and caters to individuals
and to families. Provision requirements
include outdoor grass areas with appropriate
levels of seating and shade, and sufficient
water space to enable recreational or “leisure”
swimming when programs are using the
pools. A key factor in the “leisure” component
is the café and an attractive place to relax and
have something to eat or drink as part of the
leisure experience. The existing aquatic
facility in Collie provides this market well.
Health/Fitness/Wellbeing – there are a
growing number of Australians who want to
swim for fitness or walk in water for fitness or
exercise in water for fitness. A pool that can
operate at appropriate temperatures (30-35
degrees C) and provide the benefit of a
hydrotherapy temperature to residents of all
ages and all ability levels to benefit from
‘hydrotherapy” and relaxation and exercise in
warm water. This is particularly important for
those with arthritis, low back pain, recovery
from surgery and recovery from sporting or
other injuries. The current aquatic facility in
Collie doesn’t adequately cater for this
market, it is used for rehabilitation but
generally the water temperature is too low and
the facility was not designed to specifically
cater for this market. It does however cater
well for lap swimmers seeking fitness benefits
given the 50m length and eight lane provision.
Education – school swimming classes and
carnivals and teaching programs (learn-toswim). The existing aquatic facility is used for
these programs and is suitable for these
activities particularly school swimming classes
and carnivals. Learn to swim is provided at
the existing facility although the water
temperature [26 degrees] is not the ideal level
[30 degrees plus is preferred] and again the
pool is not specifically designed to cater for
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learn to swim as it is not the ideal depth and is
a large water space.
Sports – A smaller market Swim Clubs
provide the opportunity for people of all ages
to compete and to have time trials and
carnivals that allow them to take part in the
sport of swimming. Coaching and the learn-toswim program provides candidates for the
squads and an enjoyment of swimming that
may result in some competing in inter-club,
country and State/National swimming events
as well as at school and university. Collie has
an active swimming club that regularly uses
the existing pool during the season. Some of
its members travel to neighbouring Council
facilities to train and compete in the closed
season [June to September].
Public Safety – promoting awareness of
safety issues through programs such as Life
Saving training (bronze medallion) and
VacSwim. These programs are currently
provided for well at Collie and the currently
facility suitable for these programs.

Figure 10: Key aquatic target markets and
market segments

7.3 Value Adding and
Cross Subsidising
Public aquatic facilities, in the vast majority of
cases, are subsidised by their owners, which
typically is local government. Some, however
perform better than others and local
government is prepared to accept the need to
provide a significant subsidy on the basis that
the community is provided with benefits such
as health, fitness, community and economic
development, learning to swim and social
interaction. The efficient operation of aquatic
facilities and the minimisation of this
subsidisation should still be a goal as
improved efficiency not only produces savings
it often results in environmental benefits
through reduced utility consumption.
Health + Fitness Activity Areas
Industry trends indicate that users of aquatic
facilities are also significant users of health
and fitness facilities. Location of each of these
activity components at the one site improves
financial viability.
Health and fitness has the capacity to record
much higher expense recovery returns than
aquatic centres. Traditionally these returns
can also attract commercial investors and
operators to health and fitness facilities.
Locating these facilities at aquatic centres
increases the potential of cross-selling and
spin-off use. It also improves the
membership/program user and casual user
ratio.
Although not specifically a requirement of this
study it should be a consideration in future
planning to incorporate health and fitness
programs and/or facility in the future.
Ancillary Services +Activity Areas
In recent years, in addition to health and
fitness areas, there has been a trend to
develop a range of complementary
businesses in conjunction with aquatic leisure
facilities.
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These include:
Wellness Centres: There is an emerging
trend of adding in an area for specialist
wellness activities, services and
merchandising. The key services found at
successful wellness centres include
massage, beauty therapy treatments,
gentle exercise classes and relaxation and
time out activities.
Inclusion of such facilities offers a broader
range of activities to a larger age profile of
people. The massage and beauty therapy
are high yield sales activities and also can
have high linked merchandising product
sales.
It is essential in developing such areas that
they are located with good views, away
from general public noise and viewing
areas and have very good finishes and
fittings. Provision should be made for a
lounge for relaxation after treatment or
classes.
Sports Medicine: Development of
consulting rooms, with patient access to
health and fitness and pools are revenue
generators.
Health and Therapeutic Services: Health
consultancies, weight loss and therapeutic
services linking in worker and accident
rehabilitation patients to use the range of
facilities with centre memberships paid by
relevant authorities.

has been a strong shift away from
developing 50 metre pools (indoor or
outdoor) due to:
•

High cost of provision

•

Limited use and flexibility of this
large activity space

•

High cost of operations and
maintenance

•

Limited market of fitness and
competition swimmers

•

Ability of short course pools to
meet many of the specialist needs
traditionally met by 50 metre pools

•

Design flexibility and new features
that allows for moveable floors and
changing lane widths and
moveable booms to maximise use
of water areas

The Collie Pool and catchment market is
unlikely to be able to sustain many of these
activities on a full commercial basis. However,
they should not be discounted fully and there
is the opportunity to provide variations and
smaller scale services to address these trends
and market demands. For example activities
such as group fitness, a small café/kiosk area
that serves a greater range of products and
healthy options, additional water based
programs and working with health services
and the NDIS to incorporate compatible
programs and services.

Health and Beauty Services: Leased
areas to services such as beauticians, hair
salons and body toning.
Multi-Use Compared with Specialist Use
The aquatic facility development trend that
is most prevalent in Australia is the
development of larger more multi-use
indoor/outdoor facilities in comparison to
the period between the 1960s and 1990s
where there was strong pressure to build
limited 50 metre competition and training
facilities.
In recent years, and outside major
metropolitan areas across Australia, there
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8. Performance and Financial
Analysis of Existing Pool
Table 4: Existing pool revenue and season
passes

8.1 Attendances
The existing Collie Mineworkers Memorial
Pool does not collect specific information on
attendances/visits. The following information
was provided by Council in relation to daily
pool revenue, season passes and other event
revenue as outlined in Error! Reference s
ource not found..
It has been estimated based on the annual
revenue amount generated at the pool that
approximately 20,000 visits are generated at
the pool every season.

8.2 Operating Budget
In terms of annual operating budget the
existing pool has on average over the
previous three years, generated $106,100 of
revenue, $537,980 of expenses and a deficit
of $431,880 (refer Table 5).

Revenue
Type

2017/18

2016/17

2015/16

Daily Pool
Revenue ($)

$34,830

$28,617

$61,736

Family
Season
Pass
(# of tickets)

76

104

120

Single
Season
Pass
(# of tickets)

53

129

74

Student
Season
Pass
(# of tickets)

13

46

51

$25,592

$21,452

$15,139

Other
Events ($)

Table 5: 3 Year Operating Budget
2017/18
Revenue
Swimming Pool Revenue
Utility Reimbursement
Expenses
Equipment Maintenance - Pool
Clothing - Pool
Conferences & Training - Pool
Superannuation - Pool
Pool Maintenance
Swimming Pool Kiosk Expense
Telephone - Pool
Utilities - Pool
Pool Chemicals
Insurance - Pool
Depreciation - Pool
LSL & A/L Accrued - Pool
Annual Leave - Pool
Program Expenses - Pool
Insurance - W/Comp - Pool
Admin Office - Pool
Salaries - Pool
Accrued Salaries - Pool
Surplus/Deficit

2016/17

2015/16

$95,799
$682
$96,481

$101,425
$627
$102,052

$119,106
$661
$119,767

$5,123
$368
$1,122
$23,163
$32,736
$55
$416
$109,568
$14,224
$5,749
$83,033
-$3,069
$3,197
$3,985
$13,633
$96,950
$190,743
$14
$581,011
-$484,530

$4,185
$1,270
$3,417
$17,270
$41,817
$23
$414
$121,186
$13,215
$6,490
$82,061
$8,447
$0
$945
$13,613
$101,558
$133,716
$820
$546,263
-$444,210

$4,181
$583
$2,129
$16,541
$35,084
$236
$415
$104,850
$19,204
$7,379
$77,065
$2,614
$571
$2,045
$5,469
$75,054
$137,427
$486,666
-$366,899

3 yr Average
$105,443
$657
$106,100
$0
$4,497
$740
$2,223
$18,991
$36,546
$105
$415
$111,868
$15,548
$6,540
$80,720
$2,664
$1,256
$2,325
$10,905
$91,187
$153,962
$278
$537,980
-$431,880
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8.3 Key Performance
Indicators Benchmarking

Whilst the Collie facility under performs in
many areas compared with other outdoor
pools in Australia it should be recognised that
Collie’s catchment population [8,795] is
significantly less than the average of 46,667.

The Centre for Environment and Recreation
Management (CERM) through the University
of South Australia conduct an annual survey
throughout Australia of a large number of
aquatic and recreation centres regarding their
performance in a wide range of areas
including financial, services, marketing,
staffing, facility management and utilities
usage. These are the latest available figures
(2017) from CERM for Group 5 Centres <
3000 m2 which is the category the Collie Pool
falls within.
Table 6: CERM Key indicators comparison for
the Collie Pool
Indicator

Benchmark

Collie*

Expense
recovery

50%

20%

Gross
receipts

$229,375

$106,100

Gross
expenditures
(excluding
depreciation)

$385,822

$457,260

Adult swim
fee

$5.50

$5

Child swim
fee

$4.20

$3

Total Visits

53,493

20,000
(approx.)

Catchment
population
(within 5km
radius)

46,667

8,795

Labour costs

$233,907

$249,347

Utility costs

$75,005

$111,868

* Based on 3 year average
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9. Future Options
9.1 Option Analysis
The brief requires that the Needs Assessment
is to consider the most appropriate type of
facility – including lap pool, hydrotherapy pool,
leisure pool, or a combination of these, and
must consider the option of a 25 metre indoor
heated swimming pool.
The options have been developed based on
the brief requirements, consultation and
research findings and specialist aquatic
design expertise. The options being
considered are:
•
•
•
•

Do nothing – retain the existing
outdoor pools and continue to operate
as currently doing so
25m 6 lane indoor pool
Indoor warm water program pool
25m 3 lane indoor pool and program
pool

For each of the four options proposed the key
features/elements are outlined, the benefits
and constraints identified, concept plan and
an order of cost estimate assessment
provided.

9.2 “Do Nothing”
Option 1 considers doing nothing and keeping
the status quo which would involve continuing
to operate the existing outdoor pool as is
currently occurring. The following benefits and
constraints of this option are outlined below:

•

•
•

9.3 Option 1 – 25m 6
Lane Indoor Pool
A segment of the community (primarily the
Swimming Club, underwater hockey club and
regular lap swimmers) have been advocating
for an indoor 6 lane 25m pool (similar to what
is provided at Donnybrook) for many years.
Plans have previously been drawn up and
approved in principle by Council which include
an indoor 25m pool with access ramp,
changerooms, spectator seating,
reception/kiosk and storage. In addition to this
a stand-alone building is provided for the
Collie Swimming Club Clubrooms which
includes meeting room, kitchen, offices and
storage (refer section 9.6).
Benefits
•
•
•

Benefits
•

No additional lifecycle (operating and
capital) costs to Council to what they
are currently experiencing.

•
•

Constraints
•
•

No year-round access to aquatic
services and facilities in the Shire of
Collie
No indoor aquatic facilities within the
Shire of Collie

Residents will still need to travel
outside the Shire to access indoor
aquatic facilities for
hydrotherapy/rehabilitation, swimming
training and competitions, and lessons
in the winter period (approximately 4-5
months).
Inability to provide indoor aquatic
programs
No specialist aquatic facility for learnto-swim, rehabilitation or aqua classes.

•

Year-round access to aquatic services
and facilities in the Shire of Collie
Pool suitable for regional level
swimming competitions
Pool highly suitable for swimming
training and lap swimming
Pool suitable for underwater hockey
training.
Can be used for swimming lessons
and rehabilitation although not
specifically designed for these
activities
Economic benefits and increased
visitation derived through the addition
of new events which would attract
visitors to Collie
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•

Additional employment opportunities
through the increased operating period
(extending from 8 months to 12
months).

Benefits
•
•

Constraints
•
•

•

•
•
•

Significant additional lifecycle
(operating and capital) costs to
Council
Higher lifecycle costs (operating and
capital) than the indoor heated
program pool option and the 3 lane
indoor pool option
Residents will still need to travel
outside the Shire to access specialist
indoor aquatic facilities for
hydrotherapy/rehabilitation
Capital cost greatly exceeds the $2m
election commitment {approx. $3.6m)
Will compete with the outdoor pool
offering
Requires additional parking provision

9.4 Option 2 - Indoor
Warm Water
Program Pool
The community consultation and research
indicated a need for a pool that could cater for
rehabilitation, swimming lessons (learn to
swim), casual lap swimming, aqua programs,
wellness and recovery. As such a concept
design has been developed to endeavor to
meet these needs as best as possible within
the project budget.
This option provides an indoor heated
program pool which is 16.66m in length, which
is suitable for lap swimming, varying from 1m
to 1.2m in depth, access ramp, integrated
spa, in-water seats for swimming lessons,
office/reception/meeting room, two universal
access toilets, two changerooms and storage,
with two separate access points for the times
when the outdoor pool is open and winter
when it is closed (refer section 9.8).

•
•

•
•
•

Year-round access to aquatic services
and facilities in the Shire of Collie
Pool suitable for swimming training
and lap swimming
Pool specifically designed for
swimming lessons, rehabilitation, aqua
fitness and wellness programs.
Additional employment opportunities
through the increased operating period
(extending from 8 months to 12
months).
Lower lifecycle (operating and capital)
costs to Council compared with the
indoor 25m pool options.
Capital cost is around the $2m budget
Will complement the outdoor pool
offering which provides for swimming
competitions/training, lap swimming
and leisure swimming.

Constraints
•
•

•
•

•
•

Additional lifecycle (operating and
capital) costs to Council
Residents will still need to travel
outside the Shire to access larger
pools for swimming competitions
during the off season [June to
September].
Pool not suitable for regional level
swimming competitions
Pool not ideal for swimming training
and lap swimming although it can
cater for shorter distance lap
swimming.
Depth is not ideal for diving or
underwater hockey
A compromise will need to be made on
water temperature as lap swimmers
require a cooler temperature than
rehabilitation and swimming lessons.
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9.5 Option 3 – 25m 3
Lane Indoor Pool +
Program Pool

require a cooler temperature than
rehabilitation and swimming lessons.

Option 3 presents a hybrid design that
includes a 25m 3 lane lap pool with depths
ranging from 1.2m to 1.8m. It also includes an
integrated learn to swim pool with in-water
seats for swimming lessons which could also
be used for aqua fitness and rehabilitation
programs and a small spa area also designed
for rehabilitation. It has an access ramp,
office/reception/meeting room, two universal
access toilets, two changerooms and storage,
with two separate access points for the times
when the outdoor pool is open and winter
when it is closed (refer section 9.10).
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

•

Year-round access to aquatic services
and facilities in the Shire of Collie
Pool suitable for swimming training
and lap swimming including diving.
Pool suitable for underwater hockey
training.
Pool suitable for swimming lessons
and rehabilitation.
Additional employment opportunities
through the increased operating period
(extending from 8 months to 12
months).
Lower lifecycle (operating and capital)
costs to Council compared with the
indoor 25m 6 lane pool option.

Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional lifecycle (operating and
capital) costs to Council
Higher lifecycle costs (operating and
capital) than the indoor warm water
program pool option
Capital cost significantly exceeds the
$2m election commitment
Will compliment the outdoor pool
offering
Pool not suitable for regional level
swimming competitions
A compromise will need to be made on
water temperature as lap swimmers
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9.6 25m 6 Lane Indoor Pool Concept Plan
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9.7 25m 6 Lane Indoor Pool Order of Cost
Estimate
Order of cost estimates to construct the indoor 25m 6 lane swimming pool have been prepared by
NBQSS Quantity surveyors and detailed on the following 3 pages. An overview of the cost plan is
provided in Table 7.
Table 7: Summary of Cost Plan – 25m 6 Lane Indoor Pool and Swim Clubrooms

Item – Pool Only

Amount

Total construction cost

$3,201,610

Gross project costs (inc. contingencies, fees etc.)

$4,055,537

Estimated total commitment (inc. escalation, location allowance, ex GST)

$4,838,887

GST

$483,889

Item – Swim Clubrooms
Total construction cost

$479,500

Gross project costs (inc. contingencies, fees etc.)

$617,568

Estimated total commitment (inc. escalation, location allowance, ex GST)

$736,849

GST
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

OPTION 1

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate - 25m x 6 Lane Indoor Pool
Cost Plan Date: 15 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description
1.0

BUILDINGS

1.1

Changeroom, Toilet Amenities and Pool
Hall

Unit

m2

Nov-18

Qnty

175.80

Rate

946 $

2,200.00

Amount

$

2,081,200.00

2.0

SWIMMING POOL

2.1

25 x 6 lane reinforced concrete swimming
pool with ramp pool access complete
including filtration and pool equipment

Item

$

1,020,000.00

2.2

Allowance for lane ropes etc

Item

$

20,000.00

2.3

Pool blankets - 25m pool

Item

Excluded

3.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

3.1

Allowance for sundry demolitions

Item

$

10,000.00

3.2

Paved areas - Allowance

m2

$

8,100.00

3.3

Outbuildings - Outdoor plant and service
yard

Item

$

15,000.00

3.4

Grassed area including reticulation

m2

$

3,060.00

3.5

External signage

Item

$

5,000.00

4.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

4.1

External Stormwater - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.2

External Sewer - Allowance

Item

$

4,250.00

4.3

External Water - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.5

External light and power - Allowance for site
distribution
Item

$

15,000.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$

3,201,610.00

5.0

90 $

90 $

90.00

34.00

18.19 -CSP-181128
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

OPTION 1

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

6.0

PROJECT COSTS

6.1

Design Contingency

Item

10%

$

320,161.00

6.2

Construction Contingency

Item

5%

$

176,089.00

6.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

Item

$

5,000.00

6.4

Professional Fees and Disbursements

Item

$

352,677.00

7.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

4,055,537.00

8.0

ESCALATION

$

227,921.00

$

555,429.00

$

4,838,887.00

10% $

483,888.70

10%

8.1
Escalation to Tender - Based on 15 months
to tender and 6 months construction period Item
9.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

9.1

Location Allowance - Excludes Fees

Item

10.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT
Goods and Services Tax

Item

15%

DRAWINGS

This Cost Indication is based on Larking Drafting Services Site Plan (1:300) dated May 2016
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CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate - Swim Clubrooms
Cost Plan Date: 28 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description

Unit

External Works and External Services
based on assumption that the pool hall
and swimming poll will be constructed

NOTE

External Works and External Services
based on assumption that the pool hall
and swimming poll will be constructed
in close proximity to Pool hall and

NOTE

1.0

BUILDINGS

1.1

Swim Club rooms

2.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

2.1

Paved areas - Allowance

3.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

3.1

External Stormwater - Allowance

3.2

Nov-18

Qnty

175.80

Rate

Amount

m2

180 $

2,600.00

$

468,000.00

m2

50 $

90.00

$

4,500.00

Item

$

2,500.00

External Sewer - Allowance

Item

$

2,500.00

3.3

External Water - Allowance

Item

$

2,000.00

3.4

External light and power - Allowance for site
distribution
Item

$

4.0

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$

479,500.00

5.0

PROJECT COSTS

5.1

Design Contingency

Item

10%

$

47,950.00

5.2

Construction Contingency

Item

5%

$

26,373.00

5.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

Item

$

10,000.00

5.4

Professional Fees and Disbursements

Item

$

53,745.00

6.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

617,568.00

10%

-
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CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

Description
7.0

Unit

Qnty

Rate

Amount

ESCALATION

7.1
Escalation to Tender - Based on 15 months
to tender and 6 months construction period Item
8.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

8.1

Location Allowance - Excludes Profesional
Fees

Item

9.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT
Goods and Services Tax

Item

15%

$

34,707.00

$

84,574.00

$

736,849.00

10% $

73,684.90
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9.8 Option 2 - Indoor Warm Water Program Pool Concept Plans
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9.9 Option 2 - Indoor Warm Water Program Pool
Order of Cost Estimate
Order of cost estimates to construct the indoor warm water program pool have been prepared by
NBQSS Quantity surveyors and detailed on the following 2 pages. An overview of the cost plan is
provided in Table 8.
Table 8: Summary of Cost Plan

Item

Amount

Total construction cost

$1,474,210

Gross project costs (inc. contingencies, fees etc.)

$1,870,376

Estimated total commitment (inc. escalation, location allowance, ex GST)

$2,231,648

Tredwell Management | Needs Assessment & Feasibility Study for a Swimming Pool in Collie Report November 2018
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OPTION 2

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate - 16m Warm Water Program Indoor Pool
Cost Plan Date: 15 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description
1.0

Unit

Nov-18

Qnty

175.80

Rate

Amount

BUILDINGS

1.1
Changeroom, Toilet Amenities and Pool Hall

m2

2.0

SWIMMING POOL

2.1

16.6m x 10m reinforced concrete swimming
pool and spa with ramp pool access complete
including filtration and pool equipment

416 $

2,300.00

$

956,800.00

Item

$

432,000.00
5,000.00

2.2
.
2.3

Allowance for lane ropes etc

Item

$

Pool blankets - 16m pool

Item

Excluded

3.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

3.1

Allowance for sundry demolitions

Item

$

10,000.00

3.2

Paved areas - Pool

m2

$

8,100.00

Outbuildings - Outdoor plant and service yard

Item

$

15,000.00

3.4

Grassed area including reticulation

m2

$

3,060.00

3.5

External signage

Item

$

5,000.00

4.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

4.1

External Stormwater - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.2

External Sewer - Allowance

Item

$

4,250.00

4.3

External Water - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.4

External light and power - Allowance for site
distribution

Item

$

15,000.00

$

1,474,210.00

90 $

90.00

3.3

5.0

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

90 $

34.00

18.19 -CSP-181128
Neil Butler Quantity Surveying Services
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OPTION 2

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

6.0

PROJECT COSTS

6.1

Design Contingency

Item

10%

$

147,421.00

6.2

Construction Contingency

Item

5%

$

81,082.00

6.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

Item

$

5,000.00

6.4

Professional Fees and Disbursements

Item

$

162,663.00

7.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

1,870,376.00

8.0

ESCALATION

$

105,115.00

$

256,157.00

$

2,231,648.00

10% $

223,164.80

10%

8.1
Escalation to Tender - Based on 15 months to
tender and 6 months construction period
9.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

9.1

Location Allowance - Excludes Fees

Item

Item

10.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT
Goods and Services Tax

Item

15%

DRAWINGS
This Cost Indication is based on DPA sketch plans Site Plan (1:200) and Floor Plan (1:100) dated
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9.10 Option 3 – 3 lane 25m Indoor Pool + Program Pool Concept &
Site Plans
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9.11 25m 3 Lane Indoor Pool + Program Pool
Order of Cost Estimate
Order of cost estimates to construct the 25m 3 lane indoor pool and program pool have been
prepared by NBQSS Quantity surveyors and detailed on the following 3 pages. An overview of the
cost plan is provided in Table 10.
Table 9: Summary of Cost Plan

Item

Amount

Total construction cost

$2,583,810

Gross project costs (inc. contingencies, fees etc.)

$3,274,020

Estimated total commitment (inc. escalation, location allowance, ex GST)

$3,906,415

Tredwell Management | Needs Assessment & Feasibility Study for a Swimming Pool in Collie Report November 2018
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

OPTION 3

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate - 25m x 3 Lane plus Program Indoor Pool
Cost Plan Date: 28 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description
1.0

BUILDINGS

1.1

Changeroom, Toilet Amenities and Pool
Hall

2.0

SWIMMING POOL

2.1

Reinforced concrete swimming pool
comprising:< 25m x 3 lane pool
< Learn to Swim pool
< Spa
< Ramp access
< Filtration and pool equipment
< Fully tiled

Unit

m2

Nov-18

Qnty

175.80

Rate

732 $

2,200.00

Amount

$

1,610,400.00

Item

$

862,400.00

20,000.00

2.2

Allowance for lane ropes etc

Item

$

2.3

Pool blankets - 25m pool

Item

Excluded

3.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

3.1

Allowance for demolition of existing
building and sundry demolitions

Item

$

15,000.00

3.2

Paved areas - Allowance

m2

$

16,200.00

3.3

Outbuildings - Outdoor plant and service
yard

Item

$

15,000.00

3.4

Grassed area including reticulation

m2

$

3,060.00

3.5

External signage

Item

$

5,000.00

4.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

4.1

External Stormwater - Allowance

Item

$

7,500.00

4.2

External Sewer - Allowance

Item

$

4,250.00

4.3

External Water - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.5

External light and power - Allowance for site
distribution
Item

$

15,000.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$

2,583,810.00

5.0

180 $

90 $

90.00

34.00

18.19 -CSP-181128
Neil Butler Quantity Surveying Services
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

Description

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

OPTION 3

Unit

Qnty

Rate

Amount

6.0

PROJECT COSTS

6.1

Design Contingency

Item

10%

$

258,381.00

6.2

Construction Contingency

Item

5%

$

142,110.00

6.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

Item

$

5,000.00

6.4

Professional Fees and Disbursements

Item

$

284,719.00

7.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

3,274,020.00

8.0

ESCALATION

$

184,000.00

$

448,395.00

$

3,906,415.00

10% $

390,641.50

10%

8.1
Escalation to Tender - Based on 15 months
to tender and 6 months construction period Item
9.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

9.1

Location Allowance - Excludes Profesional
Fees

Item

10.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT
Goods and Services Tax

Item

15%

18.19 -CSP-181128
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10.

User/Usage Considerations

10.1 Swimming &
Aquatics Market
Segments

10.2 Markets –
Existing & Potential
Users

Traditionally many public aquatic leisure
facilities were built for specialist or limited
market users (i.e. competitive swimmers or
high level sport participants). Detailed
planning and market analyses are able to now
show more targeted user profiles. The
majority of aquatic facility market research
indicates future complexes must equally cater
for three distinct aquatic user markets being:

The Collie Shire has a diverse range of
groups and individuals that have shown
strong interest in using an indoor pool. A
number of the groups currently use the
outdoor facilities and see the proposed indoor
pool as an opportunity to use a pool facility at
times when the outdoor pool is unavailable,
such as in the closed season (4+ months),
early mornings, evenings and in inclement
weather.

Recreation and Leisure Market - usually
made up of families, people coming with
friends and groups for fun, relaxation, social
activity and low level competition/participation.
This is estimated to comprise 60-70% of the
total market.
Competitive/Training/Fitness Market usually made up of people predominantly
attending facilities alone for structured fitness
or competition activities including competitive
swimmers and club/association users. This is
estimated to comprise 20-25% of the total
market.
Health, Education and Therapy Market usually made up of children, older adults and
specialist health condition groups such as
arthritis, asthma suffers, etc. They may
require hot water pools and associated health
relaxation areas, i.e. Spa/saunas,
hydrotherapy pools. This market comprises 10
to 15% of users.
The most successful centres attract all three
markets and should be set up to allow people
to participate in a range of activities at the one
site. The addition of health and fitness
facilities and social areas have been very
successful at many aquatic facilities, as they
add to the user experience and contribute to
people being attracted to attend more often.

The following potential user groups have been
identified to date:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

General community
Specific population groups – people
with disabilities, older adults, young
children, low-income families and
people with special needs.
Local health service and hospital –
patients, hospital staff and volunteers
Physiotherapy practice clients (i.e.
Physio Group South West)
Occupational Therapists and Exercise
physiologist clients (i.e. Guardian
Exercise)
Swimming Club – 40+ members
Schools – Collie High School, St
Bridgid’s and
- Collie High School
- St Brigid’s School
- Fairview Primary School
- Wilson Park Primary School
- Amaroo Primary School
- Allanson Primary School
Sporting Clubs and Teams – local and
visiting (training camps)
Visitors to the area

Furthermore, it is estimated that the current
outdoor facility has around 20,000 customer
visits per year.
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11.

Investment Planning Modelling

11.1 ActiveXchange
Model

11.3 25m 6 lane
Indoor pool

We have utilised the ActiveXchange
Investment Planning Model to determine the
supply, competition and demand for an indoor
25m 6 lane pool, warm water program pool
and indoor 25m 3 lane pool and program pool.

The model predicts that if an additional indoor
25m 6 lane pool was developed at the site
and open all year.

The model uses demand profiling, an audit of
competing venues including mapping of travel
times, model metrics to determine the
likelihood of community members to use the
facility (based on factors such as
demographics, lifestyle, mobility). This is then
correlated against types of facilities including
capacity, access, ownership, parking,
competition, opening hours and pricing.
The model is then able to determine the
number of likely visits and members by
activity type to 95% accuracy.
The full report is included as Appendix B and
the key findings summarised here.

11.2

Existing Site

Total swimming pool unique users = 899
Projected visits = 20,872
Visits per month = 2,609
Percentage of users who live within 0-5
minutes drive time = 57%
Percentage of users who live within 5-10
minutes drive time = 41%
Percentage of users who live within 10-15
minutes drive time = 1%
Percentage of users who live within 15-20
minutes drive time = 1%

Additional projected visits driven by the new
indoor pool:
•

9,288 across the year comprising
o 2,418 members (annual
passes)
o 2,046 visit passes (casual
entry)
o 4,824 learn to swim visits

This would be in addition to the current 20,872
visits, so the total visitation would be 30,160
visits an increase of 44% from the existing
attendance at the outdoor pool. However,
visits per square metre would decrease from
1.12 to 0.7 this compares with the industry
benchmark of 6.5.

11.4 Warm water
program pool
The model predicts that if an additional indoor
warm water program pool was developed at
the site and open all year.
Additional projected visits driven by the new
indoor pool:
•

8,975 across the year comprising
o 2,105 members (annual
passes)
o 2,046 visit passes (casual
entry)
o 4,824 learn to swim visits

This would be in addition to the current 20,872
visits, so the total visitation would be 29,847
visits an increase of 43%. Visits per square
metre would decrease from 1.12 to 0.94 this
compares with the industry benchmark of 6.5
and is higher than the indoor 25m pool option.
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11.5 25m 3 Lane
Indoor Pool +
Program Pool
The model predicts that if an additional indoor
25m 3 lane indoor pool and program pool was
developed at the site and open all year.
Additional projected visits driven by the new
indoor pool:
•

9,232 across the year comprising
o 2,403 members (annual
passes)
o 2,033 visit passes (casual
entry)
o 4,796 learn to swim visits

This would be in addition to the current 20,872
visits, so the total visitation would be 30,104
visits an increase of 44%. Visits per square
metre would decrease from 1.12 to 0.7 this
compares with the industry benchmark of 6.5
and is the same as the indoor 25m pool
option.
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12.

Financial Modelling

12.1 25m 6 lane Indoor Pool – 12 month
operation
Table 10: Financial Model 25 metre 6 lane Indoor Heated Swimming Pool – 12 month operation

Profit/Loss

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Revenue
Cafe/Kiosk

$

Members

$

4,836 $

4,913 $

4,992 $

5,072 $

5,153

Casual Visits

$

10,230 $

10,394 $

10,560 $

10,729 $

10,901

Learn to Swim

$

72,360 $

73,518 $

74,694 $

75,889 $

77,103

Total Revenue

$

89,426 $

90,857 $

92,311 $

93,787 $

95,288

Expense
Administration Expense

2,000 $

2,032 $

2,065 $

2,098 $

2,131

$

17,600 $

17,811 $

18,025 $

18,241 $

18,460

Operations Expense

$

87,412 $

88,461 $

89,522 $

90,597 $

91,684

COGS

$

1,000 $

1,012 $

1,024 $

1,036 $

1,049

Total Expense

$

239,780 $

242,658 $

245,570 $

248,517 $

251,499
156,211

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

-$

150,354 -$

151,801 -$

153,259 -$

154,729 -$

Interest (I) Expense

$

85,000 $

85,000 $

85,000 $

85,000 $

85,000

Depreciation (D) Expense

$

96,800 $

96,800 $

96,800 $

96,800 $

96,800

-$

332,154 -$

333,601 -$

335,059 -$

336,529 -$

338,011

Total Surplus/Deficit

Assumptions
Managed in-house by an experienced pool manager
Calculations based on ActiveXchange, University of South Australia Performance Indicators and similar sized centres
Café/kiosk is operational
CPI
1.20%
Capital cost is
$
4,840,000
All revenue is retained by Council
Interest rate
5% Loan Term
25 years
Grant amount
$
2,000,000
Depreciation period (years)
50
Open 50 hours per week
Centre actively marketed and professionally managed to optimise usage
Excludes Swim Club building
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12.2 25m 6 lane Indoor Pool – 6 month
operation
Table 11: Financial model - 25 metre 6 lane Indoor Swimming Pool – 6 month operation

Profit/Loss

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Revenue
Cafe/Kiosk

$

Members

$

4,836 $

4,913 $

4,992 $

5,072 $

5,153

Casual Visits

$

10,230 $

10,394 $

10,560 $

10,729 $

10,901

Learn to Swim

$

72,360 $

73,518 $

74,694 $

75,889 $

77,103

Total Revenue

$

88,426 $

89,841 $

91,278 $

92,739 $

94,223

Expense
Administration Expense

1,000 $

1,016 $

1,032 $

1,049 $

1,066

$

12,800 $

12,954 $

13,109 $

13,266 $

13,426

Operations Expense

$

48,206 $

48,784 $

49,370 $

49,962 $

50,562

COGS

$

500 $

506 $

512 $

518 $

524

Total Expense

$

166,064 $

168,057 $

170,074 $

172,115 $

174,180

-$

77,638 -$

78,216 -$

78,796 -$

79,376 -$

79,958

Interest (I) Expense

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

$

85,000 $

85,000 $

85,000 $

85,000 $

85,000

Depreciation (D) Expense

$

96,800 $

96,800 $

96,800 $

96,800 $

96,800

-$

259,438 -$

260,016 -$

260,596 -$

261,176 -$

261,758

Total Surplus/Deficit

Assumptions
Managed in-house by an experienced pool manager
Calculations based on ActiveXchange, University of South Australia Performance Indicators and similar sized centres
Café/kiosk is operational
CPI
1.20%
Capital cost is
$
4,840,000
All revenue is retained by Council
Interest rate
5% Loan Term
25 years
Grant amount
$
2,000,000
Depreciation period (years)
50
Open 50 hours per week
Centre actively marketed and professionally managed to optimise usage
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12.3 Indoor Warm Water Program Pool – 12
month operation
Table 12: Financial model - Indoor Warm Water Program Pool – 12 month operation

Profit/Loss

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Revenue
Cafe/Kiosk

$

2,000 $

2,032 $

2,065 $

2,098 $

Members

$

4,210 $

4,277 $

4,346 $

4,415 $

4,486

Casual Visits

$

10,230 $

10,394 $

10,560 $

10,729 $

10,901

2,131

Learn to Swim

$

72,360 $

73,518 $

74,694 $

75,889 $

77,103

Total Revenue

$

88,800 $

90,221 $

91,664 $

93,131 $

94,621

Expense
Administration Expense

$

17,600 $

17,811 $

18,025 $

18,241 $

18,460

Operations Expense

$

38,800 $

39,266 $

39,737 $

40,214 $

40,696

COGS

$

1,000 $

1,012 $

1,024 $

1,036 $

1,049

Total Expense

$

191,168 $

193,462 $

195,784 $

198,133 $

200,511

-$

102,368 -$

103,242 -$

104,120 -$

105,002 -$

105,890

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)
Interest (I) Expense

$

6,935 $

6,935 $

6,935 $

6,935 $

6,935

Depreciation (D) Expense

$

44,600 $

44,600 $

44,600 $

44,600 $

44,600

-$

153,903 -$

154,777 -$

155,655 -$

156,537 -$

157,425

Total Surplus/Deficit

Assumptions
Managed in-house by an experienced pool manager
Calculations based on ActiveXchange, University of South Australia Performance Indicators and similar sized centres
Café/kiosk is operational
CPI
1.20%
Capital cost is
$ 2,230,000
Interest rate
5.00% Loan Term
25 years
All revenue is retained by Council
Grant amount
$ 2,000,000
Depreciation period (years)
50
Open 50 hours per week
Centre actively marketed and professionally managed to optimise usage
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12.4 Indoor Warm Water Program Pool – 6
month operation
Table 13: Financial model - Indoor Warm Water Program Pool – 6 month operation

Profit/Loss

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Revenue
Cafe/Kiosk

$

1,000 $

1,016 $

1,032 $

1,049 $

Members

$

4,210 $

4,277 $

4,346 $

4,415 $

4,486

Casual Visits

$

10,230 $

10,394 $

10,560 $

10,729 $

10,901

1,066

Learn to Swim

$

72,360 $

73,518 $

74,694 $

75,889 $

77,103

Total Revenue

$

87,800 $

89,205 $

90,632 $

92,082 $

93,556

Expense
Administration Expense

$

12,800 $

12,954 $

13,109 $

13,266 $

13,426

Operations Expense

$

23,400 $

23,681 $

23,965 $

24,253 $

24,544

COGS

$

500 $

506 $

512 $

518 $

524

Total Expense

$

141,258 $

142,954 $

144,669 $

146,405 $

148,162

-$

53,458 -$

53,749 -$

54,037 -$

54,323 -$

54,606

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)
Interest (I) Expense

$

6,935 $

6,935 $

6,935 $

6,935 $

6,935

Depreciation (D) Expense

$

44,600 $

44,600 $

44,600 $

44,600 $

44,600

-$

104,993 -$

105,284 -$

105,572 -$

105,858 -$

106,141

Total Surplus/Deficit

Assumptions
Managed in-house by an experienced pool manager
Calculations based on ActiveXchange, University of South Australia Performance Indicators and similar sized centres
Café/kiosk is operational
CPI
1.20%
Capital cost is
$ 2,230,000
Interest rate
5.00% Loan Term
25 years
All revenue is retained by Council
Grant amount
$ 2,000,000
Depreciation period (years)
50
Open 50 hours per week
Centre actively marketed and professionally managed to optimise usage
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12.5 25m 3 Lane Indoor Pool + Program Pool 12 month operation
Table 14: Financial model – 25m 3 lane Indoor Pool + Program Pool – 12 month operation

Profit/Loss

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Revenue
Cafe/Kiosk

$

Members

$

4,806 $

4,883 $

4,961 $

5,040 $

5,121

Casual Visits

$

10,165 $

10,328 $

10,493 $

10,661 $

10,831

Learn to Swim

$

71,940 $

73,091 $

74,260 $

75,449 $

76,656

Total Revenue

$

88,911 $

90,334 $

91,779 $

93,247 $

94,739

Expense
Administration Expense

2,000 $

2,032 $

2,065 $

2,098 $

2,131

$

17,600 $

17,811 $

18,025 $

18,241 $

18,460

Operations Expense

$

68,920 $

69,747 $

70,584 $

71,431 $

72,288

COGS

$

1,000 $

1,012 $

1,024 $

1,036 $

1,049

Total Expense

$

221,288 $

223,944 $

226,631 $

229,351 $

232,103
137,364

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

-$

132,377 -$

133,610 -$

134,852 -$

136,103 -$

Interest (I) Expense

$

57,600 $

57,600 $

57,600 $

57,600 $

57,600

Depreciation (D) Expense

$

78,200 $

78,200 $

78,200 $

78,200 $

78,200

-$

268,177 -$

269,410 -$

270,652 -$

271,903 -$

273,164

Total Surplus/Deficit

Assumptions
Managed in-house by an experienced pool manager
Calculations based on ActiveXchange, University of South Australia Performance Indicators and similar sized centres
Café/kiosk is operational
CPI
1.20%
Capital cost is
$
3,910,000
All revenue is retained by Council
Interest rate
5% Loan Term
25 Years
Grant amount
$
2,000,000
Depreciation period (years)
50
Open 50 hours per week
Centre actively marketed and professionally managed to optimise usage
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12.6 25m 3 Lane Indoor Pool + Program Pool 6 month operation
Table 15: Financial model – 25m 3 lane Indoor Pool + Program Pool – 6 month operation

Profit/Loss

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Revenue
Cafe/Kiosk

$

Members

$

4,806 $

4,883 $

4,961 $

5,040 $

5,121

Casual Visits

$

10,165 $

10,328 $

10,493 $

10,661 $

10,831

Learn to Swim

$

71,940 $

73,091 $

74,260 $

75,449 $

76,656

Total Revenue

$

87,911 $

89,318 $

90,747 $

92,199 $

93,674

Expense
Administration Expense

1,000 $

1,016 $

1,032 $

1,049 $

1,066

$

12,800 $

12,954 $

13,109 $

13,266 $

13,426

Operations Expense

$

38,960 $

39,428 $

39,901 $

40,379 $

40,864

COGS

$

500 $

506 $

512 $

518 $

524

Total Expense

$

156,818 $

158,700 $

160,605 $

162,532 $

164,482

-$

68,907 -$

69,383 -$

69,858 -$

70,333 -$

70,809

Interest (I) Expense

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

$

57,600 $

57,600 $

57,600 $

57,600 $

57,600

Depreciation (D) Expense

$

78,200 $

78,200 $

78,200 $

78,200 $

78,200

-$

204,707 -$

205,183 -$

205,658 -$

206,133 -$

206,609

Total Surplus/Deficit

Assumptions
Managed in-house by an experienced pool manager
Calculations based on ActiveXchange, University of South Australia Performance Indicators and similar sized centres
Café/kiosk is operational
CPI
1.20%
Capital cost is
$
3,910,000
All revenue is retained by Council
Interest rate
5% Loan term
25 years
Grant amount
$
2,000,000
Depreciation period (years)
50
Open 50 hours per week
Centre actively marketed and professionally managed to optimise usage
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12.7

Summary of Financial Modelling

A summary of the six scenarios presented above is included within Table 16. The annual operating
deficit varies from $53,458 for the indoor warm water pool – 6 month operation to $156,211 for the
25m 6 lane indoor pool – 12 month operation, if interest and depreciation are factored in then the
range is $104,993 to $338,011.

Table 16: Summary of Financial Modelling

25m 6 lane indoor pool - 12 month
Total Revenue
Total Expense

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$ 89,426 $ 90,857 $ 92,311 $ 93,787 $ 95,288
$ 239,780 $ 242,658 $ 245,570 $ 248,517 $ 251,499

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

-$ 150,354 -$ 151,801 -$ 153,259 -$ 154,729 -$ 156,211

Total Surplus/Deficit

-$ 332,154 -$ 333,601 -$ 335,059 -$ 336,529 -$ 338,011

25m 6 lane indoor pool - 6 month

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Total Revenue

$ 88,426 $ 89,841 $ 91,278 $ 92,739 $ 94,223

Total Expense

$ 166,064 $ 168,057 $ 170,074 $ 172,115 $ 174,180

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

-$ 77,638 -$ 78,216 -$ 78,796 -$ 79,376 -$ 79,958

Total Surplus/Deficit

-$ 259,438 -$ 260,016 -$ 260,596 -$ 261,176 -$ 261,758

Indoor warm water pool - 12 month

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Total Revenue

$ 88,800 $ 90,221 $ 91,664 $ 93,131 $ 94,621

Total Expense

$ 191,168 $ 193,462 $ 195,784 $ 198,133 $ 200,511

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

-$ 102,368 -$ 103,242 -$ 104,120 -$ 105,002 -$ 105,890

Total Surplus/Deficit

-$ 153,903 -$ 154,777 -$ 155,655 -$ 156,537 -$ 157,425

Indoor warm water pool - 6 month

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Total Revenue

$ 87,800 $ 89,205 $ 90,632 $ 92,082 $ 93,556

Total Expense

$ 141,258 $ 142,954 $ 144,669 $ 146,405 $ 148,162

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

-$ 53,458 -$ 53,749 -$ 54,037 -$ 54,323 -$ 54,606

Total Surplus/Deficit

-$ 104,993 -$ 105,284 -$ 105,572 -$ 105,858 -$ 106,141

25m 3 lane indoor pool + program pool - 12 month

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Total Revenue

$ 88,911 $ 90,334 $ 91,779 $ 93,247 $ 94,739

Total Expense

$ 221,288 $ 223,944 $ 226,631 $ 229,351 $ 232,103

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

-$ 132,377 -$ 133,610 -$ 134,852 -$ 136,103 -$ 137,364

Total Surplus/Deficit

-$ 268,177 -$ 268,177 -$ 268,177 -$ 268,177 -$ 268,177

25m 3 lane indoor pool + program pool - 6 month

Year 1

Total Revenue
Total Expense

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$ 87,911 $ 89,318 $ 90,747 $ 92,199 $ 93,674
$ 156,818 $ 158,700 $ 160,605 $ 162,532 $ 164,482

Surplus/Deficit (ex I+D)

-$ 68,907 -$ 69,383 -$ 69,858 -$ 70,333 -$ 70,809

Total Surplus/Deficit

-$ 204,707 -$ 205,183 -$ 205,658 -$ 206,133 -$ 206,609
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12.8

Capex Assessment

A broad assessment has been made of the capital expenditure requirements for the three pool
options over a 25 year period. These works will be required to maintain, refurbish and upgrade plant
and built structures to keep then in a satisfactory condition. At this early stage of the project it
should be noted that the figures are a broad indication only that may be used as a guide for financial
planning however a detailed Capex assessment should be carried out once the full design and
documentation has been completed. The total capital expenditure over 25 years varies from
$570,880 for the indoor warm water pool to $1,239,040 for the indoor 25m 6 lane pool.
Table 17: Capital Expenditure over 25 years for each of the three options identified

Years
1-5 yrs
6-10 yrs
11-15 yrs
16-20 yrs
21-25 yrs
Total (excl GST)

CAPEX Assessment
Option 1
Initial capital cost
$ 4,840,000
% of initial capital cost
0.90% $
43,560
3.50% $
169,400
5.20% $
251,680
7.50% $
363,000
8.50% $
411,400
25.60% $ 1,239,040

Option 2
Option 3
$ 2,230,000 $ 3,910,000
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,070
78,050
115,960
167,250
189,550
570,880

$
$
$
$
$
$

35,190
136,850
203,320
293,250
332,350
1,000,960
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13.

Management Considerations

13.1 Management
Options

13.3 Management
Alternatives

In relation to the management models of
public aquatic and leisure facilities such as the
Collie Pool there are three common
management structures. They are:

Whilst the pool is being managed well by the
current staff, there are a number of options for
the Council to consider in the future
management the facility:

Direct Management where the local
government retains total control and
accountability for the operation of its facility
through directly - employed staff (current
situation)
Indirect Management where the operation of
the facility is placed at ‘arms lengths’ from the
local government, while retaining effective
control through the terms of its membership of
a ‘body corporate’ formed to manage the
facility.
Independent Management where the local
government leases the facility to a private
operator or independent organisation (usually
with conditions for access, user charges etc.).

•
•

•
•

The facility can be retained under
direct management by Council staff.
The facility may be placed at ‘arms
length’ through Indirect Management
under a management agreement
arrangement with an organisation e.g.
a specialist aquatic and leisure centre
management group.
The facility may be leased to an
organisation (Independent
Management)
Or a combination of the above

The benefits and constraints of the
management alternatives are outlined in
Table 18 below.

13.2 Existing
Situation
The existing management option at the centre
is “Direct Management – In House”. It is
understood that casual staffing is used also.
As shown by the community feedback,
benchmarking and financial analysis the
facility is highly valued by the local community
and the “friendliness of staff” and
“supervision/lifeguarding” is rated highly.
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Table 18: Benefits and constraints of management alternatives
Management
Option
Direct
Management

Benefits
• The facility owner has complete
control over centre operations.
• Most suitable option if there is a need
to provide social services/programs
that may need financial support.

Constraints
• Recreation administrators and
program staff often work evenings and
weekends. Overtime and penalty
rates set by awards can result in
higher staffing costs. These increases
may be avoidable where alternative
management structures are used.
• Where only a few staff are employed
at the facility, the owner may need to
provide administrative support for the
centre manager (banking, financial
reports, assistance with taking
bookings and key collection,
secretarial, IT and mail services).

Indirect
Management

• The owner has less administrative
responsibility.

• Owner has minimal control over dayto-day operations.

• Management 'freed up' to operate
independently of the owner
organisation. This may present
opportunities to improve operational
efficiency and adopt a more
commercial approach.

• Potential for reduced social benefit contractor may only offer profitable
programs and competitions and may
disregard the social needs of the
broader community.

• The contract can be structured so as
to increase the reliability of the
centre's operating budget.

• Facility owner is usually required to
pay a management fee to the
contractor.

• Where financial performance falls
short of budget projections the
contractor would normally be liable for
the loss. Where an operational
surplus is realised, the contractor
normally retains the excess, or it may
be reserved for capital purchases or
improvements.
• Financial incentives are often built into
the contract to encourage the operator
to succeed.
Independent
Management

• The owner has no day-to-day
administrative responsibility.

• Difficult to lease a centre that projects
an operating deficit.

• The owner has minimal financial risk.

• The degree of control that the facility
owner has over centre operations is
limited by the way the lease
agreement is structured.

• Lessee may invest funds in the facility
if they have sufficient tenure to
generate an acceptable return on their
investment.

• Broader community benefits sought
by the facility owner must be specified
in the lease agreement.
• The Lessee retains operational profits.
• Difficult for either party to withdraw
from or change the terms of the lease
without the consent of both parties.
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14.

Heating Options

The brief requires an initial assessment of the
best heating options for both pools. This
would need to be confirmed by an engineer at
the detailed design stage assuming the indoor
pool development proceeds.

system used at the Collie outdoor pool. A new
heat pump system would operate more
efficiently than the older current system and
would likely reduce electricity costs
significantly with the addition of a new system.

Gas Boiler

Geothermal

A gas boiler makes use of natural gas or other
light oils to provide direct heating to the water
circuit within the boiler. This form of heating
requires large volumes of fuel to provide the
required heating capacity, which results in
high yearly operational costs. A gas boiler
system has the highest ongoing maintenance
costs. The expected lifecycle of a gas boiler
system would be roughly12-15 years if well
maintained. Collie also does not have access
to mains gas which would require bottled gas
which would add to the operating expenses of
this system.

It is not known whether Collie has access to
geothermal energy, but it is included to cover
all heating sources.

Electric Heat Pump
Electric heat pump water heaters draw heat
from the surrounding air and use this to heat
water in a tank. They operate by using the
refrigeration cycle similar to that found in
normal air conditioning systems however
utilises the heat generated by the refrigerant
in a liquid state due to being highly
compressed by the compressor.
Electricity is used to drive the compressor
within the refrigeration circuit to provide the
required heating of the water. Air is drawn into
the unit through an evaporator, which heats
the refrigerant liquid inside the heat pump
water heater.
The refrigerant then flows to a compressor
where it is converted into a high pressure,
high temperature gas. The gas passes
through the water tank, heating the water.
The refrigerant gas returns to a liquid state as
it loses heat and the cycle repeats. The
expected lifecycle of an electric heat pump
system would be roughly 15-20 years if well
maintained.
Electric heat pumps are a common heating
option for aquatic centres and is the current

Geothermal energy can provide a cheap and
almost unlimited source of heat energy by
way of making use of the energy stored below
the earth’s surface as heat energy. This heat
energy is extracted by bringing hot
geothermal water to the surface with the
deeper the extraction point the hotter the
water available. At a depth of approximately
1000 metres 40 degree Celsius water can be
extracted which is ideal for space and pool
heating.
This extraction process requires the use of
two bore wells. The extracted water is
pumped from the primary well, through the
localised heat exchanger and then returned
down a re-injection well. The re-injection well
is at a depth in which water temperatures are
at a similar level of the reinjected water. The
process is a closed loop system that results in
no net loss of water.
The initial capital costs for the geothermal
system is in the vicinity of $2,000,000 for a
system suitable for pool and space heating,
whilst this is quite high the ongoing
operational costs are relatively small as the
only operating costs are that of the water
pump and minimal maintenance on the
system. The expected lifecycle of a
geothermal system if properly maintained can
be in excess of 30 years.
The other disbenefit of geothermal is they
often operate at less than their full efficiency,
due to drilling and geotechnical issues leading
to lower heated water recovery than required
or expected. This would result in the need to
introduce a back-up heating system.
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Photovoltaic Systems
Photovoltaic systems generate electrical
power by converting solar radiation into direct
current electricity using semiconductors that
exhibit the photovoltaic effect. Photovoltaic
power generation employs solar panels
composed of a number of cells containing a
photovoltaic material.
A 30Kw system has a payback period of
approximately 10-15 years, without
considering the costs for battery storage.
Co-Generation Systems
Cogeneration or combined heat and power
generation, commonly refers to the generation
of electricity combined with the productive use
of otherwise waste heat from the combustion
of the same primary fuel. Cogeneration can
be a more efficient means of generating
electricity and heat compared to conventional
means.
Co-generation systems are frequently used in
aquatic centres, particularly:
o
o
o

renewable technology (when including
embodied energy and the carbon absorption
due to sustainable forestry).
Biomass, being a carbon-based (i.e. organic)
material, produces carbon dioxide when burnt.
However, the carbon was extracted from the
atmosphere by the growing plant. It is
recycled back into the atmosphere on a very
short timescale so that there is no net
increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide
compared to that of using fossil fuels. The
energy so produced is renewable and
sustainable provided that the source plant is
replaced.
Recommended Approach
Based on our experience and the specific site
conditions at Collie the electric heat pump
option is likely to be the most effective and
efficient option for Collie. We strongly
recommend seeking the opinion from a
mechanical engineer to determine the best
option for Collie during the detailed design
process for the indoor pool.

larger centres with multiple pools and
gym/class areas;
centres with extended hours of
operation; and
new facilities rather than existing ones

Biomass
A largely untried and unproven heating
system in Australia (noting Albany has
recently installed such a system and
Donnybrook a few years back
decommissioned their system due to ongoing
problems).
The use of biomass to provide heat is the
oldest form of energy use known to man.
Whether fuelled by wood, plant material or
animal dung, it has been a fundamental part
of human life since antiquity. For most of
man's history this activity was carried out
using only renewable materials.
There are many forms of biomass. In Albany
wood chips are used in boilers for heating
their aquatic facilities. This offers the
possibility of considerable reductions in
carbon dioxide emissions, generally greater
than any other currently available on-site
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15.

Funding Opportunities

A variety of funding sources are available for
the development of aquatic and leisure
facilities and are identified below. These
programs change regularly and it is important
to contact the funding agency/organisation to
get up to date details on guidelines and
project eligibility.
Local Government
In addition to the normal capital works budget
allocations and commitments Council may be
able to borrow funds specifically to conduct
the project.
Department of Local Government, Sport
and Cultural Industries
The department, through grants, subsidies
and scholarships, provides funding to
organisations who facilitate sport and active
recreation. Funding is important to support the
industry and provide active opportunities for
every Western Australian.
There are many areas which have access to
funding, including:
o
o
o

Sport and community organisations
Facilities
Regional areas

Refer: https://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/funding

Federal Government
The federal government from time to time has
funding available. For example they have just
announced that $30 million will be spent in
2018-19 to deliver up to 500 local community
sporting infrastructure development grants of
up to $500,000 to improve community
sporting facilities. The Federal Government
has a role to contribute towards the
redevelopment from a regional and economic
development, health and social cohesion
perspective.
Trusts and Foundations
There are numerous trusts and foundations
established in Australia with a number
providing funding for sport and recreation
projects. Often, they are established by large
corporations.
Refer www.philanthropy.org.au
Commercial and Private Sector Funding
Commercial and private sector funding is
often used by sporting organisations to assist
with facility developments and ongoing
operations. Opportunities such as facility
naming rights and in-kind donations are a
potential resource for new facility
developments and upgrades.
Peak Bodies, Associations and Clubs

Australian Sports Foundation
Fundraising4Sport –raises funds through tax
deductible donations for organisations and
athletes around Australia. Fundraising4Sport
also allowing access to a Community
Fundraising platform.

Club and association contributions toward
facility development and other initiatives is
common. This may include funds generated
through fundraising, loans and savings. Peak
bodies and associations may also have funds
which could be contributed towards the
projects.

Giving4Grassroots™– A national small grants
program that funds initiatives aimed at
increasing participation in grassroots and
community sport throughout Australia.
Refer www.asf.org.au
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16.

Conclusion & Recommendations

The existing outdoor Collie Mineworkers
Memorial Pool serves the community well for
the majority of the year (around 8 months). It
attracts over 20,000 visits per season and
provides a wide range of aquatic programs
and services which are well supported by the
local Collie community.
The proposal to develop an indoor pool at the
site has merit, the community has a need for
all year round access to indoor water space in
close proximity to where they live. From the
community consultation and market research
it has been identified that there is a strong
need particularly for rehabilitation services
along with swimming lessons (learn to swim).
There are also some specific needs for lap
swimming and training all year round again
without the need to travel outside the local
community to do so.
Despite the benefits of providing indoor
aquatic services it needs to be recognised
that the cost of providing such facilities and
services is significant. All options identified
(with the exception of the “do nothing” option)
will require some level of operating subsidy
from Council). This ranges from over
$100,000 (for the indoor warm water pool) up
to over $150,000 per year for the indoor 25m
pool, this excludes depreciation and finance
expenses. If these are included then the
deficit increases to over $150,000 to over
$330,000 per year.

most sustainable and caters for the greatest
needs within the Collie community.
In our view the provision of an indoor 6 lane
25m pool is not an affordable option for the
Collie community and Shire. The only
activities that are not going to be able to be
catered for in the indoor warm water pool are
competition swimming and underwater hockey
and participants in these activities will need to
continue to travel to the neighbouring
communities to conduct this in the four month
period June to September. They would be
able to conduct some fitness and lap
swimming in the proposed warm water pool.
Proceeding with this option would result in a
deficit of nearly $1million per year when
factoring in the current annual deficit of the
outdoor pool which last year was $580,000
and the capital expenditure requirements.
A third option was proposed also, this is a
hybrid option and provides greater capacity
for lap swimming and underwater hockey.
This option is less costly to operate than the
25m 6 lane option however is still significantly
higher to operate than the indoor warm water
pool. This option would address some of the
specific needs of the swimming club and
underwater hockey club although it is still a
compromise as it will not permit any
competitions for these sports.

Reducing the operating period of the pool to 6
months of the year will reduce the operating
deficit range from over $50,000 for the indoor
warm water pool to $260,000 for the indoor
25m 6 lane pool.
In addition to this capital expenditure over a
25 year period for maintenance and
refurbishment will vary from $570,000 for the
warm water pool to $1,240,000 for the 25m 6
lane pool.
If Council is prepared to subsidise the
operation of a proposed indoor pool then it is
recommended that the provision of an indoor
warm water pool is the best option. This
provides the most flexible water space, is the
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17.

Appendices

Appendix A: Community Consultation Findings Report
Appendix B: ActiveXchange Investment Planning Model Report
Appendix C: Cost Indication Report prepared by NBQSS
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Needs Assessment & Feasibility Study for a
Swimming Pool in Collie

Community Consultation
Consultation Findings Report November 2018

Disclaimer
We make every reasonable effort to ensure the information we source for your report is true, correct
and accurate and that we fully and properly represent our findings to you. We endeavour only to
work with reputable and experienced partners to obtain information and prepare our findings.
Despite these efforts, the content and information provided by any third party is outside of our
control and we do not make any warranty, representation or guarantee that such information is true,
correct and free from errors or omissions. We will take all reasonable steps to verify any information
obtained by us from third parties however we are not liable, whether directly or indirectly, for any
loss, cost, expense, claim or inconvenience arising as a result of your use of such information.

For further information
Tredwell Management Services
T: (08) 82346387
E: admin@tredwell.com.au
W: www.tredwell.com.au
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Introduction
The Shire of Collie is working with Tredwell and Donovan Payne Architects to assess the need and
feasibility of an indoor pool in Collie. A major component of this study is to consult with the
community and understand what facilities the community would value most.
This report outlines the findings of the three key consultation mechanisms:
1. Online Community Survey
2. Community Workshop
3. Key Stakeholder Interviews
The promotion of these consultation opportunities was published on a flyer that was distributed via:
• The Shire of Collie Facebook
• The Shire of Collie website
• Press release
• Advertisement in the Collie Mail
• Emails to the key stakeholder list
Figure 1: Consultation Flyer
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Online Community Survey
An online survey titled Collie Heated Indoor Pool Community Survey was open to the public on 3rd
of September and closed on the 16th of September at 11pm. This opportunity for community
consultation was widely promoted through the Collie community via a media release and distribution
of the promotional flyer online (Facebook, website & emails). A total of 611 responses were
received over this period.
The first part of the survey focused on the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool (CMMP) and asked
respondents when they last used the CMMP. Respondents who had not used the pool were
diverted to a separate question exploring why they had not used the pool in the past and what
would encourage them to use the pool. Respondents who had used the pool were asked what
facilities they used and the frequency of program/activity participation.
The second half of the survey focused on the proposed indoor heated pool, exploring the following:
•
•
•
•

Programs/activities respondents may participate in
Anticipated frequency of participation in programs/activities
o October – May
o June – September
Potential features for the indoor swimming pool
Additional comments

The survey concluded with the option of providing personal details and requests the age cohort of
the respondent.
The subsequent pages of this report summarise the key findings of the survey.

Figure 2: Potential features of an indoor heated pool
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Collie Mineworkers Memorial
Pool
3.1 Last use
The survey’s first question “When did you last use the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool?”
found that 68% of respondents had used the pool within the last 12 months. The pie graph below
illustrates the breakdown of last use.
Figure 3: Last use of CMMP

3.1.1 Reason for no use
For those respondents who stated I have never used the outdoor swimming pool in Collie, they
were subsequently asked “Why have you not used the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool in
the past”. The top two reasons were that the water temperature is too cold and there is not enough
protection from the sun.
Figure 4: Reason for not using
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3.1.2 What would encourage usage
This group of respondents (non-pool users) were then asked, “What would encourage you to use
the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool?”. The most common response was to provide an indoor
pool that was heated and has warm water.

3.2 Facility usage
For those respondents who had used the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool, they were asked
“Which facilities have you used at the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool”. From the 611
responses, 536 people had used the main pool (88%), 417 the shade/shelter facilities (68%), 402
the change rooms (66%), 343 the kiosk (56%), 283 the wading pool (46%) and 67 the BBQ (11%).
Figure 5: Facility usage

3.3 Program/activity participation
The next question stated, “In the last 12 months what programs/activities have you
participated in at the Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool and how often?”. The responses
showed that the most popular activities/programs were casual swimming & water play/leisure
swimming for weekly, fortnightly and monthly users. The daily users’ most participated activities
included casual swimming, lap swimming, general fitness activities & VacSwim.
Figure 6: Program/activity participation
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Collie Indoor Heated Pool
4.1 Type of programs/activities
This section of the survey focused on the proposed indoor heated pool and asked respondents
“Please indicate the programs/activities you would participate in at an indoor heated pool”.
In order of popularity;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Casual Swimming
General Fitness
Relaxation and Wellness
Water Play/ Leisure Swimming
Lap Swimming

6. Rehabilitation
7. Aqua Fitness Classes
8. Swimming Lessons
9. VacSwim
10. Swimming Club

Figure 7: Proposed programs/activities

Other programs/activities listed are included in the table below;
Table 1: Other Activity
Activity

Number of Respondents

Underwater hockey

11

Swimming lessons

6

Storage, meeting/clubroom

5

Spectator

5

Health and fitness

4
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4.2 Program/activity participation
Respondents were then asked, “Please indicate the frequency you would participate in these
programs/activities at a heated pool from October to May”. The responses showed that the
three most popular activities/programs in each of the timeframes were;
• Daily (at least five times/week)-general fitness (92), lap swimming (75), casual swimming (72)
• At least weekly–casual swimming (228), general fitness (223), relaxation and wellness (204)
• At least fortnightly–casual swimming (110), waterplay/leisure swimming (103), relaxation and
wellness (92)
• At least monthly–relaxation and wellness (79), casual swimming (73), general fitness and
waterplay/leisure swimming (69)
• Less than monthly–VacSwim (49), waterplay/leisure swimming (44), aquatic fitness classes (42)
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Respondents were then asked, “Please indicate the frequency you would participate in these
programs/activities at a heated pool from June to September”. The responses showed that the
three most popular activities/programs in each of the timeframes were;
• Daily (at least five times/week)- general fitness (95), casual swimming (82), lap swimming (77)
• At least weekly–general fitness (215), relaxation and wellness (196), casual swimming (195)
• At least fortnightly–casual swimming (115), waterplay/leisure swimming (107), relaxation and
wellness (96)
• At least monthly–casual swimming (80), waterplay/leisure swimming (72), relaxation and
wellness (70)
• Less than monthly–VacSwim (49), waterplay/leisure swimming (45), rehabilitation (42)
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4.3 Potential features
The respondents were asked to “Please rank in order of priority the following potential
features of the new indoor pool”. The order of preference from respondents was;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Program Pool
Lap Pool
Rehabilitation Pool
Leisure/ Water Play Area
Spa/Sauna
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4.4 Other comments
The survey’s final question “Please provide any other comments that you have in relation to an
indoor swimming pool in Collie” allowed individuals to express their answers in a written form
without any pre-set selections. This required the individual analysis and categorisation of each
comment to determine their distinctive parts as many of the responses had multiple themes.
The table below identifies a summary of the components identified by the respondents and
corresponding number of responses. A record of each of the individual responses are detailed on
the subsequent pages.
Table 2: Other Comment Categories
Component

Number of Respondents

Overall positive support

150

Rehabilitation

67

Swimming Lessons

62

Year-round

56

Existing Outdoor Pool

24

Financial

19

Health/Fitness

18

General Comment

17

Underwater Hockey

12

Pool Location

12

Water Temperature

11

Lap/Swim Club

11

Access for all

10

Infrastructure

8

Water play

7

Extra opening hours

6

Spa

5

Tourism

4
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Table 3: Other Comments
Component: Positive comment

Number of Respondents: 150

It would be great to have an indoor pool in collie
Hopefully this happens

🤞🤞🤞🤞🤞

Not soon enough :-)
We need an indoor heated pool I need this. Highly supportive
Much needed.
Please it’s about time let's build this thing!
About time for an indoor pool!!
I fully support the possibility of an indoor heated pool.
An indoor pool is needed for Collie it will be used by so many of all ages.
This would be an awesome addition to such a cold climate town like Collie
Would be used by so many people especially those that have to drive out of town
I support any new developments in town. This one I am not so sure I would use personally all that much, but I
do support it overall.
This is a fantastic idea and I hope it all comes together.
Would be good to have warm pool
Great for tourism. Not all visitors to Collie like to swim outside. Ideal!
This would be fantastic all year round
Can’t wait!
Would be fantastic
Needed to happen years ago!!
Is it built yet!!
Great idea and concept certainly needs to happen
Get it done and fast
It would be awesome to have collie would benefit from it
This is definitely needed for our town. Will be silly not to have one.
Please.....
Would love to have an indoor pool in collie, being able to take my kids swimming as another opportunity for
fitness throughout the year.
An indoor heated pool would be a terrific asset to our town. It could also help with the incidents of sunburn
leading to skin cancer.
What a fantastic asset to our already amazing town.
We need one in collie.
I fully support an indoor swimming pool
My whole family will definitely benefit from an indoor complex
Would be great for the town.
It would be a fantastic addition to our town
A heated pool would be one of the most utilised centres within Collie!
Collie would definitely benefit from an indoor pool.
This needs to happen
Should of been done years ago
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Component: Positive comment

Number of Respondents: 150

Brilliant
Its a joke that we are still without a In-Door Swimming Pool
100% need this for our community
It will be great for town and used alot!!!
A great idea
A heated pool would be very valuable to the community of Collie.
A indoor heated pool would be amazing
About time. We were one of the first south west towns to build a swimming pool, now way behind the times for
a indoor heated pool.
An indoor swimming pool will be greatly appreciated and used by the Collie Community.
an indoor swimming pool would be a great asset to the community
Badly needed
Badly needed as we have to travel out of town to use heated pools
Be good for people that now have to drive to other towns. I feel we need this facility in Collie
Be great for the community
Been on the agenda now for years Would be wonderful to see this to finally happen
Can't go wrong with this one, it is a wonderful idea. This will no doubt be utilised throughout the year. New
managers needed though....
Collie definitely needs one.
Collie is definitely needing a indoor pool instead of people traveling out of town
Collie needs a heated indoor pool so people don't have to go to Bunbury
Collie needs a heated pool
Collie needs it
DO IT! :)
Do something for the kids to enjoy
Yes please 100% supportive to indoor swimming pool
Donybrook has an indoor year round pool and we have been crying out for one for years. It will be a valuable
asset.
Essential for Collie everyone says shop local but if you have to leave town to use pool facilities why not do
shopping whilst there
Fully enclosed heated pool
Great idea, should of been better assessed at the last pool refurb
Having the swimming pool enclosed and heated will be far more beneficial to everyone in the town, creating a
safe haven for all plus creating employment
Heated pool would be great for Collie
Highly recommend us getting one, I drive to Bunbury to use the indoor pools in Bunbury and Australind. It'll be
great for our community
highly support and think it’s long overdue
I believe we would utilise the pool more if it was indoors. Last year we used the leshanult centre for kids
lessons. The collie pool (kids section) was still too cold and my kid turned blue!!
I know a lot of people who would value this extremely, and it would make a huge difference to their lives. And,
what a great winter activity for families?! It would be an amazing thing for the Collie community, and an
attraction from surrounding areas.
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Component: Positive comment

Number of Respondents: 150

I signed a petition in high school for a heated pool in collie, can’t believe we are still trying to get one!! Would
be very well utilised!
I think an indoor pool would be great for collie
I think an indoor pool would provide more business
I think Collie will greatly benefit from an indoor pool.
I think having an indoor swimming pool with attract more people
I think it would be a fantastic thing for Collie and I know my family would definitely utilise it
I think if the pool is heated it would get more people interested in using it, not only from Collie.
I think it will be well used
I think it would be productive and forward thinking to add an enclosed pool.
I think this would be great for collie as I know a lot of people that go to Bunbury to use indoor pools for a
variety of reasons.
I will support Collie's indoor pool. I will not drive to Donnybrook every week to use their pool. I will buy my
coffee, food, petrol in Collie and pay my fees to Collie Pool. This will be a win for me and a win for Collie.
I would like to see an indoor heated pool in Collie - more for the benefit of my grandchildren than myself. We
have waited far too long, and by delaying the costs have gone up. Feasibility studies waste time and money.
Let's forge ahead and get it done.
I would use an indoor pool a lot more often with 2 young children (soon to be 3) not having to stress how long
were out in the sun and being able to use a heated pool in winter would give us some options of things to do
😂
If seaside township can have an ocean as well as a heated pool I believe Collie should have a heated pool
We have enough local energy to heat this system
Indoor pool will benefit all especially the young children and the elderly
Indoor pool would be great, instead of traveling out of town 2 to 3 days a week
Indoor swimming pool is 30 years over due
Is it built yet!!
It adds something extra to do in the colder months
It cannot happen fast enough! Get it done already!!!!
It is a good investment for the town. It will prevent people going to Donnybrook and Bunbury to use their
facilities.
It just makes sense. There has been a groundswell behind this idea for years. Having only an open pool is not
viable.
It saves people driving all the way to Donnybrook, especially if they can’t drive.
It would be a fantastic addition to our town. Something for our kids to do all year round! Fun, fitness and
leisure.
It would be a great asset to have in Collie.
It would be good for the town
It would be great for Collie!
It would be great for locals of all ages.. keeping locals using collie facilities instead of travelling elsewhere
It’s a great idea
It’s what this town desperately needs to grow our community and improve opportunities for young athletes to
be competitive on the national stage as well as a place for our kids to swim on colder months
just build it
Just do it.
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Component: Positive comment

Number of Respondents: 150

long overdue
Love the idea
love to see collie get this indoor heated pool
Most other towns have this facility and collie seriously needs one. It is a factor of whether I stay in town or
move down the hill
My kids would be there all the time they love the water
My kids would love it
Need a heated pool
People of all ages would benefit from having a heated pool in Collie for many different reasons and people
then won’t have to go out of town for the use of the facility
People wouldn’t have to travel to Donnybrook or Bunbury for swimming
Please please let’s get this happening! I remember when I was 18 years old a similar survey coming out - I am
now 48! An indoor swimming/leisure pool would be fantastic for Collie. There are many times through winter
that as a family we travel to Bunbury to the heated pool. Again please let’s get this project up and running!
Should have been done many years ago
The facility is so important for Collie moving forward
The town would benefit greatly from an indoor pool it would mean families wouldn't have to travel out of town.
This has been long needed in Collie
This would bd great for our town
This would be a fantastic asset to our town
This would be a wonderful asset to collie
This would help a lot of people locally, and not have people driving to other places that do have an indoor
pool.
We have a pool at home so summer use is not for us, however in the colder months I think an indoor heated
pool would be well utilised.
We really need this
We really need this for Collie! I’m sick of going out of town to use other towns pools!!!
Well overdue!
What a great opportunity for a small town. Surrounding towns would also benefit, which means more people in
town and more hobs for the community of Collie.
Why hasn’t this all been done!!!!!!!!
Will be a fantastic asset to the community. I’ll still use the outdoor pool in summer. Water aerobics classes at
night would be great
Will be great for the community
Will be well used
WILL keep people and business in town.
Would be good for Collie to have a Community indoor swimming pool not a pool dominated by the swimming
club.
Would love to see collie have a indoor pool.
Would love it to happen.
Would love an indoor pool
Would be greatly used by the community all year round.
Would be great for the community
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Component: Positive comment

Number of Respondents: 150

Would be great for collie!!
Would be good for kids and the community.
Would be good 4 the town
Would be fantastic for kids
Would be better than driving to Australind / Bunbury. Great for town
Would be beneficial for our kids
Would be awesome to have an indoor heated pool in collie especially for the kids! The outdoor memorial pool
is way too cold for them in the kid’s pool. And would be awesome in winter being able to do something with the
kids.
Would be alot easier for me with my shift work instead of missing out or traveling out of town
Would be a great addition to our town, used and enjoyed by many all year round.
Would be a great asset for the town as there isn’t much to do in winter everything is outside and not much for
little ones during the rain
Would be a great asset to the community of Collie
Would be a great asset to the town of Collie.
Would be a great idea for our community
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Component: Rehabilitation/ age

Number of Respondents: 67

"I and many others need to travel to Bunbury for rehab swimming/aquatics and it’s too time consuming. Be
great if the physio group ran exercise and rehab sessions"
It's long overdue. A public swimming pool is an expensive investment for a town; becomes a very expensive
investment when it's only open for a few months of the year. Winter sports tend to be very physical and these
and the sorts of injuries that would benefit from water rehabilitation. I had spinal surgery in 2010 and the
neurosurgeon said I needed therapy in a heated pool at least 3 times a week. I could not SIT in a car long
enough to travel down the hill to the nearest suitable pools, let alone DRIVE myself. Consequently, my
recovery took much longer than he predicted/expected.
I presently have to travel to Australind or Donnybrook for rehabilitation and wellness. The travel is becoming
difficult for me
As an older couple we would be really happy to support an indoor pool
I think we need one as it will help older people to exercise more. Has to be heated in door as it too cold for
some older ones too. I know I would use it more being indoor and in winter better for the joints etc
A heated pool would be nice for older bodies
I multi use pool for fitness and rehab would be useful…..
The pool doesn’t have to be massive. It’s very important it can perform the most important requirements.
Rehabilitation and exercise for injured, overweight and elderly. Plus exercise and play for all year round. Also
maybe a consideration to people who finish work at 6pm and can’t get there in normal hours. Maybe a key
system? Your survey should also have an option of wont use for these Q 9& 8 and doesn’t apply now. so I
have to answer under a month, which is not correct
I struggle with most forms of exercise due to having 2 hip replacements, corns on the soles of both feet and
mild spina bifeda. Swimming is soothing and provides the only truly pain free beneficial exercise for me.
We need this facility for those who cannot handle the extremes of temperature and peace of mind for the
people with physical ailments that would enjoy peace and quiet when swimming or doing fitness and
rehabilitation. The sauna and spa is also a good idea for relaxation.
If we have an indoor pool that will have the capability to be used as a rehab pool it will save people (especially
our elderly) from the cost of having to go to Bunbury or Donnybrook to use their facilities
About time. Long overdue especially as I believe Collie will have more seniors moving here to retire.
I think it would be fantastic. Every age group could use for a variety of reasons all through the year. Young
ones learning to swim, fitness, the elderly could use for rehabilitation. Great for all.
A year round heated pool would be excellent for the aged community who are currently being bussed to
Donnybrook all year round for aqua fitness/rehab. Children are also seeking swim lessons/squad/club out of
town all year round for consistency. All these things mean money is spent out of town and increased fuel bills.
The hydrostatic pressure of water and associated physical benefits make it an exercise form that assists and
caters to many varying population dynamics. All that we can do to improve physical and mental wellbeing of
our community is an investment worth serious consideration.
Great idea. Been spoken about for a long time. Will allow people to swim and do rehab in collie
Way over due for indoor/therapy pool. Having had to travel to Bunbury many times for post op water therapy I
hope this will finally happen. I remember being at school and this was discussed, Griffen even donated boilers
for the heating. I wonder what ever happened there! This needs to go ahead and not keep getting past over
Having had knee operations that required pool rehab and having to travel to Bunbury for these facilities I feel
this would be very beneficial to post op patients.
A heated pool (even 25m) would be good for us older residents who do not want to travel out of town for this
facility.
A heated pool has been required in Collie since the pool was constructed. Collie was one of the first towns to
have a full-sized pool, but we are the last to have a heated pool. The asthma Foundation of Collie along with
the Medical people of the town tried to have a heated pool installed and covered in the 1980's. It would have
saved people having to other towns.
A heated pool would be beneficial for elderly and handicapped people as well as the general public who need
hydrotherapy
A lot of people in Collie have debilitating issues that require water exercises and rehabilitation and have to
travel large distances for those services
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Advantage for an ageing population
Again the demographic of Collie supports heated pool needs e.g. aged etc. I currently travel to Donnybrook
during the year about 3 times a week.
All towns need an indoor heated pool for rehab, ongoing general fitness and to save people from having to
travel out of town, hence spending money out of our town.
As a health provider, the use of an indoor pool would be encouraged significantly by clients requiring exercise,
rehabilitation, general mobility increase. Many people travel to other towns to attend their indoor pools. It
would stop this mobilisation to other towns and enhance health options, particularly for clients with limited
transport options.
Collie needs a heated pool for rehab and laps. Rehab would be amazing for everyone instead of traveling to
other towns.
Collie requires a pool for rehab and fitness so locals can access services and not have to travel to Bunbury.
This would also mean that $ would stay local i.e. dinner after a class in Bunbury etc
Currently I have been traveling 120 km round trip to either Donnybrook or Bunbury twice a week for six years.
Please give us a pool here. 100% support.
Hydrotherapy is usually provided at the hospital in other towns in association with a physio therapy program
and assistance. Which this town badly needs for rehabilitation, chronic disease and post surgery. (It is usually
smaller in a closed small room). A heated swimming pool is excellent to assist with further rehabilitation
exercises and social wellbeing of chronically ill patients. You have not asked how many people are currently
traveling out of town to use other facilities.
I 100% support this idea no matter what the cost because after working for years in the Aged Care and
Disabilities sectors I've disagreed with Collie folk having to travel to the Donnybrook Heated Pool or the
Bunbury Aqua Rehabilitation Pool for therapies recommended by their local Collie doctors. It also costs those
same folk money from their pensions they do not have to spare.
I am currently overseas in Canada. Hence, I have not used the pool in the last 12 months. I still own a home in
Collie and used the pool frequently when I was recovering from knee surgery. I swim regularly now and a
heated indoor pool would be better for arthritic joints.
I believe that there is great demand for a heated swimming pool for our Collie community: this would include
those surrounding communities e.g. Darken and possibly Boyup Brook. . This facility would not only cater for
the ageing population but for general use that allows for well being of any individual.
I cannot drive down the hill to use pool and having one here would help with rehab
I don’t use the pool now, my children are adults but in the past we have utilised it through school & for leisure
activities. In the future I would possibly require it for rehab, general exercise etc. I may have grandkids one
day to take there or my mother may need access for rehab etc
I feel that the Collie Community could benefit greatly with the use of an indoor swimming pool as there is a
number of people that often require a rehabilitation pool. Also just in general for swimming and exercise all
year round.
I feel this would be a great asset to our town particularly for rehab. I had to travel to Bunbury when I did my
ACL and probably didn’t get there as much as I would have liked.
I have been in collie for 5 years now and my family and I have to travel out of town for rehabilitation and
general swimming training
I have had a stroke so I go to Donnybrook with CHC twice a week. Would love it to be in Collie. Every day
walking in water is so good. We have a physio in Donnybrook once a week, pay $6 which pays for her. We
have to get a doctor’s certificate. It would help Collie people and bring money to Collie, as Darkan and William
would use it. I use Roche Park it's so good.
I have only moved to Collie four months ago. I need a heated pool for injury rehab. Collie does need a heated
pool. Thanks
I hope not to need to do rehabilitation but I would use it if I did. Everyone I know that has had an operation or
needs some form of recuperation drives out of town to use facilities and the person driving them will swim
where ever they go as well.Thank you to whoever shared this as I had no idea there was a survey being done,
I strongly support an indoor swimming pool in Collie, particularly for rehabilitation for those with asthma,
mobility issues and similar health problems
I suffer with fibromyalgia pain and stiffness which makes swimming in cold water unbearable. to be able to
access a heated indoor pool would make a huge difference to my health
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I think it’s a great idea .. I would love it would start doing my laps again and some rehab on different parts of
my body ... may even use the recreational part as well :)
I travel twice a week all year round to Donnybrook to access their indoor pool for rehab and aqua therapy
sessions with a physio. If there was a local heated pool I would go more often.
I would do hydrotherapy classes 2-3 timed a week if I could
I'm traveling out of town for rehabilitation and general fitness at less 2 to 3 times a week
Important for rehab and fitness.
indoor rehab pool is vital for age population in collie
It gives an option for members of sporting clubs that operate in winter to do rehabilitation and general public
the options of all year swimming fun and fitness
It is more needed here than anywhere I personally need to swim for mobility and fitness and my son needs
bad swim but gets too cold here and doesn't want to go even since its been heated so we go down the hill I
hate it but collie just doesn't offer the right services for the climate and doesn't consider how many elderly
either can't handle the cold or can't handle the summer heat would be nice for it to be regulated all year round.
Many people head out of town to heated pool. Great for rehabilitation from surgery. Can be used all year
around, for all age groups.
People of all ages and medical conditions will benefit. Everyone in Collie deserves this. The kids will have
something fun to do and get healthy. A hydrotherapy pool is needed at the hospital as well.
Playing physical sports it would be great to have a pool out of the weather to help with recovery of the body.
Provide all year round health benefits for the town, less exposure to us. I’m sick of going to Bunbury for
rehabilitation
Rehabilitation for post op surgery will be able to done in town and residents will not have to travel to other
towns. It would also be an incentive for elderly to keep up their fitness and build strength preventing falls and
injuries caused through not been physical fit.
The ability to have access to water activities throughout the year, especially in the colder winter months, will
be of great importance in fitness, increased mobility, rehabilitation and wellbeing. My partner and myself,
similar to a growing population of elderly people in and around Collie would definitely use the facility and take
advantage of the increased availability.
The only reason I wouldn’t use an indoor pool as much during summer months is that I have my own pool, but
would definitely use it on a regular basis in winter. Water is a much gentler form of exercising when you have
joint problems as I do.
This is a high priority for our town, currently I am involved with Collie Adult Day Centre. We transport 5-8
people twice a week to Donnybrook for Aqua exercises through all seasons. If it was local we would be able to
participate at a much more acceptable hour and probably attract more clients.
This would be so great for our town. People wouldn’t have to travel for rehab or kids swimming lessons 12
months of the year, may also encourage surrounding towns to use the facility as well.
very timely no more studies please build this pool. Aging population and stops people driving to Bunbury or
donnybrook for rehab and swimming.
When I first came to Collie 10yrs ago I could not believe that Collie did not have an indoor pool, I have met a
lot of people including myself that would love to have an indoor pool, so the pool could be open all year round.
I have a very bad back and I tried to go to Rehabilitation in the pool but when I got out of the pool I found it to
be very cold especially if there was a slight breeze so therefore I didn't continue with the Rehab. They say it’s
a heated pool, I didn't find it to be very warm at all.
Whilst I have ranked the rehabilitation pool at four, I still believe this to be a very high priority for the
community especially as I become older myself. I have ranked the other options to the way I would currently
use them. I believe that the lap pool and the spa would be the best value that the shire could currently invest
in. I travel to other venues during the winter months primarily for rehabilitation from spa use and then the pool
for general fitness.
Would save a lot of people going out of town to do rehab in Donnybrook and Bunbury
Would love this facility for rehabilitation. All ages would use this and its very beneficial on the body.
Would love a heated pool to do laps in. Or even rehab for our AFL team
Would be good to have a heated rehabilitation pool so you wouldn't have to leave town to access one
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Component: Swimming Lessons

Number of Respondents: 62

I think this would’ve a great asset to town and I know my husband who feels the cold would utilise the lap pool.
Plus, I go down the hill during the months the outdoor pool is closed to take my kids to swimming lessons and
we usually stay for lunch/snack at the kiosk and a drink.
Would be great to use all year round for swimming lessons for my son.
It would be good to have a pool we could use all year round to help my 4 kids learn to swim more
I’ve young kids and it’s been hard to keep them consistent with swimming lesson and water play to get them
used to the water, I’ve driven down the hill along with many other parents to give their children an opportunity
to get water safe to keep learning outside the summer months. I think an indoor pool would be great.
Well overdue. It would be great to able to do junior swimming lessons locally all year round.
I would personally use an indoor heated pool year around with my children and would consider vac swimming
lesson if they were in a warmer pool.
I think this is a great idea which would create more work opportunities, and a great way to ensure our local
kids learn to swim.
"An all year round indoor pool is desperately needed in collie so many people travel out of town for swimming
lessons and shop while they are down there we need to keep Business in town "
This would be fantastic for the community, as a teacher it would make school swimming lessons much more
comfortable for the kids and allow us more time to fit the program into the school year.
I’m a swimming teacher that lives in collie. I travel out of town to work during the non-season. I have a young
child at home which makes it hard at times. It would make me so happy to be able to have the opportunity to
be able to teach locally all year around. It would also benefit our young community. The kids only get the
chance to swim once a year which results in the children forgetting important safety knowledge. Having the
indoor pool will give the Collie Swim School an opportunity have lessons available all year around.
Since my children were 6 months old I've taken them to Australind indoor pool for swimming lessons, casual
swimming and swimming club. During the Collie outdoor pool season we are there 6 out of seven days. Our
whole family use the pool for recreation, swimming club and lap swimming. I also underwent knee
reconstructive surgery and used the pool as rehab. Thankfully it was summer and I didn't have to drive down
the hill.
Indoor would stop the driving to Australind to use their faculty, keeping business in town.
I would love to do lessons for my two boys in collie but currently go to Australind for their indoor pool all year.
As someone who lived there 8years an indoor pool to allow all year round swimming, lessons and classes
would be a massive boost to the town’s moral. There is nothing to do during the colder months and the pool
closes in April leaving a month or 2 of heat still in air.
It is needed for the town to continue to grow and to keep locals in town instead of traveling to
Australind/Bunbury got their indoor pools. These people are also likely to shop whilst down the hill which could
potentially bring more money back into the town if these people didn’t have to travel
I feel that our family (and indeed our community) would greatly benefit from the building of an indoor pool. My
children are swimming Club members and currently train in Australind over the winter months so as to not lose
their aqua fitness and maintain their personal best times. We would also use the pool as a rehab pool and
general fitness pool, rather than travelling to Australind once a week. There are many members of our
community that are currently travelling out of our local area to train and or rehab in a warmer indoor pool.
I would use the pool for myself and infant son during the winter and cooler months for both leisure and fitness.
During the warmer weather I wouldn't use it as much for leisure as I have an outdoor pool at home. However,
if there were regular fitness classes or infant swimming lessons on I would attend those.
An indoor swimming pool would be of great advantage to our Collie community. I’m a swimming instructor for
the Education Department of WA and have taught at the collie pool for the last 5 years. So many children don’t
enjoy swimming lessons as the little pool is not heated and is freezing cold. The big pool is lovely to swim in
but once again is too deep for the little ones to stand and too cold a lot of the times. Being an instructor and
being in the water for 40 minutes each lesson is sometimes unbearable so could only imagine how the
children feel.
I have been travelling to Bunbury once a week for children’s swimming for 7 years. It would be great if the
facilities were in collie, so we could use it more often.
Swimming lessons fir children all year around will be great. Will save myself and alot of other collie families the
trip down the hill
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We currently travel to Bunbury weekly for my 2 year old to attend swimming lessons. IT WOULD be great for
when my 3 month old starts lessons as family would be able to help me with 2 children
I travel to Australind weekly for swimming lessons for both my sons. I would buy a yearly pass if an indoor pool
was provided.
Would love to incorporate swimming during winter months into my fitness and would like be to use it for my
new born baby to do swimming lessons.
Would be great to do swimming lessons year round and not have to travel to Bunbury during the colder
months.
Would be great as we wouldn't have to do swimming lessons via Australind/Bunbury in the colder months.
If we had an indoor swimming pool I wouldn't have to take my child to Bunbury to swim.
My children love swimming and we love swimming lessons with the children at care we would be able to
access this all year if we had a I door pool. I greatly support this and hope that we get a indoor pool for collie
I am a swimming teacher, I currently have shire permission to teach in the outdoor pool, being able to offer
year round lessons to my clients would be beneficial to all involved. My son plays underwater Hockey, it would
be great for this to be a year round sport option. I have to travel to Bunbury to work during winter, having a
indoor pool in town would make local work more of an option.
An indoor heated pool will be beneficial for parents with young children as they won't need to go to Bunbury for
swimming lessons. Even in summer the outdoor pool can be too cold for younger children and therefore do not
get the full benefit of the lessons.
An indoor swimming pool has been needed in Collie for many years! Lots of people travel to either
Donnybrook or Bunbury for classes etc during May - Oct every year because of the unavailability of a heated
indoor pool here in town.
At the moment I have to travel Donnybrook on a bus to do my swimming program with a 10 other people,
would be able to do it much more if we had a heated pool in Collie
Babies would be able to do swimming lessons in a warm and comfortable environment
Be great for year long swimming lessons for kids and rehabilitation for those needing it
I bring some kids there every Wednesday after school.
I currently travel to Bunbury once a week all year round so my infant son can learn water awareness in the
comfort of a heated pool. I would love to be able to continue this in a heated pool in town.
I feel an indoor swimming pool would be a great addition as I have two small children who both would love
swimming lessons in winter and some times even through summer the water in an outdoor pool can be very
cold and off putting to my children for swimming and swimming lessons.
I feel this would increase the use of the community swimming pool, especially for children's swimming lessons
as currently the water temperature and the lack of cover is the main reason many parents take their children to
swimming lessons else where.
I have 5 kids and they have only ever been there for mandatory school swimming lessons
I have a 4 year old daughter who is learning to swim, however I have to take her to LLC in Australind to do so.
The main positive reason for her mother is water and air warmth in winter, however the main positive reason
for me is cover from the sun - I do not want to have to be worrying about sunburn and cancer while trying to
focus on supporting my daughter doing her lessons. The biggest flaw of LLC's indoor swimming is the lack of
proper ventilation leading to constant over-chlorination of the air and subsequent breathlessness, headaches
and sore throats that makes me desperate to leave for fresh air; and enough humidity for someone to be
sweating while swimming, which does not seem normal to me.
I hear of so many parents with babies and the elderly going out of town to heated pools in Bunbury. So while
they are there what will they do? Shopping!!!
I take my son out of town every week for swimming lessons in a heated pool. It would be so much more
convenient and cost effective to be able to participate 5 minutes from home.
I think Collie would benefit from an indoor pool, as the amount of people that go out of town for kids/babies
swimming lessons is huge. Plus whilst they are out they go shopping, lunch etc. The town would make money
from all those people staying here for swimming lessons. I use it for water aerobics twice a week, but only in
summer. Having an indoor pool we can go to the classes all year round. I can't do land aerobics, and lose that
fitness and conditioning over the winter.
I think it would encourage more people to swim local, use it for child swimming lessons and fitness and rehab
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I used to live in DB and sooo many collie ppl w bubs would travel to DB due to indoor pool. Collie could use
that support rather than sending them to another shire
If we had an indoor pool, I would definitely use it more, especially for my children's swimming lessons as we
currently go down the hill as my children say it’s too cold even in summer for them.
Indoor pool would mean that young families wouldn't have to travel for lessons. The elderly can do water
aerobics year round, and general swimming fitness year round. It would create more jobs for the people of
Collie.
It will help for our little infants as their pool is literally always freezing cold, and I’d prefer my son being inside
and being able to teach him how to swim in a warm temperature pool
It would be great for kids’ lessons over winter and also if there was an annual swimming competition for winter
(25m indoor pool is suitable). Consider a movable pool wall where you can change from 50 to 25m (as per
Mandurah outdoor). I would also consider facilities/ height for water polo including netting etc. Look at the
width of the Bunbury pool with 10 lanes.
It would be great not to have to travel so far to swim indoors in the winter months and for young children
swimming lessons in heated indoor pool
It would be nice to not have to travel to Bunbury every week for my baby’s swimming lesson.
It would be very good for the town specially for swimming lessons
Kids can swim in collie all year around instead of having to travel to Australind
My daughter would love to learn to swim if the water was warm. She hates cold water and refuses to go in it
Some of the answers about frequency are hard to answer correctly but I currently drive to Bunbury weekly
during school terms to use their heated pool for baby/toddler swimming lessons and have done consistently
for the last 7.5 years
swimming is a great fitness activity. Having times without children would be good also - that is not swimming
classes all day every day and quite times for rehab swimming.
Swimming lessons all year round would be great
Swimming lessons for babies
Swimming lessons for kids are restricted to such short times of the year - some kids will not get to do school
lessons for almost 2 years because of rotations. Adult fitness classes are only held in summer right now and
during work hours. I have to travel to Donnybrook or Leschenault in Winter if I want to do it.
This will keep a lot of money in our town! A massive amount of young kids learn to swim in Bunbury where
parents naturally go shopping afterwards!
To be able to swim all year round for exercise and to enjoy taking the grandchildren to enjoy the facility
throughout the year not just for a couple of months as Collie’s weather pattern depicts.
While I understand that organised activities such as swimming lessons and fitness classes have a place, I
would hope that there would be adequate provision for people who just want to swim or who prefer to use
rehabilitation or fitness at their own pace, independently. I would not like to see these individuals squeezed out
by group organised activity. Having paid full entry for myself and my grandchildren, we were chased from one
place to another because of swimming lessons, and when I queried this, we were told to "come back after
2.30pm this afternoon." This should have been stated at the point of entry.
Would love to see this. The kids need access to regular and vacation swimming lessons. Not feasible in
middle of a collie winter if not well heated.
Would be great if swimming lessons were available all year
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Component: Year-round

Number of Respondents:56

I would be thrilled to be able to continue my pre-work and lunch time lap swimming year-round! I also feel it
would be very beneficial to those in the community who need some sort of water therapy.
Having a pool to be used year round with water slides and maybe even a wave pool to attract more people
from other towns would be fantastic
"I'm moving to collie with my young family in December. While outdoor pools still provide more safety than the
local natural pools the town offers. My kids cannot wear sunscreen as they are allergic to it. An indoor
swimming pool would not only benefit my children, but also helps reduce the sun exposure to everyone. Indoor
heated pools also are great for those water loving kids in winter when there isn’t much else to do."
I'm looking forward to being water fit all year!
It would really benefit collie to have all year round swimming facilities
It would be a great facility to be utilised ALL YEAR round. =)
Swimming is for our family to be able to use it all year would be amazing
Would be great to have a facility to use all year around. I hope though that this will be in addition to the current
pool as it would be sad to lose the outside pool.
If there was an indoor pool me and my 6 kids could go all year long
Be able to use all year.
I would use an indoor pool all year for many swimming activities.
I think a heated pool will get used well in collie during the winter
So many people travel for over 45mins to use an indoor pool over winter, I think collie really needs one do that
more people can swim throughout the entire year.
I just can’t believe we haven’t done this sooner! Without a doubt a good idea to have an indoor heated pool,
that way people can use it all year round! It’s the only thing stopping me from going. If a place like Williams
can have one, then so can we!
Would love an indoor pool to use during the colder months
It would be absolutely brilliant if we had a heated pool in Collie. It is frustrating that we need to bus or drive
out to Donnybrook or Australind/Bunbury to access swimming all year.
I would definitely use an indoor heated pool for fitness during winter
Would love to not travel down to Bunbury during cold season
It would be great to swim all year round
Be good to have the use of the pool for most of the year
Be great for kids in winter
Collie Needs a indoor swimming pool so it can be used all year round .
Currently I travel weekly to Bunbury to use the indoor heated pool... would definitely use on in Collie all year
round!!!
Definite need for heated pool in Collie during the winter months.
Good idea as long as it’s open all year
Having a indoor pool in collie means I will be able to swim all year round without having to travel down the hill
to train.
Having a young child he like swimming and swimming with his friends. Winter he would to swim but we don't
travel to Bunbury. The social side of things and it gets both him and me out and about. I think collie would
benefit from it for all ages and different reasons.
Having the option to swimming all year
I am young and active and would like to be able to swim during winter.
I believe it will benefit The Collie Community to have an all year round heated pool.
I believe it would be an extremely good idea as we can then use the swimming pool during winter as well and
swimming lessons or rehabilitation can be done during those months as well.
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Component: Year-round

Number of Respondents:56

I have filled this survey out as my whole family was using the pool. We have a pool at home so in the warmer
months we use ours. We also use the Collie pool for swimming lessons and leisure. It would be fantastic to
have a pool that we could swim in all year round.
I have lived in Allanson for 33 years. The inability to swim year round has been a great disadvantage to myself
and many others. I feel the shire hasn't listened to its rate payers and frankly let us down. This attitude is
evident in the recent inability to advertise this survey adequately. I implore you to listen to the people who live
in and love Collie.
I think it would be great to have an indoor pool since people still like to swim in winter which is impossible in
the outdoor pool. Also, it would be great for kids to keep up their level of swimming during the winter months.
I think that this would be a welcome addition to the fantastic pool that we already have so that it could be used
year round.
I think the heated pool would be fantastic. Providing year round opportunity for people who choose swimming
as a way to keep fit over any other. Swimming club would be benefit. No need to go to donnybrook or Bunbury
for rehab
I travel to Bunbury for swimming lessons weekly all year round because it’s easier than changing facilities
between seasons and if we had an indoor pool we would do swimming lessons in town.
I would love an option to swim year round for fitness
I would use an indoor pool all year for many swimming activities.
If there was an indoor pool I would use it a lot more all year
If you build it I will use it, I love swimming but do not want to travel out of town to do so.
I also don’t like the cold water on my joints so would be lovely to be able to swim all year round.
Indoor swim classes for children year round is a must.
It would be great to have indoor pool that could be used all year round
It would be wonderful to have access to an indoor pool that could be utilised all year around.
Many people go down to Australind for swimming classes etc in winter times. I think it would be awesome to
be able to use the facility all year round.
My family and I make little use of pool over summer as have our own. We would likely make more use of it
during winter.
My oldest of three children is four years and she has not stopped asking to go to the pool all winter long. I
would utilise an indoor play area on a weekly basis during winter to get these children out and run off some
energy!
Surely if we had an indoor pool it could be open all year thus raising more revenue
Think having access to a pool year round is pretty important and necessary.
Think it would be a huge positive for the town. It would allow me to swim and keep fit all year round
This would be a huge benefit to Collie to be able to use all year round, as I know so many who travel to
Bunbury/Donnybrook through the winter months. A great opportunity to help Collie grow!
This would be an amazing idea. Lots of support throughout the whole collie community and we would be able
to use the pool all year round
We would be able to use the pool all year round
Would be a great addition to our town, used and enjoyed by many all year round.
Would be fantastic for the community to use especially in those colder months.
Would be fantastic to have lessons available all year around & the availability for rehabilitation & laps for
general wellness instead of people having to drive to Bunbury or donnybrook for these services.
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Component: Existing Outdoor Pool

Number of Respondents: 24

We need to keep the outdoor pool as well
Don't believe we need a new pool just a coverage for existing facility. Current area is perfect for usage by
school kids so not to go out to Roche park.
Would like to see money spent on adjustment to current pool instead of studies. I can remember this
discussion going on back in 1980s so maybe the shire should bite the bullet.
An indoor pool would be nice in winter but I like having the big pool outside in summer
Can a roof over the existing pool be a better idea?
Collie should be proud of its Olympic-spec pool. I would not be delighted to support a smaller indoor pool at
the expense of the long pool. If only the two (heated 50m + indoor) could be combined at a single location!!
I'd be part of fitness/wellness sessions if they fit in with my work schedule.
Covered pool would be great
Enclose the current pool
Even just providing cover for the existing pool would make a huge difference in usage
I have more questions than comments for any proposed work.
1) Does the existing outdoor 50m pool stay? (Hopefully yes)
2) Does the existing pool become covered or is this a newly created facility?
3) What is the impact on the rate payers over a long term.
I use the pool down the hill weekly would love not to have to do that please enclose our pool
I recommend the Shire look at other regional centres that have redeveloped an outdoor pool into an indoor
heated pool such as Manjimup Shire.
I would not like it if the present pool would have to close before the new pool is built and ready to go leaving
Collie without an open pool for a matter of a year or more. I would welcome being able to use a pool all year
round but not at the expense of not having a pool at all for any lengthy period.
I would not support the idea of an indoor pool if it will be at the expense of the current 50m pool - we need to
keep the 50m pool
If the pool were to become enclosed, heating the kiddies pool is a must
If we get an indoor pool, I hope this DOES NOT in any way affect the memorial pool we have, use and love!!!
It would be great to keep the outdoor pool also but close it for the winter. The biggest mistake towns make is
they trade one for the other, have both and everyone’s needs are catered for, especially when so much money
and work has gone into the memorial pool already.
It would be great to have an all year purpose pools as well as the outdoor pools in town, I regularly travel too
Bunbury for the pools and swimming lessons and would love more regular access having indoor pools in town
……Also forecast the weather and open on hot weekends
The existing pool is already heated I think if we were to get an indoor pool the existing pool should’ve been
covered to maybe reduce costs.
The pool at present is under used - we have a facility that many towns do not have and it is wasted by only
being open in summer.
The swimming pool we have is expensive plus why waste more money on another pool when it could go
elsewhere i.e. jobs that’s more important than a pool
We love the pool facilities we have but want an indoor one we can use every day but to get this we don’t want
what we have outdoors taken away.
We should still keep the outdoor pool
Will be a huge asset to the already great facilities in collie, it is a shame it wasn’t incorporated into the
redevelopment of the current pool
Will this be a year round centre and will it be run in conjunction with the existing pool?
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Component: Financial comments

Number of Respondents: 19

I think it would be a great asset for the town but worry about what sort of a drain it may be on shire resources.
I am definitely supportive of an indoor pool. However I feel that something like this would probably need a lot
of ongoing funding which will probably require the raising of rates by a not insignificant amount. If a way can
be found to keep rate rises to a minimum and still build and operate an indoor pool then I am 100% behind the
idea.
I'm quite wary of the suggestion of a heated pool simply because of the cost factors for both construction and
on-going management/maintenance. What effect this would have on general rates is quite unknown
(obviously because we don't have any costing at this stage) but it’s easy to say we want it without considering
what the community is prepared to pay and I think this question is one that also should be put to the
ratepayers before any final decisions are made.
Very keen to have an indoor pool in Collie if it is an affordable option.
I think a pool would be good as long as the town can afford it.
Good idea. Should have been done already. But I think the money could be spent better in other areas like
industry and job creation
How many times must we go over this? What more affect will this have on our rates? I wonder if people think
of this when they complain about the pool that we ALREADY have.
I am happy to support the idea of a indoor heated swimming pool but I need to see what it is going to cost as
nothing lasts forever and rates can only support so much. Any infrastructure has a lifespan and ongoing
maintenance costs this indicative cost will give me a much better understanding as to the impacts on Collie's
rate base.
I believe the indoor heated pool would be ideal as it would utilised by all of the community. All year round use
is extremely beneficial to everyone. Pregnant women for relaxation, mothers and babies classes, elderly or
those with limited mobility would benefit from aqua-aerobics classes. Sporting groups would benefit with
hydrotherapy for sporting injuries or part of their training schedules. More staff would be employed at the pool
(with the anticipated increase in use) With the recent refurbishment of the pool I am concerned of the cost.
Were steps put in place to cater for this proposition of the indoor heating facility?
I don’t think it viable
I know that an indoor pool would mean a lot to the people of Collie who need low-impact rehabilitation and
enjoy water sports such as underwater hockey and swimming. I know that my children and I would go to the
pool more often. The only thing I ask is that the fees are kept reasonable.
I travel frequently to Bunbury to use the heated pool even in summer so this would be great. Although it is still.
Cheaper to drive to Bunbury and use their facilities than my own town so make sure your cost is low enough
I'd like to know what it will cost, for loans, staffing and ongoing operations and maintenance. And what it will
cost ratepayers as well as those few who may use such a facility?
People need to carefully consider the desire for the pool vs the rate rise that will be needed to cover ongoing
costs
To cover costs, an indoor pool in Collie will need to be very well run and provide programs across all age
groups. Our Physios that I work with can provide rehab classes year round, as we do in Australind.
To get maximum usage the fees would need to be reasonable.
We have been over this several times. With the costs of running our shire increasing every year do we really
need another burden on the community. I understand some will use it but we all have to pay for it.
Whilst I think an indoor pool would be good for collie, I am concerned at the running costs and the impact they
will have on rates in the shire...especially on those people who do not use the pool.
Would save money not having to go over the hill. Collie really needs it!
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Component: Health/Fitness

Number of Respondents: 18

I would love to see an indoor pool for Collie and for my families health
One of the most beneficial areas I can see the pool contributing to is the health and wellness of the people in
the community providing a way of exercising during the winter months. We have many clients who struggle to
exercise on land due to pain and this will provide a well needed way to exercise pain free. It will also mean our
children can have swimming lessons year round which will be beneficial in making sure they are safe living
around water
A heated pool is a must for Collie. So many friends use the pool for exercise but stop exercising when the pool
closes for winter.
A Heated pool would be ideal for my health. Cancer treatment has irreparably damaged my joints, so
swimming in A heated pool would be the perfect solution for my fitness needs
An indoor pool would be a great asset for the Collie community as it would encourage more people to take up
exercising in our winter months. I know a number of Collie people who now use the indoor pool facilities in the
Bunbury/Donnybrook areas.
An indoor pool would provide health benefits for a wide range of people.
As a health professional I believe the availability of a heated pool for our seniors would encourage a lot more
exercise and mobility group activities. Also as our population is becoming more morbidly obese, it would offer
an excellent opportunity for non-weight bearing exercise.
Due to health reasons water activities are the only form of exercise l am able to do. Would be great to not
have to travel for it.
Excellent source of fitness in winter months and for young children all year round
Heated pool is needed so we do not have to travel to Donnybrook and Bunbury to exercise all year round. We
would much rather support Collie and not have to spend or money out of town. As we are now doing. We have
morning tea and shop after swimming twice a week for the last 7 years and we would go 5 days a week if the
bus would take us. Warm water exercise is best to keep elderly active.
I for one would make great use of an indoor swimming pool facility in Collie all year round as I currently travel
to Bunbury to use their indoor pool to enjoy my swimming hobby and exercise.
I have enjoyed the aqua aerobics for the past 3years would love to continue through winter months in heated
pool
I personally think that we as a collie community and shire are badly I need for an indoor pool, instead of
traveling out of town for rehabilitation or general fitness.
I would think a heated pool in Collie would be very well used by members of the Collie population. I myself
would use it for fitness in the cooler months when the weather was not good outdoor activities.
Please make aquatic classes at night. Wold love to be able to in current pool, but working makes it too hard
Provide so many more sport, fitness and employment opportunities to the community.
The indoor heated pool would be very welcome, not only during the very cold winter months but also as
protection from the sun during summer. I have been to a few indoor pools in the metro area and find them
much more suitable especially for the older generation and the very young. In particular the temperature of
water and surrounds gives the initiative to be more active and healthy.
This would be fantastic for all ages, keeping active is great for all health problems and the mind.
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Component: General comment

Number of Respondents: 17

Look forward to hearing the decision
continual driving to donnybrook, wasted resources
I will always choose indoor over outdoor pool to keep out of the Sun
It’s very hard to determine how often this would be used by myself. This would have been a great asset when I
had my child and I didn’t work especially over winter. Now I work it would be used mostly at the weekend by is.
Ideally 50m
If possible a rehab pool to be separate to program pool, post op infection risks and small babies I feel should
be separated
It's too far to travel to Donnybrook or Australind. You need 45 minutes - 1 hr travel either way and whatever
time you spend in the pool. Too expensive and time consuming.
Make it 50m long
More frequently used
My family uses the river and dams to swim in.
Saves driving to donnybrook
Since moving to Collie 20 years ago, having a pool that can be utilised all year has been a priority for our
town. As this has not happened we have travelled to donnybrook and Bunbury. This has become habit for
many people and so our pool is not used to it’s potential. Keeping people in Collie would be great for our town.
So many people travel down the hill or to Donnybrook to swim. We need to do as much as we can to keep
people here.
The pool attendant is not a welcoming individual……
We have some of our Collie elderly go to other indoor pools cause we can’t cater for them. I feel it would be
well used in Collie as there is not much around for our youngsters to do.
Will use sometimes
Would be very interested if it could be chemical free. Perhaps nontoxic salt, as I have multiple chemical
sensitivities and COPD.

Component: Underwater hockey

Number of Respondents: 12

Collie also has a very strong underwater hockey club and was disappointed this was not considered in this
survey. Collie UWH Club uses the pool twice a week from October to April plus a interclub competition day in
Feb. I'm sure Collie UWH Club would use an indoor facility all year round.
The shire should team up with the physiotherapy services within town to provide a top quality rehabilitation
facility and the swim club/underwater hockey can train all year without having to travel out of town for training
having an indoor swimming pool in Collie would benefit me through my swimming at the swimming club as
well as general fitness for the hockey season.
A tiled surface deep enough for Underwater hockey would be very beneficial for the Collie underwater hockey
club. Also high profile underwater hockey competitions are often played during or just after winter so a lap pool
for training would be great.
You forgot about underwater hockey....
From an underwater hockey perspective, primarily our training for national and world comps ramp up in winter
to be fit for comps held in summer. This heated pool will reduce the need to travel to Perth and Bunbury to
complete as it is mandatory to complete 5 swim sessions or more a week as a minimum to play at that level. I
also see a huge benefit for the elderly, rehab, and other sporting clubs to prosper from an indoor heated pool
during the winter months.
I feel the use of an indoor pool will increase the amount of use for a variety of activities, swimming lessons,
water sports (underwater hockey) and in my case year round fitness via lap swimming, the benefits for
children to participate year round in swimming activities would be great.
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Pool needs to be 2m deep, 20m wide and 30m long, slippery tiles on the floor. Why don't we just enclose the
pool we have?? Would also be good to get water polo and underwater rugby in collie. Required 2-3.5 m deep.
This would be very useful for underwater hockey players to maintain water fitness and skill all year round.
When pool was closed for 18 months the entire pool should have been enclosed then. We have a great
underwater hockey team here in this town. Do you know how cold it is down by a pool at 7-9pm at night - even
in summer !!!!!!
Would be great for indoor hockey. 😀
Would be great for under water hockey

Component: Pool Location

Number of Respondents:12

I think the best place for the pool would be at Roche Park It would encourage more people to the centre and
perhaps use some of the amenities before and after their swim. A good example of that is the South west
sports centre. That is a very busy place and I know they have more population to use it. I think Roche Park
could do just as well on a smaller scale
I think an indoor pool would be an excellent addition to Roche Park recreation centre
Would prefer to see the location at Roche park to utilize the facilities there and keep the existing outdoor pool
I travel to Donnybrook to use their pool all the time. Roche Park will be a fantastic venue for an indoor pool
It would be great if it is at Roche Park
Roche Park
Roche Park would be much more user friendly i.e. more parking, disabled bays, easy access, no steps/stairs
Would be great to see it built at Roche park as I do believe it would be used more after sport or with a sport
program.
Would like to see indoor facility @ Roche Park. It's easy access, lots of parking bays & disabled bay.
Would like to see indoor pool at Roche Park, there is lots of parking, a few disabled bays and it is easy access
with not steps/stairs.
It needs to be attached to the current pool as suggested by council and not moved to Roche Park.
I would need more information in regard to where it would be located and what the plan would be long term for
the existing pool.

Component: Water Temperature

Number of Respondents: 11

Would be wonderful to take my kids to the pool without them shivering and going blue within 10 mins
I would love to take my young kids to the pool, but it is just too cold or too crowded on the hot days.
An indoor pool would be fantastic for my young family, the ability to take our kids to swimming lessons as
water play all year round without the worry of icy cold water temps and the lids getting the flu! And I would love
to be able to swim some laps for fitness in comfort too! 👌🏼
An indoor pool is highly sought after in Collie, I don’t take my children swimming there at the moment due to
the water being too cold, even in Summer.
Heat the water. Be able to buy a cup of coffee
I want to support the Collie community, but I just can’t take my daughter to a freezing pool.
I'm very interested in using pool if it is heated an there are classes to participate in
It would be good for the community to have an indoor pool as people like to swim for fitness all year round but
are not able to do so in cold water due to illnesses is winter
Nice and warm 28.
The current pool is too cold and I’d rather drive to Bunbury to LLC
Would use it more often if heated
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Component: Lap /Swimming Club

Number of Respondents: 11

I would use the heated pool in the winter months and the main outdoor pool in the summer months, mainly for
early morning lap swimming
Would love a heated pool here only live just down the road and I don’t have to drive to Australind 3 times a
week to do laps
Mainly interested in laps and classes for fitness although my children may use the pool for fun
Collie will greatly benefit from an indoor heated pool to allow people to swim laps & continue hydrotherapy all
year round. After a great summer season of the "swim to Perth" recording of laps it will be great for everyone
to continue their swimming & goals all year round and is great for their health!
It will be great for swimming club
Please NOT a Swimming Club Pool.
Sick of feasibility studies! During our time in the Swimming Club in the 1980’s and 1990’s a feasibility study
was done then and nothing happened! As a family we have spent long hours travelling to the Donnybrook Pool
for training and to the Bunbury Aquatic Centre for rehabilitation use. Have many friends who have had knee
and hip replacements that would welcome having a heated Indoor Pool in Collie.
Swimming club need club rooms as well!!
With an indoor pool the members of the swimming club could train in their home town in winter, and not have
to travel down the hill. This could also assist the winter sporting clubs because they could do water recover
sessions. Parents of babies and toddlers could do swimming lessons all year round. The schools could
participate in swimming lessons for children with disabilities on a weekly basis. People that need to do
rehabilitation would be able stay in town and not have to travel.
With an indoor pool the members of the swimming club could train in their home town in winter, and not have
to travel down the hill. This could also assist the winter sporting clubs because they could do water recover
sessions. Parents of babies and toddlers could do swimming lessons all year round. The schools could
participate in swimming lessons for children with disabilities on a weekly basis. People that need to do
rehabilitation would be able stay in town and not have to travel.
Would be great to at least have a lap pool for longer use during the colder months and also for kids swimming
lessons instead of on the cooler days the kids coming home sick after the first week of lessons and suffering
through the second week. Seems a shame for the pool to sit there for most of the year unused just cover in
the existing pool area turn the heating up and ta-da indoor pool.

Component: Access for all

Number of Respondents: 10

I have a child with special needs and I would love for him to swim all year round.
As a handicapped pool user, I feel the safety of being in a safe and controlled environment which gives me the
freedom to exercise that I would otherwise be unable to do. Having a heated indoor pool would give me and
other handicapped as well as the general public the opportunity to do this all year round.
As I have a grandchild with disabilities I feel this would be a great asset for them. I have a family member who
has lung issues and I feel this indoor facility would definitely benefit them. As I am interested in aquatic fitness,
this indoor pool would be fantastic.
Collie's disabled, chronically ill and elderly have been neglected for too long though the swimming club gets
real benefit and support. The council talks about inclusion, this is a way to prove it.
Ease of access to pool is important.
If a rehab pool is being considered, I strongly suggest a completely different water wheelchair. The current one
is extremely difficulty to use. Possibly getting some feedback from people who will be actually using it would
be a great idea! Able bodied people with no experience of disability tend to not have a clue!
It can used for the people with disabilities and maybe on the hospital of for the patients for their well being
It will be beneficial for all people and more suitable for elderly people and those with any disabilities.
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The community of Collie need to be aware that a new indoor pool has to serve the community in general and
not just minority groups like the swimming club, rehab, people with disabilities etc. There seems to be small
pockets of the community that feel their requirements are not being met with the existing pool and this also
could be the case with a new indoor pool. Not everyone is going to be happy but the community needs to stop
nit picking the facilities Collie already has and make the most of what we have. Personally, I think a cross
between a rehabilitation and a program pool would be ideal and would cover most bases.
We have an aging population and access to a heated pool for therapy and wellness is important. Disabled
people would benefit as well if access is provided

Component: Infrastructure

Number of Respondents: 8

It will need a upgrade with the canteen.
Family friendly warm welcoming atmosphere with a canteen
An important addition to the infrastructure of the existing pool, please consider incorporating a meeting room
and storage facility for the Collie Swimming Club as part of the study. The CSC's facilities were demolished by
the Shire in 2011 to allow for the upgrade to the outdoor pool and we have been operating out of a sea
container on the site. All year round facilities, especially a 25m indoor lap pool will allow for CSC's swimmers
to train and compete in short course events.
Needs good shade areas with lay down lounges
ample parking well-lit area.
1.Energy sources that should be considered are solar with batteries, wind turbine with batteries , solar wind
hybrid with batteries, steam via exchange unit at the power stations then insulated piped to the pool including
a cooled water return pipe, landfill gas or/and coal using the rubbish tip site as the boiler unit site then
insulated piped heated water to the pool into heat exchanger then cooled water returned to the boiler both via
the rail reserve then underground to the pool.
Good parent change rooms and swimming programs for kids and toddlers

Component: Water play

Number of Respondents: 7

Must have a large fun pool. With sprays- big tipping bucket, water slide. Must have more pool life guards.
an indoor pool/play area would be a fantastic asset to Collie and surrounding areas
A waterslide
big but not to be waterplay for the kids
I think it would be great, but I don't believe there needs to be play things as these are already in the existing
pool. No need for double up
Include an indoor gym, play gym for little kids & a good cafe/kiosk all at the one location & you'll be on a
winner!
Pool Slide Month Members Tickets only

Component: Extra opening hours

Number of Respondents:6

Would be great to be open evenings
Needs to be open for longer hours to better accommodate the hours people work.
I would like to see it open to at least 8pm or 9pm every night to allow people who work to about 7pm at night to
enjoy the pool after work. Also, a season ticket like we have for the summer.
An indoor pool would be an asset to the town. I hope the opening hours would also be extended.
For me to get max usage of an indoor heated pool it would need to be available for use out of work hours and
have fitness classes etc that could be attended after work.
Trading hours. Open from early till pm. Worker friendly hours. Not liking the restricted morning use of pool, not
good value for money and restricts fitness.
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Component: Spa

Number of Respondents: 5

An indoor. Heated Pool with spa would be great for the ageing population of Collie
A heated indoor pool and spa will be great for Collie
Think there should be more thought along the lines of combining some of the options E.g. the spa should be
part of the rehabilitation pool as well as the programme pool and rehab pool should be one pool. It will cut
down area to a more manageable size and allow for better use of the facilities at a cheaper cost.
A heated spa would help with my lower back recovery
Rehabilitation should be a priority as with spa/sauna and program pool. I'm a bit annoyed that these options
are pre-set. These facilities are sadly lacking in Collie

Component: Tourism

Number of Respondents: 4

An indoor heated pool would be of huge benefit to this town.
We are seeing increased numbers of mountain bikers coming to our town for riding - this pool would
encourage riders and families to stay in Collie longer.
It would help tourism as well during winter
Should be considered that after events in Collie, e.g. bike race, horse riding, mountain bike, trail bike walking
the trails around town. The extra people in town would help boost the economy and might like to relax or get
some rehabilitation in the heated pool. Would also be an opportunity to host swimming events,
This would be a great benefit for the community, events could be held here which would bring in lots of tourists
Will be a huge benefit for the whole town of collie & will attract tourist to the town
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Profile
5.1 Age group
The final question was “Please indicate your age group”.
The largest cohort of respondents was aged between 35-50 years (38%), followed by 51-64 & 25-34
year old (21% respectively), 65+ year old (12%), 19-24 year old (7%) and under 18 was the lowest
group of respondents with 1%.
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Community Workshop
6.1 Introduction
A community workshop was held on Thursday the 27th September at the Margaretta Wilson Centre, Collie between 5-6.30pm.
This opportunity for community consultation was widely promoted through the Collie community via a media release, an advertisement through
the Collie Mail and distribution of the promotional flyer online (Facebook, website & emails). 45 people attended the workshop.
Photo 1: Community Workshop
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6.2 Workshop notes
Workshop attendees were asked to work in five small groups (around their tables) to brainstorm and share perspectives on the following topics
relating to the development of an indoor pool in Collie:
•
•
•

What do you think are the benefits of having an indoor heated pool in Collie?
What do you think are the challenges associated with having an indoor heated pool in Collie?
What is your preferred type of indoor pool for Collie?

The answers and ideas noted from each of the five small groups are noted in on the following pages in tables
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Table 4 to Table 13.
Each small group was asked to share their key points with the large group and was provided the opportunity to share their perspectives.
The key points and perspective shared in the large group discussion presented a diverse range of perspectives and stimulated discussions.
The key themes of the large group discussion were:
• The wellbeing and rehabilitation benefits of having an indoor heated pool
• The existing travel costs and effort required to access pools for swimming lessons, underwater hockey/swimming training (in winter) and
for rehabilitation (all year).
• The costs of building and operating a new indoor pool (onward cost to ratepayers)
• The need for affordable community use of an indoor pool (keeping entry fees low)
• Economic and tourism benefits of providing this facility in Collie, rather than local people travelling out of town
• The time required for the planning process and existing community expectations for an indoor pool (noting previous feasibility studies on
the topic)
• Potential design options for an indoor pool, such as integration with the existing Collie Mineworkers Memorial Pool
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Table 4: Group 1 - Benefits
Benefits
Appealing design

Social club events

In town, easy access

All hours of use

How many pools?

Hydrotherapy

All year round swimming lessons
All year round use!

Community exercise

Roof for solar panels
Solar heating

Children learn to swim, Lessons
Continual swimming lesson all year round

Coffee shop – healthy food

Sun protection
Babies – sun protected

Sauna
How many would use it?

Hopefully season or membership fees –
deals, discounts

Lap/ walk pool, Various depths of pool for
different ages and abilities

Aqua Aerobics
Aqua Zumba

Rehabilitation – post operatively, health
maintenance, hospital physio, private
Physio use – session structured

Keep money in the town – less out of town
shopping?
Save travel to other towns

Swim club

Sport recovery

Children activities

Teenage use

School lessons, activities, social

Tourism

Table 5: Group 1 - Challenges/ Preferences
Challenges

Challenges

Preference

Cost

Rates increase, Cost of use, Heating costs, Staffing costs’ Entrance costs,
Maintenance costs, Chemical costs, Laboratory testing costs, State v Shire funding

1.
2.
3.
4.

Air

Air temp, Chorine smell, Ventilation
Comfortable quality of H2O

Kids activities – water features, fun, spa, shower sides of
pool for kids to play

Parking

Number of bays, Disability

Disability access – showers, ramps, lifts

Peak times

Scheduling group times

All levels of depth, 6 lanes

Storage

Facility for chemicals

Spa pool included

Design

Enough money for appealing design

Plenty of natural light

Changerooms

Showering facilities for pre + post access

Solar energy

Public

Unrealistic expectation by public

Café

Lap pool
Walk lap length pool
Spa
Kids area (Include all these hopefully enough space)

Semi enclosed to lower fumes of chlorine
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Table 6: Group 2 – Benefits
Benefits
Keep local in town, less travel, money
kept in town

Accessibility – sun safety, disabled
(purpose built), too cold

Supporting – local swimming club,
underwater hockey, elderly (help develop
state and national players)

Recovery for local sporting clubs i.e.
football, hockey, soccer etc

Health/fitness

Children with special needs

More employment opportunities

Swimming lessons

Recreation

Aqua-aerobics

Social interaction

Mental health

A place for teenagers to go

Use for primary schools

Lap year round

Excursion for day care centre

Rehabilitation

Residents from surrounding areas may
use it i.e. Darkan, Boyup Brook, Harvey

High school – sport and rec program,
opportunity for bronze medallion

Table 7: Group 2 – Challenges/ preferences
Challenges

Challenges

Preference

Cost

Build

25 metre

Maintain – ongoing cost

6 lane pool

Cost to public – entry fee, rates

Program pool

Managing the temperature of the pool to keep all users happy

Deep end needs to deep enough to dive

Funding

Shallow end 0.9m – all users can stand (kids, rehab,
swimming lessons)

Pleasing everyone

Spa

The knockers – people who don’t use the pool

Rail for exercising

Managing unrealistic expectation from the public

External/ grants

Managing opening hours

Cafeteria

Community expectation

Deep water aqua-aerobics -2metre
Under water hockey – 2 metre
Link indoor to outdoor pool
Kids entertainment – side etc
Salt water
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Table 8: Group 3 – Benefits
Benefits
Year round – winter is miserable!

Heat – better for rehab – year round

Water based exercise group

Annual pass – more likely to buy one

School holiday usage and kids’ activities

Health and wellbeing – people who can’t
exercise on land and people who can’t
drive to other towns to access pool

Keep people in town, shop local, increase
jobs, increase employment- lifesavers
etc.

Open class
qualifications

Tourism – closer communities travel here

Offer additional carnivals year round for
sports. Increase tourism

More opportunity kids to learn to swim –
safety with a lot of water in town

Decrease traffic on road to other towns,
people can’t afford to travel

dive

ticket

and

other

Mothers groups, coffee shop, creche

Table 9: Group 3 – Challenges/ preferences
Challenges

Challenges

Preference

Cost

Increase rates, people will complain

3-6 lane lap pool

Cost to use (entry)

Rehabilitation pool/program pool

Where funding comes from

Paddle pool/beach entrance

Competition

Indoor + outdoor opening opposition

Semi enclosed – so can open it up during summer

Community expectation

Meeting community expectations

Needs easy access

Design

Functional for required uses for all different groups

Café

Opportunity to expand if demand grows? Limited by location?

Family change rooms

Ventilation

Hot showers for winter

Air

Trained life guards
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Table 10: Group 4 – Benefits
Benefits
Health and wellbeing

Spending more in town and not having to
travel

Early morning/ late night (weather) shift
workers

Low income will have access and not
have to travel

Al year round access

All ages

Create jobs

Tourism attracting and keeping

Bring people to town

School access all year

Use salted water from Wellington Dam

Table 11: Group 4 – Challenges/ preferences
Challenges

Challenges

Preference

Cost

Cost to rate payers

Program/activities

Upkeep

Enclosed and heated

Power and water costs

Disable access with ramp and hoist

Year round staff and rehab staffing

Graduated depth

Damage/ security

Spa jets area

Councillor support

Showers and change rooms with heating

Council support

Rectangle

Marketing

Marketing and promotion

Equipment

Parking

Parking issues

Ages

Support
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Table 12: Group 5 – Benefits
Benefits
General fitness – inclusive of all

Swimming all year round

Relaxation

Not having to travel and spend outside
Collie

Attract people in town

Facility will be used all year

Social

Sports injuries

Employment opportunities

Longer opening hours

Table 13: Group 5 – Challenges/ preferences
Challenges

Challenges

Preference

Cost

Cost/ ongoing cost

Cover existing pool

Political between State & Shire over funding

A pool to meet all needs

Specialise groups monopolising

Indoor lap pool with decent length

Equity
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Key Stakeholder Interviews
Interviews were held with key stakeholders during the day of 27th of September 2018 (prior to the
community workshop). These interviews provided key stakeholders the opportunity to share their
perspectives and desires for an indoor pool in a face to face setting. Key stakeholders/potential user
groups included:
• Swim School
• Underwater Hockey Club
• Swimming Club
• Guardian Exercise (Exercise Physiologist)
From these interviews, it is evident that different user groups have different requirements from an
indoor pool. To summarise these requirements:
Potential
User Group

Design requirements/desires

Other key considerations

Swim school

•
•
•
•

Indoor program pool
0.9m depth would be great
31°C ideal for infants
Need to be designed to support water
safety “within arm’s reach”

•

•

Ideal dimensions are 20m x15m x 2m
depth (competition size although the
club changes its field to suit)
Tiles much preferred over concrete
Ideally would be a 1.2m at the
shallowest (for games)

Underwater
hockey club

•
•
Swimming
club

•
•

Guardian
exercise

•
•
•
•
•

Physio South
West

•
•

•

Require 25m with at least 6 standard
sized lanes (to hold competitions)
Diving depth at each end

•

•
•

•
•

Management model will need to be
well thought through/scrutinised
Location (proposed) is good. Plenty of
parking
Having a lap pool to keep fit will be a
major benefit for winter season.
Skills training for juniors could occur in
a program pool

New clubrooms required for Swimming
Club
Smaller than 25m lap pool would not
benefit the Swimming Club

Ideal temperature is 32°C
Ramp required
Minimum chest depth to shoulder depth
to allow for facilitator
Size of pool is not a primary concern
Showers, toilets (DDA) required
Accessibility is an absolute must to
allow for all clients to utilize the pool.
Water temperature for rehabilitation is
ideally 34 degrees to promote pain relief
and decrease stiffness, however an
adequately heated pool would still have
significant benefit and would suit all
water activities.
A pool with both walking depth and
swimming depth would be ideal to allow
areas for those who are completing
rehab in the shallow areas, but also
allow for other water activities such as
lap swimming and swimming lessons.

•
•

A versatile 3 to 6 lanes 25 meter pool
would be ideal
The hydrotherapy pool in St John Of
God Bunbury is ideal for hydro due to
the heat and accessibility. It is good for
small babies swimming lessons
however is not long enough for lap
swimming or swimming lessons.

The discussions with key stakeholders are summarised over the following pages.
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7.1 Swim School
Attendee: Maureen
• Education Department
• Royal Life Saving
• Swim School
• Based out of building on site of outdoor pool
• Swim school limited to Dec & Feb due to temp of water
o 2 week programs
o Half hour x8 lessons
• 3pm special needs kids
• 3.30pm school children (primary)
• Babies – 4year old during day
• In-term Education Department swimming
• Lessons in shallow end of pool (1.2m) this is too deep.
o Do use platforms to make shallower
• Big pool is heated
• Leisure pool is only solar heated – not enough
• Estimate 150 people travel to Bunbury weekly for pool in winter
• 8 lessons = $115 and plus pool entry, $225 (private)
• Big focus on swimming for kids with disabilities and training for community safety
Desire
• Indoor program pool
o 0.9m depth would be great
o 31°C ideal for infants
• Management need to be well thought through/scrutinised
• Need to be designed to support water safety “within arm’s reach”
• Location (proposed) is good. Plenty of parking
Additional uses
• Austswim
• Lifeguard training/ bronze medallion
• Special needs kids/ Occupational therapy
• Rehabilitation/ injury needs
• Elderly – low impact fitness
Operational Costs
• Learn to swim revenue will the ‘key’ to its viability
• Learn to swim could run for 4 terms
• Work with Shire to arrange access card
Revenue (swim school)
• Opportunities will increase
• Multicultural people – learn to swim
• More privacy
• More programming hours
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7.2 Underwater Hockey Club
Attendees: Scott Digney & Hayley Digney
• Donnybrook is 10m x25m (1.2m – 1.6m)
• 15-20 seniors (club members)
• Last session
o 14 seniors
o 18 juniors
o 5+ players from Bunbury
• Play Monday and Wednesday nights during pool season
• Collie Cup February (annual)
• Usually lose members at the end of the season (too cold)
• Dimensions
o Ideal 20m x15m x 2m depth (comp size)
o Club changes its field to suit
• Margaret River Pool
o 8 lanes x25m
o 1.8m -1.2m
o liner
• Tiles preferred over concrete
• Understand unlikely will get a competition pool (20m laps ideal, use fins for laps) but having
a lap pool to keep fit will be a major benefit for winters.
• Skills training for juniors could occur in the program pool
• Ideally would be a 1.2m at the shallowest (for games)

7.3 Swimming Club
Attendees: Dee (Treasurer), Sacha (Secretary), Wayne (President), Maxine & Kym
• Swimming club’s view is the $2m was pledged for a 25m pool with clubrooms
• At least 6 standard sized lanes (to hold competitions)
• Diving depth at each end
• Swim clubrooms where pulled down as part of the redevelopment of the outdoor pool
• $200,000 of funding (in $2m) from Labor Government is designated to swim clubrooms
• Currently hold Swim WA meets during summer, ideally would hold during winter (200
participants)
• Registration day is 11 October (Min 40) approximately 58
• 8-10 travel to Bunbury weekly during winter
• Swim club facilitate school swim carnivals
• Junior excellence clinic held in Collie
• Within the wider region, Collie is central point e.g. Mandurah, Peel, Manjimup, Margaret
River, Pinjara
Desire for clubroom
• Have been allocated land plot (good spot) 11m x 20m
o Office, training room, kitchen (for functions) & storage
• Have been fundraising and have funds in trust
• Currently in holding pattern, but ready to use funds and go for grants
• Shire insist design matches other buildings on site
• Currently working out of sea container
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7.4 Guardian Exercise
Attendee: Trevor Smeda -Exercise Physiologist
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ease of access and water temperature are main concern
Travel to Donnybrook for a facility
Collie Pool not warm enough until mid-Summer
Ideal temperature
o 32°C or so
o High twenties get cold beyond 30 minutes
Ease of access
o Ramp required
o Ramp at outdoor pool is good
Depth
o Minimum chest depth to shoulder depth
Size
o Doesn’t matter. Is generally 1:
Sport facilities
o Showers, toilets (DDA)
o College Roe (special school) has a good hydro pool but not enough programming time
for external users.
Patient use of outdoor pool
o Very limited (too cool)
Patient use of Donnybrook
o 5 currently
o Nice & warm (indoor covers help)
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7.5 Physio South West
Response provided via email: Jasmine Hulls
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Many clients who travel to Bunbury or Donnybrook Pools during the winter months.
During the warmer months when the outdoor Collie pool is open we run hydrotherapy
classes for clients who require rehabilitation post-surgery or injury and are not yet able to
progress to a land based exercise program. The class also benefits those with conditions
who find it painful and difficult to exercise on land. It provides a safe, more comfortable and
effective way to exercise.
We also have many clients who benefit from general conditioning from swimming, improving
their overall fitness, strength, physical and mental wellbeing.
Many clients would benefit from hydrotherapy all year round. We also find that there are
clients who require rehab in water during the winter months who do not receive this
opportunity as they cannot drive themselves to Bunbury. It would mean that we can provide
this service all year round.
Accessibility is an absolute must to allow for all clients to utilize the pool.
Water temperature for rehabilitation is ideally 34 degrees to promote pain relief and
decrease stiffness, however an adequately heated pool would still have significant benefit
and would suit all water activities.
A pool with both walking depth and swimming depth would be ideal to allow areas for those
who are completing rehab in the shallow areas, but also allow for other water activities such
as lap swimming and swimming lessons.
The hydrotherapy pool in St John Of God Bunbury is ideal for hydro due to the heat and
accessibility. It is good for small babies swimming lessons however is not long enough for
lap swimming or swimming lessons.
A 3 to 6 lane 25 meter pool would be ideal
An indoor, heated pool for all year round use would be highly beneficial for Collie.
The most beneficial pool would be one that is versatile to include lap swimming, swimming
lessons and a shallow end for hydro and rehab, that is fully accessible.
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ActiveXchange Investment Planning Model
- Collie Swimming PoolNovember 2018 – Existing Site

Report options: New Site, Existing Site, Optimal Location, Blank Page, Full Optimal Program and Price

Report structure – market intelligence applied locally

Process overview – a sector first
How data from over 1 million community program and facility
members and participants, millions of visits, and the performance
of hundreds of facilities is bring used to create a supply and demand
model that predicts member and visits outcomes (and therefore
optimal capacity) with 95% average accuracy

01

02

Catchment overview
Location of the site, competition, the travel time
decay factor, and profile of demand (segments)

03
Projected demand + optimal offer
a. Projected members and visits by facility
b. Optimal program and pricing to reflect the profile of the area
c. Optimal estimated capacity aligned with demand and
viability benchmarks

Investment Planning Model – full overview video www.ActiveXchange.org
Model metrics
Demand profiling
785 demographic and lifestyle indicators
appended to every record to create specific
membership and activity (visit) demand
segments and model parameters that are
extrapolated nationwide (SA1 level)

- DEMAND: likelihood of each individual to use the facility
based on factors including demographics, lifestyle (segments),
deprivation, mobility (willingness to travel) – correlated
against types of facility (SUPPLY offer) factors: capacity (if
known), access, ownership, parking, competition, opening
hours, proxy program and pricing assumptions

Demand allocation
Supply and competition
All competition audited. Travel
time catchments mapped,
factoring in relevant travel time
decay modelling. Weighting
applied to different competition
based on type and capacity

ActiveXchange database – a sector first
Data from 1.2m+ participant/ member records, millions of session visits,
performance of hundreds of facilities across Australia and New Zealand are
brought together through facility operator and system provider partnerships

Based on the model run a number of
likely members (and attributed visits
from these to each facility type) from
each SA1 is allocated to the site

Validation
Member and visit outcomes are
regularly checked against the
actual performance of hundreds
of facilities. The model is
constantly refined to increase
average accuracy, which is
currently at over 95%.

Investment Planning Model – full overview video www.ActiveXchange.org

Site overview
Location and competition

Drive time decay
120.00%

Percentage willing to travel

100.00%

80.00%

60.00%

40.00%

20.00%

0.00%
0
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Minutes

25
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35

40

Projected demand map – summary of drivers of demand for the area

Catchment breakdown
Within the 45 minutes drive time catchment
region, after applying travel time decay
➢
➢

Total Population – 56,125
Total Swim demand – 9,520

➢

Population after applying travel time decay – 6,066
➢

Demand at the site factoring competition
➢ Swimming pool users – 899

Top segment profiles in the catchment – full details at: www.ActiveXchange.org/segments

2,967

Assisted Elders

Trucks and Tools

Crops and Country

Regional Relations

M47

733

Elderly adults and lone person
households with low incomes in
regional areas

L44

669

Older families in rural areas, working
in the agriculture and mining
industries

E19

487

Monocultural, extended family
households with a community
focus in regional towns

F23

Households with children in
regional locations enjoying
their family life

Projected Demand

Swimming
Approximate 800m² pool area (Current
Outdoor Pool)
•

•

Project demand (users) – 899
• Projected members -234
• Projected visit pass holders – 198
• Projected swim school– 467
Projected visits per month – 2,609

Current site performance
50m seasonal pool open October-May

➢ Projected visits: 20,872
➢ Actual visits: circa 20,000 (site POS system)

Overall facility demand – membership locations
Customer demand at the site
(factoring competition and profile of the proposed site)

Catchment breakdown (current site)
Within the 45 minutes drive time catchment region,
after applying travel time decay factoring in competition
➢ Demand at the site factoring competition
➢ Swimming pool unique users – 899

* The capacity indicates the maximum projected members in a site considering
site specifications

Demand by drive time banding

0-5 minute drive time
The percentage of projected members which are
located within a 5 minutes drive of the site.

5-10 minute drive time
The percentage of projected members which are
located within a 5 to 10 minute drive of the site.

10-15 minute drive time
The percentage of projected members which are
located within a 10 to 15 minute drive of the site.

15 – 20 minute drive time
The percentage of projected members which are
located within a 15 to 20 minute drive of the site.

10-15 minute
1%

15-20 minute
1%

5-10 minute
41%

0-5 minute
57%

Program and pricing – Swimming Sessions Demand Split

AQUA AEROBICS

AQUA CARDIO

58%

01

2%

02

AQUA FIT

15%

03

The price for a standard
monthly aquatic membership
at the facility, given the
catchment demographics.

2%

04

$66.23
4%

GENERAL AQUA

05

06

2%

AQUA AEROBICS
FOR OLDER ADULTS

AQUA FUSION

Optimal pricing

Target performance - 75th sector quartile benchmark (against projected performance)
9.4

9.4

8.5

8.5

7.5

7.5

6.5

6.5

5.5

5.5

4.2

4.2

3.7

3.7

3.3

3.3

2.9

2.9

Additional pool
Proposed development: 25m 6 lane (300m2)
Open all year
➢

Additional visits driven by new indoor pool:
➢ 9,288 across the year
➢ 2,418 Member Projected Visits
➢ 2,046 Visit Pass Holders Projected Visits
➢ 4,824 Learn to Swim Projected Visits
➢

1.5

1.5

0

0

POST DEVELOPMENT
Users per m2: 0.7
Optimal pricing and
programs drive growth

➢

POOL - EXISITING
Users per m2: 1.12
Optimal pricing and
programs drive growth

Limited use/ displacement from the existing pool during
the Summer period

If the proposed indoor pool is reduced in size the user per m2
ratio will increase.

Target performance - 75th sector quartile benchmark (against projected performance)
9.4

9.4

8.5

8.5

7.5

7.5

6.5

6.5

5.5

5.5

4.2

4.2

Proposed development: Warm Water Pool
(160m2)
Open all year

3.7

3.7

➢

3.3

3.3

2.9

2.9

Additional pool

Additional visits driven by new indoor pool:
➢
8,975 across the year
➢ 2,105 Member Projected Visits
➢ 2,046 Visit Pass Holders Projected Visits
➢ 4,824 Learn to Swim Projected Visits
➢

1.5

1.5

0

0

POST DEVELOPMENT
Users per m2: 0.936
Optimal pricing and
programs drive growth

➢

POOL - EXISITING
Users per m2: 1.12
Optimal pricing and
programs drive growth

Limited use/ displacement from the existing pool during
the Summer period

If the proposed indoor pool is reduced in size the user per m2
ratio will increase.

Target performance - 75th sector quartile benchmark (against projected performance)
9.4

9.4

8.5

8.5

7.5

7.5

6.5

6.5

5.5

5.5

4.2

4.2

3.7

3.7

3.3

3.3

2.9

2.9

Additional pool
Proposed development: : 25m 3 lane (150 m2)
plus 150 m2 of Spa and Program Pool
Open all year
➢

Additional visits driven by new indoor pool:
➢
9,232 across the year
➢ 2,403 Member Projected Visits
➢ 2,033 Visit Pass Holders Projected Visits
➢ 4,796 Learn to Swim Projected Visits
➢

1.5

1.5

0

0

POST DEVELOPMENT
Users per m2: 0.7
Optimal pricing and
programs drive growth

➢

POOL - EXISITING
Users per m2: 1.12
Optimal pricing and
programs drive growth

Limited use/ displacement from the existing pool during
the Summer period

If the proposed indoor pool is reduced in size the user per m2
ratio will increase.
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

OPTION 3

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate
Cost Plan Date: 28 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description

Option 3
25m x 3 lane Pool
732m2
0m2
308m2

Pool Hall FECA
Swim Clubrooms FECA
Water Area

Option 1
25m x 6 lane Pool
946m2
0m2
425m2

175.80

Nov-18

Option 2
16m x 2 lane Pool
416m2
0m2
180m2

Swim Clubrooms

BUILDINGS
Pool Building
Swim Clubrooms

$
$

1,610,400.00
-

$
$

2,081,200.00
-

$
$

956,800.00
-

2.0

SWIMMING POOL

$

882,400.00

$

1,040,000.00

$

437,000.00

3.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

$

54,260.00

$

41,160.00

$

4.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

$

36,750.00

$

39,250.00

5.0

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$

2,583,810.00

$

6.0

PROJECT COSTS

6.1

Design Contingency

$

258,381.00

6.2

Construction Contingency

$

6.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

6.4

1.0

180m2

$

468,000.00

41,160.00

$

4,500.00

$

39,250.00

$

7,000.00

3,201,610.00

$

1,474,210.00

$

479,500.00

$

320,161.00

$

147,421.00

$

47,950.00

142,110.00

$

176,089.00

$

81,082.00

$

26,373.00

$

5,000.00

$

5,000.00

$

5,000.00

$

10,000.00

Professional Fees and Disbursements

$

284,719.00

$

352,677.00

$

162,663.00

$

53,745.00

7.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

3,274,020.00

$

4,055,537.00

$

1,870,376.00

$

617,568.00

8.0

ESCALATION

8.1

Escalation to Tender - Based on 15
months to tender and 6 months
construction period

$

184,000.00

$

227,921.00

$

105,115.00

$

34,707.00

9.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

9.1

Location Allowance - Excludes
Profesional Fees

$

448,395.00

$

555,429.00

$

256,157.00

$

84,574.00

10.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT

$

3,906,415.00

$

4,838,887.00

$

2,231,648.00

$

736,849.00

$

390,641.50

$

483,888.70

$

223,164.80

$

73,684.90

Goods and Services Tax
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CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

DRAWINGS
The following drawings were used in the preparation of this Cost Indication:
Option 3 - 25m x 3 Lane plus Program Indoor Pool
DPA Site Plan - Option 3 (1:200) dated 26 November 2018
DPA Floor Plan - Option 3 (1:100) dated 26 November 2019
Option 1 - - 25m x 6 Lane Indoor Pool
This Cost Indication is based on Larking Drafting Services Site Plan (1:300) dated May 2016
Option 2 - 16m Warm Water Program Indoor Pool
This Cost Indication is based on DPA sketch plans Site Plan (1:200) and Floor Plan (1:100) dated
14/11/2018
All Options
No elevations or sections available

EXCLUSIONS
The following items are specifically excluded from the is Cost Indication:
Credits for salvaged materials
Carparking
Boundary fencing and gates
Landscaping
Grey water treatment
Rainwater tanks
Pool blanket
Computers, AV equipment etc
Starting blocks
Timing Equipment
Upgrade of incoming services if insufficient to meet new demands
Gas service
Fire Service
Holding and Finance charges
Legal costs
Public Art
Shire of Collie Internal recovery costs

NOTES
Please note that this information is for indicative budgeting purposes only and
should not be used as the basis for making a financial commitment
Prior to making a financial commitment a detailed budget should be prepared based
on input from the architect and the relevant consultants
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

OPTION 3

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate - 25m x 3 Lane plus Program Indoor Pool
Cost Plan Date: 28 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description
1.0

BUILDINGS

1.1

Changeroom, Toilet Amenities and Pool
Hall

2.0

SWIMMING POOL

2.1

Reinforced concrete swimming pool
comprising:< 25m x 3 lane pool
< Learn to Swim pool
< Spa
< Ramp access
< Filtration and pool equipment
< Fully tiled

Unit

m2

Nov-18

Qnty

175.80

Rate

732 $

2,200.00

Amount

$

1,610,400.00

Item

$

862,400.00

20,000.00

2.2

Allowance for lane ropes etc

Item

$

2.3

Pool blankets - 25m pool

Item

Excluded

3.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

3.1

Allowance for demolition of existing
building and sundry demolitions

Item

$

15,000.00

3.2

Paved areas - Allowance

m2

$

16,200.00

3.3

Outbuildings - Outdoor plant and service
yard

Item

$

15,000.00

3.4

Grassed area including reticulation

m2

$

3,060.00

3.5

External signage

Item

$

5,000.00

4.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

4.1

External Stormwater - Allowance

Item

$

7,500.00

4.2

External Sewer - Allowance

Item

$

4,250.00

4.3

External Water - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.5

External light and power - Allowance for site
distribution
Item

$

15,000.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$

2,583,810.00

5.0

180 $

90 $

90.00

34.00
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

Description

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

OPTION 3

Unit

Qnty

Rate

Amount

6.0

PROJECT COSTS

6.1

Design Contingency

Item

10%

$

258,381.00

6.2

Construction Contingency

Item

5%

$

142,110.00

6.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

Item

$

5,000.00

6.4

Professional Fees and Disbursements

Item

$

284,719.00

7.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

3,274,020.00

8.0

ESCALATION

$

184,000.00

$

448,395.00

$

3,906,415.00

10% $

390,641.50

10%

8.1
Escalation to Tender - Based on 15 months
to tender and 6 months construction period Item
9.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

9.1

Location Allowance - Excludes Profesional
Fees

Item

10.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT
Goods and Services Tax

Item

15%
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

OPTION 1

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate - 25m x 6 Lane Indoor Pool
Cost Plan Date: 15 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description
1.0

BUILDINGS

1.1

Changeroom, Toilet Amenities and Pool
Hall

Unit

m2

Nov-18

Qnty

175.80

Rate

946 $

2,200.00

Amount

$

2,081,200.00

2.0

SWIMMING POOL

2.1

25 x 6 lane reinforced concrete swimming
pool with ramp pool access complete
including filtration and pool equipment

Item

$

1,020,000.00

2.2

Allowance for lane ropes etc

Item

$

20,000.00

2.3

Pool blankets - 25m pool

Item

Excluded

3.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

3.1

Allowance for sundry demolitions

Item

$

10,000.00

3.2

Paved areas - Allowance

m2

$

8,100.00

3.3

Outbuildings - Outdoor plant and service
yard

Item

$

15,000.00

3.4

Grassed area including reticulation

m2

$

3,060.00

3.5

External signage

Item

$

5,000.00

4.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

4.1

External Stormwater - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.2

External Sewer - Allowance

Item

$

4,250.00

4.3

External Water - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.5

External light and power - Allowance for site
distribution
Item

$

15,000.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$

3,201,610.00

5.0

90 $

90 $

90.00

34.00
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COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

OPTION 1

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

6.0

PROJECT COSTS

6.1

Design Contingency

Item

10%

$

320,161.00

6.2

Construction Contingency

Item

5%

$

176,089.00

6.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

Item

$

5,000.00

6.4

Professional Fees and Disbursements

Item

$

352,677.00

7.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

4,055,537.00

8.0

ESCALATION

$

227,921.00

$

555,429.00

$

4,838,887.00

10% $

483,888.70

10%

8.1
Escalation to Tender - Based on 15 months
to tender and 6 months construction period Item
9.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

9.1

Location Allowance - Excludes Fees

Item

10.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT
Goods and Services Tax

Item

15%

DRAWINGS

This Cost Indication is based on Larking Drafting Services Site Plan (1:300) dated May 2016
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OPTION 2

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate - 16m Warm Water Program Indoor Pool
Cost Plan Date: 15 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description
1.0

Unit

Nov-18

Qnty

175.80

Rate

Amount

BUILDINGS

1.1
Changeroom, Toilet Amenities and Pool Hall

m2

2.0

SWIMMING POOL

2.1

16.6m x 10m reinforced concrete swimming
pool and spa with ramp pool access complete
including filtration and pool equipment

416 $

2,300.00

$

956,800.00

Item

$

432,000.00
5,000.00

2.2
.
2.3

Allowance for lane ropes etc

Item

$

Pool blankets - 16m pool

Item

Excluded

3.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

3.1

Allowance for sundry demolitions

Item

$

10,000.00

3.2

Paved areas - Pool

m2

$

8,100.00

Outbuildings - Outdoor plant and service yard

Item

$

15,000.00

3.4

Grassed area including reticulation

m2

$

3,060.00

3.5

External signage

Item

$

5,000.00

4.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

4.1

External Stormwater - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.2

External Sewer - Allowance

Item

$

4,250.00

4.3

External Water - Allowance

Item

$

10,000.00

4.4

External light and power - Allowance for site
distribution

Item

$

15,000.00

$

1,474,210.00

90 $

90.00

3.3

5.0

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

90 $

34.00
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OPTION 2

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

6.0

PROJECT COSTS

6.1

Design Contingency

Item

10%

$

147,421.00

6.2

Construction Contingency

Item

5%

$

81,082.00

6.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

Item

$

5,000.00

6.4

Professional Fees and Disbursements

Item

$

162,663.00

7.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

1,870,376.00

8.0

ESCALATION

$

105,115.00

$

256,157.00

$

2,231,648.00

10% $

223,164.80

10%

8.1
Escalation to Tender - Based on 15 months to
tender and 6 months construction period
9.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

9.1

Location Allowance - Excludes Fees

Item

Item

10.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT
Goods and Services Tax

Item

15%

DRAWINGS
This Cost Indication is based on DPA sketch plans Site Plan (1:200) and Floor Plan (1:100) dated
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CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

PROJECT COST PLAN SUMMARY
Indicative Concept Cost Estimate - Swim Clubrooms
Cost Plan Date: 28 November 2018

CCIF:
CCIF:

Description

Unit

External Works and External Services
based on assumption that the pool hall
and swimming poll will be constructed

NOTE

External Works and External Services
based on assumption that the pool hall
and swimming poll will be constructed
in close proximity to Pool hall and

NOTE

1.0

BUILDINGS

1.1

Swim Club rooms

2.0

EXTERNAL WORKS

2.1

Paved areas - Allowance

3.0

EXTERNAL SERVICES

3.1

External Stormwater - Allowance

3.2

Nov-18

Qnty

175.80

Rate

Amount

m2

180 $

2,600.00

$

468,000.00

m2

50 $

90.00

$

4,500.00

Item

$

2,500.00

External Sewer - Allowance

Item

$

2,500.00

3.3

External Water - Allowance

Item

$

2,000.00

3.4

External light and power - Allowance for site
distribution
Item

$

4.0

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$

479,500.00

5.0

PROJECT COSTS

5.1

Design Contingency

Item

10%

$

47,950.00

5.2

Construction Contingency

Item

5%

$

26,373.00

5.3

Loose Furniture & Equipment

Item

$

10,000.00

5.4

Professional Fees and Disbursements

Item

$

53,745.00

6.0

GROSS PROJECT COST

$

617,568.00

10%

-
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CONCEPT COST INDICATION
(PRELIMINARY)

COLLIE SWIMMING POOL

Description
7.0

Unit

Qnty

Rate

Amount

ESCALATION

7.1
Escalation to Tender - Based on 15 months
to tender and 6 months construction period Item
8.0

LOCATION ALLOWANCE

8.1

Location Allowance - Excludes Profesional
Fees

Item

9.00 ESTIMATED TOTAL COMMITMENT
Goods and Services Tax

Item

15%

$

34,707.00

$

84,574.00

$

736,849.00

10% $

73,684.90
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